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Abstract 
The stripper section of a Fluid CokerTM consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhances 
the removal of interstitial and adsorbed hydrocarbon vapors from the fluidized coke-particles. 
Most of the hydrocarbon-vapors released below a stripper shed flow up to the stripper shed, 
where they may crack and form coke deposits that foul the shed. Extensive fouling changes 
the shapes of the sheds, makes them thicker and reduces the free-space between the adjacent 
sheds until downward solids flow is so impaired that the Coker has to be shut down. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the determination of a radioactive 
tracer-particle location within a certain space inside a fluidized bed and has been the main 
tool used to study the motion of agglomerates and their interactions with internals.  
The research presents an innovative use of the RPT system, as a tool to measure the growth 
of internals fouling in time without the need of stopping the process. Moreover, the technique 
was able to characterize the type of interactions the agglomerate has with the sheds.  In 
conjunction with a mathematical drying model, it was possible to predict the flow of organic 
vapors reaching each shed, thus estimating the risk of shed fouling, as well as the amount of 
liquid lost with the agglomerate as it leaves the stripper section.  
The investigation found that small agglomerates lose very quickly their liquid and therefore 
its ability to cause fouling. Moreover, experimental work showed that the solid recirculation 
rate is a very important parameter, e.g., decreasing it by half, quadruples the residence-time 
in all zones.  
The comparison of different types of sheds and configurations concluded that the Mesh-Shed 
type of internals performs the best. With regular sheds, the best configuration reduces the 
total open area by only 30%, instead of 50% as with the current sheds. 
A study of a ring-baffle that is inserted above the stripper section showed that its main 
advantage is that it increases the residence time of the agglomerates above the baffle, 
providing them with more time to dry. Adding flux-tubes to the baffle is detrimental to their 
performance. 
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Preface  
The thesis was written in an integrated article format, with six articles in total, and 
three extra sections were added:  
1. Introduction (Chapter 1): Literature review of bitumen; the Fluid CokerTM, 
specifically the stripper section; the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique; and 
finally the objectives of the research. 
2. Equipment and Software Design (Chapter 3): The design and construction of the 
experimental unit; development of the software and mathematical tools that were 
used to analyze the data; and finally the construction of the simulated agglomerates. 
3. Conclusion and Recommendations (Chapter 9): General conclusions of the research 
and recommendations for future work in the unit or the potential use of the 
Radioactive Particle Tracking technique. 
The order of the Chapters 2 to 8 reflects when the experiment or the construction was 
made; i.e. the experimental work described in Chapter 2 (Application of  Radioactive Particle 
Tracking to Indicate Shed Fouling in the Stripper Section of a Fluid Coker) was performed 
before the Cold Flow Recirculating Fluidized Bed was completed (Chapter 3). The six 
integrated articles are: 
1. Application of Radioactive Particle Tracking to Indicate Shed Fouling in the Stripper 
Section of a Fluid Coker (Chapter 2). The license for publication in this thesis is 
presented in Appendix F. 
2. Agglomerate Behavior in Recirculating Fluidized Bed with Sheds: Effect of 
Agglomerate Properties (Chapter 4) 
3. Agglomerate Behavior in Recirculating Fluidized Bed with Sheds: Effect of Bed 
Properties (Chapter 5) 
4. Agglomerate Behavior in Recirculating Fluidized Bed with Sheds: Effect of the 
Sheds (Chapter 6) 
5. Agglomerate Behavior in Recirculating Fluidized Bed with Sheds: Effect of Voltesso 
and Amount of Fluidized Material (Chapter 7) 
6. Agglomerate Behavior in Recirculating Fluidized Bed: Effect of Baffles (Chapter 8) 
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If you take a look at science in its everyday function, of course you find that scientists run the 
gamut of human emotions and personalities and character and so on. But there’s one thing 
that is really striking to the outsider, and that is the gauntlet of criticism that is considered 
acceptable or even desirable. The poor graduate student at his or her Ph.D. oral exam is 
subjected to a withering crossfire of questions that sometimes seem hostile or contemptuous; 
this from the professors who have the candidate’s future in their grasp. The students 
naturally are nervous; who wouldn’t be? True, they’ve prepared for it for years. But they 
understand that at that critical moment they really have to be able to answer questions. So in 
preparing to defend their theses, they must anticipate questions; they have to think, “Where 
in my thesis is there a weakness that someone else might find—because I sure better find it 
before they do, because if they find it and I’m not prepared, I’m in deep trouble”.   
Carl Sagan 
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Chapter 1  
1 INTRODUCTION 
The research presented in this dissertation addresses the behavior of simulated 
agglomerates and their interactions with the internals of the stripping section of Fluid 
CokersTM that are called sheds. A key motivation for this research is to understand the 
hydrodynamics of the agglomerates and why they foul internals. Extensive fouling 
impairs stripping and may cause the premature shutdown of the reactor. This chapter 
presents a brief introduction of bitumen, Fluid Coking, agglomerates and the Radioactive 
Particle Tracking (RPT) technique. Finally, it introduces the objectives of this research. 
1.1 Fouling 
One of the most persistent problems encountered in Fluid CokingTM is the fouling 
of the stripper section of the reactor by solid coke deposits. The accumulation of 
unwanted material on the surfaces of process equipment is usually referred to as fouling. 
The rate of fouling [Equation (1.1), where m is mass and t is time] can be defined by the 
difference between the rate of deposition (ΦD) and the rate of removal (ΦR). When 
fouling occurs in a process, two possible scenarios can occur:  
1. The rate of deposition is always greater than the rate of removal, and in time, a 
complete obstruction to the flow is formed.  
2. At certain point in time, the rate of removal is equal to the rate of deposition and 
equilibrium is reached (Bott, 1995). 
   RDt
m
φφ −=
∂
∂
 (1.1) 
 In Fluid Coking, the first scenario prevails. Fouling has a negative impact on yield 
and throughput from the reactor, and reduces the run-time between shutdowns. 
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1.2 Bitumen 
With the quality of crude oil diminishing all around the world, the lowest quality 
crude oils rich in sulfur, metals and fractions that boil above 560°C are becoming more 
important to the petrochemical industry (Hammond et al., 1997).  
Bitumen is a naturally occurring product that is found in deposits where there is 
little permeability. Oil sand bitumen is a high-boiling material with little material that 
boils below 350 °C. Oil sands have been described in the United States (FE-76-4) as: 
“…the several rock types that contain an extremely viscous hydrocarbon which is not 
recoverable in its natural state by conventional oil well production methods including 
currently used enhanced recovery techniques. The hydrocarbon-bearing rocks are 
variously known as bitumen-rocks oil, impregnated rocks, oil sands and rock asphalt” 
(Speight, 2007). 
Oil sands are a mixture of sand, bitumen, mineral-rich clays and water. The 
bitumen content of the mined oil sands is about 10 – 12 wt% depending upon the 
location. When compared to conventional crude oils, bitumen is a thick material that has 
higher concentrations of high molecular weight species and heteroatomic species such as 
nitrogen, sulfur and metals (Soundararajan, 2001).   
The oils sands in the Athabasca region of Alberta, Canada, are first mined. The 
bitumen is then extracted in two steps. First, the oil sands are washed with hot water to 
remove most of the sand and clay. This results in a sticky froth containing large volumes 
of water and solids. In the second step, the froth is diluted with a light hydrocarbon to 
cause the water and solids to settle out quickly, yielding diluted bitumen with only traces 
of water and solids. The light hydrocarbons are boiled off and bitumen is obtained. In an 
alternate, in-situ, process, called Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD), steam is 
injected underground to heat the bitumen, thus reducing its viscosity and allowing it to 
drain into a lower well, from which it can be pumped out. 
The bitumen is then sent to an atmospheric distillation tower, where it is separated 
into gas, gasoline, naphthas, kerosene, gas oil, and residue fractions. The heavy residue 
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fraction is then routed to a vacuum distillation unit where reduced pressure is used to 
achieve further separation without thermal cracking. The temperature limit for 
conventional distillation is an atmospheric boiling point of 524-540 °C, which 
corresponds to a temperature of 250 °C in a typical vacuum system. In the vacuum 
distillation unit, the atmospheric tower residue is separated into vacuum gas oil, 
lubricating oil and vacuum residue fractions. The residue from the atmospheric tower is 
vacuum distilled for two reasons. First, vacuum distillation helps remove volatile 
materials and recover a higher fraction of product hydrocarbons. Secondly, removing the 
volatiles prevents them from being lost to gas through over-cracking in downstream 
refining operations (Soundararajan, 2001). 
The enormous resources of oil sands bitumen in Western Canada require 
extensive processing in order to produce transportation fuels (gasoline, diesel, etc.), 
particularly the vacuum residue fraction which makes up to 50-60 wt % of the 
hydrocarbons in the oil sands. Coking is one of the most important technologies for 
processing the vacuum residue, which is converted to permanent gases, valuable 
distillable products and solid coke residues (Gray et al., 2003). 
1.3 Coking 
Coking is a thermal process for the continuous conversion of heavy hydrocarbons into 
synthetic crude oil plus coke and permanent gases as by-products. Several processes have 
been used to thermally crack bituminous materials (Speight, 2007): 
• Visbreaking: Short for Viscosity Breaking. This process was developed to 
reduce the viscosity of highly viscous hydrocarbons by introducing the 
product into a furnace in order to achieve “mild” thermal cracking and thus 
meet fuel oil specifications. 
• Delayed Coking: Semi-continuous process in which vacuum residues are 
heated and then introduced into a coking drum, which provides very long 
residence times that enable more severe thermal cracking.  
• Fluid CokingTM: Continuous process where vacuum residues are sprayed into 
a fluidized bed of hot coke particles for thermal cracking into more valuable 
 products. This process decreases the yield o
greater quantities of more valuable liquid products.
• FlexicokingTM
gasification unit where excess coke is gasified.
1.3.1 Fluid Coking
Fluid Coking is a process for 
thermal cracking into lighter hydrocarbon products. The heavy feed is preheated to 
350 °C and injected through steam
500 °C to 550 °C. The bed temperature must be 
at a moderate level to avoid over
2004).  
Figure 1-1. Schematic diagram of a fluid coke system (Speight, 2007).
 
The feedstock is injected in a downward
it heats up and cracks into smaller 
the particles flow down to a stripper where valuable oil vapors trapped between the c
particles are recovered through steam stripping. The stripper section of the Coker
consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of hydrocarbon vapors 
f undesirable coke and produces 
 
:  A process that is very similar to Fluid Coking, but includes a 
 
 
refining heavy hydrocarbon bitumen through 
 atomization spray nozzles into a fluidized bed at 
high enough to achieve cracking but kept 
-cracking to low value permanent gases (House et al., 
 
-flowing bed of hot coke particles, where 
vapor molecules.  Vapors rise through the bed while 
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oke 
TM
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from the fluidized coke particles. The down-flowing coke particles are then conveyed to a 
burner where they are reheated through partial combustion and hot coke particles are 
recirculated back to the reactor where they provide the heat required for the endothermic 
thermal cracking process, as described in Figure 1-1.  Excess coke particles are removed, 
quenched and stockpiled.   
When sprayed into the fluidized bed, the hydrocarbon feed is dispersed into very 
fine droplets in a wide spray, which significantly increases the phase contact area, in the 
reactor in order to provide a proper cracking environment for the bitumen feed, without 
major heat and mass transfer limitations. The evenly distributed droplets enhance the heat 
transfer, which is desirable, for a rapid and effective process (Base et al., 1999). The 
liquid-solid contact for this process is measured by the amount and quality of the product 
yields, the reactor operability and finally the process efficiency (House et al., 2004). 
Gray et al. (2003) reported that the time required for Athabasca bitumen to react 
and lose its adhesion or ability to form stable liquid bridges between particles, thus form 
agglomerates is around 24 s at 503 °C. In addition, the adhesive forces due to the reacting 
material are significant only when the film was still liquid and able to form liquid bridges 
between particles. Coke particle growth can occur by two mechanisms: 
1. Normal growth by virtue of product coke laid down on the individual 
particles.  
2. By agglomeration of coke-particles.  
 The role of the stripper is to displace the hydrocarbons in the interstitial voids in-
between the coke particles by countercurrent contact with steam. Stripping is usually 
accomplished in a dense, moving fluidized bed. Steam is injected at the bottom of the 
stripper, and bubbles rise counter-currently to the down-flowing coke stream that enters 
from the top (Wiens, 2010). In order to enhance the interaction between the steam and the 
coke stream, some baffles called “shed decks” or simply sheds, are placed in the stripping 
section of the reactor (Blaser et al., 1986; Graf and Janssen, 1985; Luckenbach, 1969). 
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1.3.2 Sheds 
In some fluidized beds, especially with Group B powders (Geldart, 1973), 
internals are used in order to improve the fluidization by breaking and re-distributing the 
bubbles (Issangya et al., 2008). Bubble size is very important for gas/solid mass transfer 
in bubbling fluidized beds. The gas from inside the bubbles comes in contact with the 
coke particles in the clouds around the bubbles. This mass transfer between gas and solid 
is improved by reducing the bubble size and renewing the bubble surroundings by 
interchanging the gas component from the bubbles with that from the emulsion phase 
(Yang, 2003).  
Horizontal baffles have been used to eliminate gas bypassing in deep fluidized 
beds of Geldart A powders, i.e. Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) (Issangya et al., 2008; 
Issangya et al., 2013). Moreover the ability of baffles to reduce the gas bypassing is 
dependent on the vertical baffle spacing, effective open area and the spacing of the 
internals in the fluidized bed (Issangya et al., 2007). Rings, inverse cones and bluff 
bodies internals have been studied in the riser of Circulating Fluidized Beds (CFB) and 
are said to improve the radial solid distribution and improve gas-solids mixing (Jiang et 
al., 1991; Zhu et al., 1997).  Hartholt et al. (1997) have shown that perforated plates 
located in the middle of a fluidized bed promote particle segregation by size while 
reducing the bubble size (Yang, 2003). 
 Luckenbach (1969) was the first one to patent and use shed decks in a fluid 
catalytic cracking reactor. Later, Blaser et al. (1986) patented the use of shed decks in the 
stripping section of a Fluid Coker. 
Figure 1-2 presents the schematics of the top three rows of the shed zone in the 
stripper section of a Fluid Coker. Coke gradually deposits on the surface of the sheds.  As 
fouling progresses, the coke deposits on the second row of sheds reach the first, top row 
of sheds and starts restricting the flow of coke particles until the Fluid Coker must be shut 
down for cleaning. It is important to minimize the coke deposits on the sheds to avoid 
premature shut-down. 
  
Figure 1-2. Schematics of unwanted coke deposition (fouling) in the sheds and walls of 
the stripper section of a Fluid Coker
 
1.4 Agglomerates
The agglomeration of solids occurs in many fluidization processes. In the 
pharmaceutical and fertilizer industries, agglomeration is something that is desirable and 
is used to reduce process problems like dustiness (Weber et al., 2009). In thermal 
cracking processes such as 
production yield (agglomerates leave the Coker
valuable un-cracked hydrocarbons, only to be burn
the reactors internals and surfaces. Fouling of the sheds in the stripper section leads to the 
premature shutdown of the unit.
1.4.1 Agglomerate Formation
Bruhns and Werther
formation based on experimental research; as the injected liquid is introduced into the 
fluidized bed not all the liquid is instantaneously vaporized (although the bed is oper
above the boiling point of the liquid). Particles are suck
 
 (Adapted from Bi et al., 2005). 
 
coking, agglomeration is not desirable because it affects 
TM
 with a considerable amount of highly 
ed in the burner) and creates fouling of 
 
 
 (2005) proposed a model (Figure 1-3) of agglomerate
ed into the liquid jet and 
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ated 
 immediately form agglomerates. These agglomerates then are transported into the rest of 
the fluidized bed. 
Figure 1-3. Mechanism of agglomerate formation (Bruhns and Werther, 2005).
 
Ariyapadi et al. (2003) studied the agglomerate formation mechanism by using X
ray imaging while injecting a radio opaque liquid tracer mixed with ethanol in order to 
visualize the jet cavity. Agglomerates appeared to form via coalescence of droplets and 
particles at the end of the jet cavity.
1.4.2 Effect of Liquid Properties
Schafer and Mathiesen
the formation of agglomerates. The research identified two mechanisms through which 
the initial wetting of the liqu
1. For small droplets: Wetting occurs through the distribution of droplets on 
individual solid particles. The
occurs. 
2. For large droplets:  The 
immersed inside the liquid.
 
 
 (1996) used a shear mixer to study the effect 
id droplets and particles occur: 
reafter, coalescence between wet particles 
wetting involves a large number of particles be
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Because of the results of open air experiments in which the Sauter mean diameter 
of the liquid droplets is equivalent to the Sauter mean diameter of the coke particles, the 
first mechanism is believe to be happening inside Fluid CokersTM (House, 2007). 
McDougall et al. (2005) studied the liquid properties that affect the formation of 
agglomerates inside fluidized beds when liquid is sprayed in. The research reported that 
the viscosity of the liquid and contact angle are the most important variables in the 
formation of agglomerates independently of the fluidization gas velocity. The formation 
of agglomerates with liquid that wets well the 135 µm particles (low contact angle 
between the liquid and the solid surface) occurs only when the liquid has a high viscosity. 
For liquids that do not wet well particles (high contact angle), there is always the 
formation of agglomerates as presented in Figure 1-4.  
 
Figure 1-4. Effect of liquid properties on the formation of agglomerates (McDougall et 
al., 2005). 
 
1.4.3 Granulation 
Because of formation of agglomerates inside Fluid Cokers, their destruction and 
size control is very important to the successful operation of the reactor. Fragmentation 
and erosion are the two mechanisms that can destroy agglomerates. 
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In their work on agglomerates fragmentation, Salman et al. (2004) presented 
different failure modes of agglomerates breakage as a function of the impact velocity. 
Larger and porous agglomerates promote the chipping (localised damage) of the 
agglomerate. Moreover Salman et al. (2003) concluded that the probability of 
agglomerate fragmentation is dependent upon size, material and impact velocity. Finally 
Subero and Ghadiri (2001) determined that there are two main types of breakage, 
localized damage and distributed damage. These findings are in accordance with results 
from Weber et al. (2006): at low fluidization gas velocities, erosion predominates and 
fragmentation prevails at high fluidization gas velocities.  
Weber et al. (2009) showed that when erosion is the dominant mechanism of 
destruction, bigger and denser agglomerates are more stable than smaller and lighter 
ones. In addition, and up to 3 cP viscosity, an increase in liquid viscosity makes the 
agglomerates more stable (they can survive the harsh environment inside fluidized beds, 
something that is not desirable for Fluid CokersTM). Weber et al. (2006) concluded that 
the most stable agglomerates are formed with small spherical particles that are 
completely wetted by liquid. This is in accordance with findings from Dunlop et al. 
(1958), who found that particles larger than 70 µm adhere to each other because of liquid 
coating will be pulled apart because of fluidized bed forces, at the same time particles 
below 70 µm stay together to form an agglomerate. 
Because the fouling in the stripper section is closely related to particle 
agglomeration, further study of the mechanism that leads to the coalescence between 
coke particles by liquid bitumen is needed. Granulation theory has been used in the past 
to study the mechanism that leads to fouling.   
 Ennis et al. (1991) proposed a minimum Stokes number [Stv*, Equation (1.2)] 
above which colliding granules rebound, which avoids agglomerate formation. 
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Where: 
• e is the particle coefficient of restitution.  
• ho is the length of asperities on particle surface.  
• h is the binder layer thickness.  
By comparing Stokes number, Equation (1.3), with the minimum Stokes number 
[obtained from Equation (1.2)], Ennis et al. (1991) came up with a classification of the 
coalescence phenomena. When particles with initial Stokes number less than the critical 
value collide (Stv < Stv*), they coalesce. Collisions of particles with higher Stokes 
number (Stv > Stv*), result in a rebound of the colliding particles.   
    
µ
ρ
9
8 0RuStv =  (1.3) 
Where: 
• ρ is the particle density.  
• uo initial relative granule collisional velocity.  
• R particle radius  
• µ is the binder viscosity.  
 Equations (1.2) and (1.3) can be used to analyze defluidization in fluidized bed 
granulation. The addition of a binder to the fluidized bed increases the minimum 
fluidization velocity due to changes in the porosity of the fluidized medium. The liquid 
bridges generated by the binder have a tendency to increase the porosity of the bed, thus 
this increases the velocity of the gas, and results in a pressure drop equal to the weight of 
the bed, for example, the minimum fluidization condition. Therefore, the critical 
defluidization Stokes number [Equation (1.4)] is: 
     )ln()11(
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Where:  
• α is an unknown constant.  
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• Um is the modified minimum fluidization velocity due to viscous layers.  
• Uo is the minimum initial fluidization velocity.  
 Gray (2002) analyzed the work done by Ennis et al. (1991) in relation to the 
context of Fluid Coking. Solving for the minimum fluidization velocity [Equation (1.5)] 
suggests that this velocity increases in proportion to the logarithm of the liquid film 
thickness: 
    )ln(
8
)11(9
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0 h
h
R
eUU m
ρα
µ +
+=  (1.5) 
 The film thickness is directly controlled by the rate of liquid feeding into a 
fluidized bed with a given amount of particles. The reaction and mass transfer processes 
favor minimal values of h, and this relationship suggests simultaneous benefits for thin 
films in avoiding defluidization. Optimizing process variables such as feed atomization, 
the number, position and orientation of jets or nozzles for the liquid feed, gas flow rate, 
and the reactor length to diameter ratio may help to achieve thinner films. In addition, 
Equation (1.5) suggests that the larger the particle, the smaller the increase in minimum 
fluidization velocity due to the presence of liquid binder. The overall conclusion can be 
summarized as: thinner films, larger particles and rougher particles help reduce the rate of 
particle adhesion. Moreover, the increase in the local characteristic velocity, Uo, increases 
the Stokes number near the reactor internal surfaces and helps avoid falling below the 
critical Stokes number and thus mitigates fouling.  
In order to disperse the agglomeration of particles in a gaseous state, an external 
force larger than the adhesive force between primary particles should be applied. The 
dispersion method can be classified by the methods of applying dispersion forces. In a 
fluidized bed, a particle experiences mechanical forces such as impaction and attrition by 
the neighboring fluidized particles. When the fluidizing gas velocity is greater than the 
terminal settling velocity of the primary particle, the particles dispersed by the 
mechanical forces are entrained into the airflow. When particles do not fluidize because 
of adhesive forces, mixing in larger particles such as glass or metal beads as the 
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fluidizing medium is effective to promote dispersion. The larger particles are fluidized 
easily and generate impaction and attrition forces that act as a dispersion forces on the 
adhesive particles (Masuda et al., 2006) 
Parveen et al. (2013) presented a novel way to detect fragmentation of 
agglomerates inside a fluidized bed by using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). The 
research concluded that the stability of an agglomerate is a function of its liquid content, 
its bulk density and the size of its constituent particles. An increase of the liquid content 
or bulk density increase the agglomerate stability, while larger constituent particles will 
make the agglomerate less stable. Also concluded that the average survival time for an 
agglomerate inside the bed is directly proportional to the critical shear force that is 
needed to break the agglomerate.  The superficial gas velocity plays an integral role in 
determining which mechanism, erosion or fragmentation, cause agglomerate destruction: 
erosion predominates at low velocities and fragmentation at high velocities. When the 
superficial gas velocity is sufficiently high, fragmentation predominates, all agglomerates 
are fractured and no type of agglomerate is able to survive in a fluidized bed (Weber et 
al., 2006). 
Wang and Rhodes (2005) presented a way to increase the velocity of the fluidized 
bed without affecting the overall operation of the bed. A major constraint associated with 
an increase in gas velocity is that the rate of particle elutriation may significantly 
increase. This is particularly true when the bed consists of particles with a wide size 
distribution. To take advantage of the effect of higher fluidization velocity without 
incurring excessive particle elutriation, a higher fluidization velocity is intermittently 
applied without increasing the time-averaged superficial gas velocity; such as applying 
gas-phase pulsation in the form of Equation (1.6). 
    )2sin()( 0 ftUUtU s π+=  (1.6) 
Where:  
• U is superficial gas velocity.  
• f is oscillation frequency.  
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• Uo time-averaged superficial gas velocity. 
• Us amplitude of oscillation.  
In practice, Us is set to be considerably smaller than Uo so that the oscillation 
component makes up only a small fraction of the total gas flow; with this approach, 
elutriation should not be impacted.  Also, it has been reported that the effect of pulsation 
is most pronounced when the frequency of imposed pulsation matches the natural 
frequency of the bed. 
1.5 Radioactive Particle Tracking 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique applied to fluidized beds 
consists of detecting the amount of radiation in the form of γ-rays, emitted by a single 
radioactive tracer-particle (Because the focus of this research is related to agglomerates, 
the radioactive tracer-particle term, which is used in most RPT publications, will be 
changed to radioactive tracer-agglomerate in this work). The detected radiation is a 
function of distance from an array of gamma ray detectors located externally to the bed. 
The main advantage of this method is its non-intrusive nature; data can thus be obtained 
without disrupting the gas-solid flow inside the vessel.  
A complete RPT system includes: 
• A single radioactive tracer-agglomerate emitting γ-rays.  
• Several scintillation detectors to sense the radiation emitted by the tracer-
agglomerate.  
• One computer or computers to record, process, and analyze the data from each 
detector. 
 In the RPT approach, a tracer-agglomerate is prepared in a way that is 
aerodynamically similar to the bed particles. Khanna et al. (2008) used a similar approach 
to that of Godfroy (1997) in the production of tracer-agglomerates; they mixed epoxy 
resin with gold powder in a proportion that gives the tracer the same particle density as 
fluidized particles. After hardening, a piece of the resin is cut and hand rounded to make 
a tracer of the desired size. Moslemian et al. (1992) coated scandium spheres with 
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polyurethane to match the diameter and density to that of the bed particles. Chaouki et al. 
(1997) described other attempts to introduce material that can be irradiated to produce a 
radioactive tracer. Regardless of the method or tracer preparation and the materials used, 
all suffer from similar limitations, i.e. the material is not exactly the same as the fluidized 
medium.  
 Radioactive gold (Au198), is preferred for RPT experiments because it decays very 
fast (as presented in Figure 1-5) and it decays into a stable isotope of Mercury (Hg198), 
which is very desirable for health concerns (Moreira et al., 2010). 
Figure 1-5. Au198 decay graph (Moreira et al., 2010). 
 
 It has been observed in preliminary experiments as part of the present research 
that the number of counts that any scintillation detector measures for a given statistical 
tracer position located inside the vessel can vary by ± 10 %. For example, adding a weak 
radiation source at exactly 10 cm from the virtual scintillation detector center, one can 
read an average between 18000 - 22000 counts/sec, at any particular time. This is because 
the decay of an unstable atom is a completely random event (Leo, 1994). For this reason, 
an error in the location of the tracer-agglomerate is always expected. 
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 There are several position rendition techniques that can be used to determine the 
x-, y-, and z- coordinates of the tracer-agglomerate inside the reactor as a function of time 
using the radiation signal obtained from the scintillation detectors. The Computer 
Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) and the Monte Carlo simulation 
methods are the two most common ones. 
1.5.1 CARPT Rendition Technique 
The CARPT method was originally developed by Lin et al. (1985). The main 
outcome of this method is that the number of γ-rays counted by a detector depends 
unequivocally on the distance between the tracer-agglomerate position and a virtual 
center in the detector surface. Once this virtual center is determined, a calibration curve 
relating γ-rays counts to distance is established for each detector for a condition identical 
to those of the particle tracking. The calibration data obtained is expressed in a functional 
form using a curve fit of the raw data. Polynomial fits with various orders are used in 
order to describe the different domains of distance versus γ-rays counts relationships 
(Chaouki et al., 1997). 
 By defining an arbitrary reference frame and denoting by (x,y,z) the unknown 
coordinates of the tracer as well as the coordinates of the virtual center of ith detector (xi, 
yi, zi), then for each detector the formula can be written as shown in Equation (1.7):  
    
2222 )()()( iiii zzyyxxr −+−+−=  (1.7) 
Where r is the distance obtained from the polynomial fitting. The availability of distance 
measurements from many scintillation detectors results in data redundancy for location 
determination. To take advantage of this planned redundancy, a weighted least-square 
method based on an exact linearization scheme is used to obtain the tracer position (Lin 
et al., 1985). 
 The processing time and the simplicity of the mathematics are the main 
advantages of the CARPT method. The main disadvantages are that it requires a 
substantial calibration effort and that the model does not take into account the angle 
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between the tracer and a horizontal plane through the virtual center of the scintillation 
detector. 
1.5.2 Monte Carlo Rendition Technique 
In order to avoid extensive in-situ calibration, Professor Chaouki and his group at 
École Polytechnique de Montréal developed a phenomenological approach to account for 
geometry and radiation effects in RPT. With their rendition technique, the determination 
of the tracer position from the detectors counts requires the construction of a map of 
counts as a function of the possible coordinates of the particle by using Equation (1.8). 
Since a certain fraction of the γ-rays are absorbed by the fluidized material and by the 
vessel walls, a new map is needed whenever the density of the medium to be studied 
changes (Chaouki et al., 1997). 
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Where:  
• C is the theoretical counts.  
• ST the sampling time.  
• v the number of γ-rays emitted per disintegration.  
• φ the photopeak ratio.  
• ε the total efficiency.  
• τ is the dead-time per recorded pulse.  
• A is the strength of the radiation source. 
 The advantages of Monte Carlo method are that it requires less calibration, and 
that the mathematics takes into account the angle at which the γ-rays enter the sensor. 
 The main disadvantage of this method is that the mathematics are far more 
complicated and thus leads to more computer time to obtain the position, at the rate of 
approximately one coordinate per second. For example, in a typical experiment with one 
million points, it would take the user 11 days to obtain the coordinates of the data; this 
compared to 5 minutes using the CARPT method. 
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1.6 Thesis Objectives and Outline 
As mentioned before, agglomeration of small fluid coke particles is believed to be 
the main cause of fouling of the Fluid Coker internal surfaces. Nonetheless, and to the 
best of the author’s knowledge, there is no research dealing with the hydrodynamic 
mechanisms that contribute to or control fouling of internal surfaces in Fluid Cokers.  
 It has been suggested by the industry, that in order for significant shed fouling to 
occur in the Fluid Coker, three factors should be present in the shed zone of the reactor:  
1. Wet agglomerates in the vicinity of the sheds.  
2. Heavy organics vapors that cement the wet agglomerates on the shed surfaces.  
3. Furthermore, low local characteristic velocities that allow enough time for the 
agglomerates to foul the surfaces.  
 
In order to study the hydrodynamic mechanism of the stripping section of a Fluid 
Coker the research proposed herein will focus on the following seven objectives: 
1. Design and construction of a lab-scale cold flow recirculating fluidized bed 
surrounded by scintillation detectors to track the trajectory of a single radioactive 
tracer-agglomerate placed into a recirculating flow of real coke particles. The 
experimental reactor contains replaceable internals (sheds) that improve the 
contact between the solids and the gas. The bed does not contain irregular 
surfaces where the tracer-agglomerate can latch on to.  
2. Fabrication of a tracer-agglomerate consisting of coke laced with gold or epoxy 
laced with glass bubbles and gold in order to mimic typical wet agglomerates 
encountered in Fluid Cokers. The tracer will be radiated in the Slowpoke II 
nuclear reactor at the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) or later, in the 
Material Test Reactor at McMaster University.  
3. Develop a user-friendly computer interface to operate, and collect data from 
twelve scintillation detectors.  
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4. Develop a calibration procedure for scintillation detectors depending on the 
radioactivity of the tracer-agglomerate to determine an optimal radioactivity 
range. Adjust and improve an algorithm and computer program for treating the 
data obtained by scintillation detectors in order to increase accuracy in the 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location in a recirculating 
fluidized bed environment.  
5. Utilize the Radioactive Particle Tracking apparatus to determine its applicability 
to indicate the change in the shape of internals within a conical fluidized bed 
when direct observation is impossible.  
6. Track the motion of wet particles, in the form of simulated agglomerates, around 
the different types and sizes of sheds and understand why coke deposits on shed 
surfaces. It is important to register the residence time of the agglomerate in the 
stripper zone, velocities around and across the sheds.  
7. Developed a drying model that, in conjunction with the agglomerates behavior 
inside the fluidized bed, evaluate where the agglomerate loses its valuable liquid 
and how much liquid leaves the bed with the exiting fluidized particles (which 
would flow to the burner in a Fluid Coker). 
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Chapter 2  
2 APPLICATION OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICLE 
TRACKING TO INDICATE SHED FOULING IN THE 
STRIPPER SECTION OF A FLUID COKER 
2.1 Abstract 
The stripper section of a Fluid-Coker consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that 
enhances the removal efficiency of entrained and adsorbed hydrocarbons from the 
fluidized coke-particles. If the particles contain a thin liquid film layer of heavy 
hydrocarbons, making them excessively ‘wet’ or ‘sticky’, and if they stay in contact with 
sheds for too long, solid deposits are formed that lead to stripper fouling. Extensive 
fouling decreases stripping efficiency and liquid product yield and can shorten run-times 
between shutdowns. Because of the fouling, the shape of sheds mostly changes by 
increasing their surfaces thickness. An early indication of that fouling and the ability to 
follow its development are essential for choosing optimal parameters of the process. The 
Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) method has been tested to determine its applicability 
to indicate the change in the shape of internals within a fluidized bed reactor when direct 
observation is impossible. A single radioactive tracer-agglomerate has been traced in 
experiments lasting from 2 to 6 hours. The experiments were conducted in a lab-scale, 
cold-flow fluidized bed into which a single shed with walls of different thickness was 
incorporated. This experimental fluidized bed provides intensive solid phase mixing that 
allows a single tracer-agglomerate to be located in any place within the reactor. By 
registering the frequency of the tracer-agglomerate appearance within a defined internal 
space surrounding the shed, the shape of shed was reconstructed. The conducted 
experiments suggest that RPT technique allows for tracking internals fouling within a 
fluidized bed reactor. 
2.2 Introduction 
The fluid-coking upgrading process is very similar to Fluidized Catalytic 
Cracking (FCC) and allows for greatly enhanced conversion of the heaviest fractions of 
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oil, sometimes referred to as bitumen, into light oil, gas and coke (Furimsky, 2000; 
Matsen, 1985). A continuous recirculation of coke particles (catalyst particles in the case 
of FCC) is maintained between two fluidized bed vessels Figure 1-1: the Coker (also 
known as the reactor) and the combustor. In the combustor, the particles of coke are 
fluidized with air and as the same time combusted up to a temperature of about 625 ºC. 
Then, the hot coke particles are re-directed into the upper section of the Coker where 
fluidization is maintained by the steam fed into the bottom of this unit. In the Coker, hot 
coke particles collide with the liquid feedstock in the form of finely dispersed droplets of 
bitumen introduced at a temperature of about 300 ºC.  
When a liquid droplet collides with the hot particle of coke an endothermic oil 
upgrading process takes place on its surface resulting in the conversion of heavy oil into 
the vapor products and a solid residues (coke). The vapor products are collected 
downstream, where they are separated from steam and represent the final products of the 
upgrading process. The fluidized coke particles become progressively larger and heavier 
and fall downward into the stripper section. The purpose of stripper section is to make 
coke particles “dry” by removing the rest of organic liquids from their surfaces through 
an interaction with the countercurrent flow of steam. The stripping of heavy 
hydrocarbons with steam prevents particles from agglomerating and allows them to move 
freely through the standpipe and riser back to the combustor.  
A stripper section consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the 
interaction between steam and solid fluidized coke particles; it also improves the removal 
efficiency of entrained and adsorbed hydrocarbons from their surfaces. 
 Many authors have investigated hydrodynamics and mass transfer in the stripping 
sections of the Cokers and the FCC reactors in order to test different shed configurations 
and obtain an optimal relation between flows of solids and fluidized gas inside the 
reactors. One of the most undesirable operational situations that can occur in the Cokers 
is flooding, that results in the defluidization of the reactor. When it occurs, the solid 
particles of coke practically stop moving downward and the recirculation between the 
Coker and the combustor stops (Pugsley and Mckeen, 2003). 
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The flooding in the reactor, after a certain time of its successful operation, is often 
induced by the fouling of the stripper sheds; this is a result of the deposition of a dense 
organic material (coke) on the surfaces of those internals. As it was shown by Wiehe, 
(1993), the retention of crude oil components on heated surfaces (with temperatures 
about 400 ºC) invariably leads to the formation of coke on them. When “wet” coke 
particles, that contained a thin liquid layer of heavy hydrocarbons in its surfaces contact 
with the stripper sheds, some of them would create liquid bridges between themselves (as 
in granulation) and the internals surfaces, this with enough time will solidify creating thin 
coke layers (Gray, 2002). Extensive fouling (the addition of several layers of solid coke) 
changes the shape of the sheds, making them thicker and reduces the free space between 
adjacent ones (Figure 1-2). As a result, the stripping efficiency decreases, and the 
superficial gas velocity in the stripper section increases because of the reduction of the 
free space between sheds; this situation leads to flooding and results in the shutdown of 
the reactor. 
 An early indication of fouling and the ability to follow its development is 
essential for choosing optimal parameters of the process. The Radioactive Particle 
Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate determination of a radioactive tracer-
agglomerate location within a certain space of the reactor. The fluidized particles are 
considered ideally mixed in bubbling fluidized beds (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991) and, 
therefore, a single tracer-agglomerate trajectory in such fluidized beds has a statistical 
nature. Following a radioactive tracer-agglomerate trajectory for a long time, in a 
continuous process, where the traced-particle permanently interacts with the reactor 
internals and the surfaces, can give important statistical characteristics such as particles 
velocity vectors distribution, and the residence time distribution along the reactor 
volume. 
 In this work, the RPT technique was tested to determine its applicability to 
indicate the change in thickness of a V-baffled shed as a result of its fouling within a 
bubbling fluidized bed when a direct observation is impossible. 
 2.3 Experimental Technique and its Accuracy
The Radioactive Particle Tracking
detecting the amount of radiation in the form of 
tracer-agglomerate. The radiation of a 
scintillation detectors surroundi
proportional to the distance between the 
every 30 to 60 ms, a tracer
coming from all detectors.
2.3.1 Experimental Setup
The analysis of the shed thickness was carried out in a 
made of Plexi-glas. Figure 
a) 
Figure 2-1. a) Fluidized bed apparatus components and instrumentation: Blower (1), air 
by-pass (2), orifice plate for flow measurement (3), wind box (4), air distributor (5), 
radioactive tracer-agglomerate
(9), 1.3 m of disengagement section (10), cyclone (11), fine powder collect
(12), shed (13). b) Schematic of the conical section of the fluidized bed with the single 
shed plus six layers of simulated foulant on top of it.
 
 Four kilograms of fluid coke provided by Syncrude Canada, LTD, was 
fluidized material [particle density ranges from 1440 and 1520 kg/
Soundararajan, 2001], with Sauter mean diameter of 98 
 technique applied to fluidized beds consists of 
γ-rays, emitted by a single radioactive 
tracer-agglomerate is detected by an array of 
ng the vessel. The signal from each detector is 
tracer-agglomerate and the detector. At least 
-agglomerate location is estimated by analyzing the signals 
 
 
bubbling fluidized bed 
2-1-A, presents the schematics of the apparatus.
 
b) 
 (6), NaI scintillation sensors (7), USB hub (8), computer 
 
m3 (
µm [obtained using a Mastersizer 
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or recipient 
used as the 
Furimsky, 2000; 
 S-series Long Bench (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK)]. Fluid coke particles fall in
between type A and B particles in the Geldart classification (Geldart, 1973; Song et al., 
2006). A 1.63 mm diameter, Epoxy/Gold (E/G) trace
kg/m3 (type D in the Geldart classification of particles), was selected for this test. It is 
very clear that the tracer
fluidized bed material (coke); this results in locating the 
bottom-zone of the fluidized b
going to be shown in the results section.
Figure 2-2. Schematic of the single shed structure with variable thicknesses of simulated 
foulant in the observation space. The height has a value of 8.5 cm divided in sections of 
0.5 cm, which are 19 divisions.
 
A single tracer-agglomerate
superficial air velocity of 0.38 m/s at the distributor and 0.09 m/s in the upper sect
the bed; the Industrial Fluid 
al., 2006). Eight experiments with different shed 
conducted; 250,000 tracer
 A 4 cm by 4 cm,
shed and foulant simulation material as presented in
-particle with a density of 2300 
-agglomerate of Epoxy/Gold is bigger and denser than the 
tracer-agglomerate
ed with much more frequency than in the upper zones, as is 
 
 
 was introduced into the conical fluidized bed with a 
Cokers run with a superficial gas velocity of 0.24 m/s (Cui et 
thicknesses Figure 
-agglomerate coordinates were obtained for each experiment. 
 0.7 cm thick 90 degree angle plywood profile was used as the 
 Figure 2-2. The characteristics of the 
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-
 at the 
 
ion of 
2-1-B were 
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eight experiments are described in Table 2.1. At the beginning of the eight experiments, 
the tracer particle had a radiation of 41,880 Bq (measured by putting the tracer 5 cm 
away from one of the scintillation detectors) and at the end; it was estimated at 25,015 
Bq. The RPT technique using a single computer, presents detectors saturation with a 
tracer-agglomerate radiation above 45,000 Bq.  
 
Table 2.1. Description of the eight experiments used for evaluating the RPT technique in 
detecting the amount of fouling that a shed has. 
Experiment 
Number Description 
Height of Foulant from 
the Shed Surface 
1 Shed. 0 cm 
2 Shed plus 1 cm of thickness. 1 cm 
3 Shed plus 2 cm of thickness. 2 cm 
4 Shed plus 3 cm of thickness. 3 cm 
5 Shed plus 4 cm of thickness. 4 cm 
6 Shed plus 5 cm of thickness. 5 cm 
7 Shed plus 6 cm of thickness. 6 cm 
8 No internals inside the vessel. None 
2.3.2 Accuracy in Experimental Detection 
The Computer Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) algorithm 
described by Lin et al. (1985) was used to treat the signals from all detectors 
simultaneously. This algorithm requires first a calibration in order to obtain dependence 
between the detected physical signal and tracer-agglomerate location. 
The calibration procedure included placing a tracer-agglomerate into an empty 
reactor at a measured arbitrary location, the distance ri is measured between the 
radioactive source and the detector. The result is the average number of “counts” ci 
(counts are proportional to the amount of radioactive γ-rays that make a way into a 
detector’s crystal) for each sensor in a period of 0.50 seconds. In order to minimize the 
errors by the reduction of the radiation of the tracer particle in time, Khanna et al. (2008) 
proposed a normalization of the data. The counts are normalized using ∑=
12
1
iSum cC , and 
the relative signal value is obtained as presented in Equation (2.1): 
     
Sum
i
i C
c
=Ψ  (2.1) 
 As seen in Figure 
satisfactorily the distance between Detector 9 [The second order regression has a 
coefficient of determinants (R
was built for each detector to obtain detector
polynomial regression. 
Figure 2-3. An example of 
radiation in normalized data and the Y
the detector and the tracer
for that detector. 
 
 After choosing a center 
where x0=0, y0=0 and z0
located (xi, yi, zi).  
 The distance between the i
experimentally obtained by using a calibration curve and polynomial regression as shown 
in Equation (2.2). 
2-3, a second-order polynomial regression predicts 
2) of 0.9663] and the tracer-agglomerate. 
-sensitive coefficients for a second
a calibration curve for detector 1. The X- 
- axis presents the distance between the center of 
-agglomerate. As the particle is closer, the radiation is higher 
of the coordinate system at the bottom of the reactor, 
=0, the coordinates of the virtual center of ith
th
 detector and a tracer-agglomerate
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A similar curve 
-order 
 
axis presents the 
 detector can be 
 ri has been 
 cbari +Ψ+Ψ=
2
 
Where a, b and c are coefficients of a 
curve for the ith detector (Example: 
 By knowing the virtual center of the
tracer-agglomerate and the detector, the 
calculated using Equation 
    
22 ()( ii yxxr −+−=
 Because there are twelve Equations 
(1985) use a weighted least
position (x, y, z). 
Figure 2-4. Schematics of a 
method (software and hardware) to determine its location (for clarity, only three detectors 
are presented in the picture).
 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the RPT technique, the 
was introduced in a long shaft that was rotating by an electric motor as presented in
parabolic regression approximating a calibration 
Figure 2-3 for the detector number nine). 
 ith detector, and the distance r
unknown coordinates (x, y, 
(2.3):  
22 )() ii zzy −+  
(2.3) (one per scintillation detector), Lin et al.
-square method in order to obtain the tracer coordinate 
tracer-agglomerate motion to test accuracy of the RPT 
 
tracer
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(2.2) 
 
i between the 
z) can be easily 
(2.3) 
 
 
-agglomerate 
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Figure 2-4. An Epoxy/Gold tracer particle prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) and 
Khanna et al., (2008) was selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a 
nuclear reactor [for this case the Slowpoke II reactor at the Saskatchewan Research 
Council (SRC)], part of it, is transformed into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days 
(Chaouki et al., 1997). 
Nine experiments, in which the tracer-agglomerate trajectories are modified by 
changing the position along the axel as well as the radius, were conducted as described in 
Table 2.2.  
 
Table 2.2. Characteristics of the nine tests that were used to evaluate the accuracy of the 
RPT technique. 
Test Number Position for the x-(cm) coordinate (along the motion rod) 
Position for the Y- and Z- (cm) 
coordinates 
(radius from the motion rod) 
1 0.0 9.0 
2 0.0 5.0  
3 0.0 3.0 
4 -2.5 3.0 
5 -2.5 5.0 
6 -2.5 7.0 
7 5.0 5.0 
8 5.0 3.0 
9 7.0 3.0 
A typical response (Fix X- coordinate at 5 cm Figure 2-5-c), Y- coordinate with a 
radius of 3 cm Figure 2-5-b) and radial Z- coordinate of 4 cm plus 14 cm Figure 2-5-c) of 
the CARPT technique apply to a non-stationary tracer-agglomerate environment in time. 
Every day for a 10 day period, the tracer particle was set 5 cm from one single 
scintillation detector, and the radiation of the tracer-agglomerate was obtained; later, the 
tracer was placed into the carrying rod, and nine set of experiments were carried out, as 
described in Table 2.2. The average standard deviations of the three coordinates (x-, y- 
and z-) were obtained for the nine sets of experiments and plotted in Figure 2-6. 
 
 
 a) 
Figure 2-5. Typical RPT response for: a) X
c) Z- radius of 3cm plus 14 cm 
coordinates in time in a non
 
Figure 2-6. Average standard deviation as a function of the 
 
b) 
 
c) 
- at a constant 5 cm, b) Y- radius of 3cm, and 
of height of the base; these graphs are plotted for the three 
-stationary tracer environment. 
tracer-agglomerate
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 radiation. 
  
As time passes by, the 
and the RPT technique predicts less accurate coordinates. A ± 2 cm error limit has been 
set for this research. With a confidence interval of 95% the (X
standard deviation should be equal to or
agglomerate radiation strength must be higher than 17,500 (Bq).
2.4 Results and Discussion
The Radioactive Particle Tracking technique, obtains the coordinates of the 
tracer-agglomerate in time. With the location and the sampling time, a velocity arrow plot 
can easily be created. The first method to detect the thickness of the simulated fouling is 
the velocity arrow plot, by plotting the velocity arrows of the tracer inside the
section of the fluidized bed two types of plots can be obtained; the polar coordinate and 
the X- coordinate. 
Figure 2-7. Typical velocity arrow plot in the polar coordinates for the hydrodynamics
behavior of the tracer particle when: (A) no shed is present, (B) shed is present, (C) shed 
plus maximum (3 cm) of foulant is present and (D) shed plus maximum (6 cm) of foulant 
is present. 
  
For the polar coordinate plot, the experimental method gave excellent 
is shown in Figure 2-7. Not only did the polar coordinate plot det
shed (Figure 2-7-A presented no shed, and 
tracer-agglomerate radioactive strength becomes weaker, 
-, Y-
 less than 1cm, consequently the 
 
 
 
ect the presence of the 
Figure 2-7-B contained a single shed), but it 
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 Z-) coordinates 
tracer-
 conical 
 
 
results, as it 
 also detected the degree of fouling. This effect is noticeable by presenting a voidage of 
velocity arrows above the shed that created a hydrodynamic disturbance (
for a 3 cm thickness of simulated fouling and 
simulated fouling). This empty space is a clear indication that there is something inside 
the conical section of the fluidized bed, which is preventing the tracer
move freely in that empty zone of the fluidized bed.
For the X- coordinate plot (that is the coordinate that sees the shed), the influence 
that the shed has in the hydrodynamics of the bed, can also be easily distinguished 
(Figure 2-8-A presented no shed, and 
plot can also present the influence that the simulated foulant has inside the vessel by 
presenting likewise, a voidage where the 
movement of it was register
and Figure 2-8-D for a 6 cm thickness of simulated fouling).
Figure 2-8. Typical velocity arrow plot in the X coordinate for the hydrodynamic 
behavior of the tracer particle when: (a)No shed is present, (b) Shed is present, (c) Shed 
plus maximum (3cm) of foulant is present. (d) Shed plus maximum
present. 
 
 The second method to detect the thickness of the simulated fouling is the axial 
segregation of occurrences 
many times the tracer particle was
the Z- coordinate). The data clearly present
vessel, the tracer-agglomerate
(The tracer-agglomerate 
Figure 2-7-D for a 6 cm thickness of 
 
Figure 2-8-B contained a single shed). This type of 
tracer-agglomerate was not located and no 
ed (Figure 2-8-C for a 3 cm thickness of simulated fouling 
 
 (6cm) of foulant is 
Figure 2-9-a). In this method, the computer registers how 
 detected along the height of the fluidized bed (That is 
 that as an internal is introduced inside the 
 is less likely to be found at the bottom of the fluidized bed 
is more likely to be found at the bottom because of density 
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Figure 2-7-C 
-agglomerate to 
 
 disparities with the fluid medium, as mentioned in Chapter
incidence of the tracer-agglomerate
perceived. Furthermore, the tendency is magnif
to the shed. These results are better appreciated by plotting the occurrence in an 
accumulative form, as presented in 
a) 
Figure 2-9. Selected: a) Axial Segregation of the tracer part
b) Accumulation of occurrences of the tracer particle along the fluidized bed.
 
Although the velocity arrow plots and the axial segregation graph give a very 
good tendency about the fouling of an internal, they can be defined as qualitative 
methods; the plots only give a partial degree of the problem, and it is impossible to 
measure the real amount of fouling that the surface of a shed has. For these reasons, a 
quantitative method is highly desired in order to measure the thickness of the shed. 
Figure 2-10-a) presents the amount of occurrences versus height of a fixed 
volume in which the shed and simulated foulant is located as describe
zoom-in was performed to the volume where the shed is located). The computer registers 
the frequency in which the 
bed. The presentation of this information is enhanced by plotting it in its cumulative form 
as it is shown in Figure 
fouling the shed has suffered. 
 1). An increment of the 
 in the highest section of the dense zone can be 
ied as simulated fouling layers are added 
Figure 2-9-b). 
 
b) 
icle along the fluidized bed; 
d
tracer-agglomerate was located in that space of the fluidized 
2-10-b). In both cases, the graphs clearly expose the degr
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 in Figure 2-2 (a 
ee of 
 a) 
Figure 2-10. a) Local occurrences of the 
Accumulation of occurrences of the tracer particle along the fluidized bed.
 
 Figure 2-10-a) always presents occurrences of the 
it is physically impossible to find the 
foulant. This atypical behavior of the data can be explained by the errors of the CARPT 
method in predicting the 
the occurrences, because of the addition of layers of the simulated foulant to
be appreciated. Note that the data of 1 cm and 2 cm fouling in 
approximately at 5.5 cm, this is because the tracer particle was
more times above the 2 cm foulant than of the 1 cm as clearly presented in 
a). 
 Different techniques were tested to measure the de
best fit the data presented in 
square differences (SD) shown in Equation 
agglomerate of the clean shed 
tracer-agglomerate with a degree of foul
(N=19, Figure 2-2), a height of the fouling from the shed surface as a function of the SD 
can be created, as presented 
     ∑
=−
=
N
iN
SD
1
(
1
1
 
b) 
tracer-agglomerate near the shed. b
tracer-agglomerate
tracer-agglomerate inside the shed and simulate
tracer-agglomerate location. Nonetheless, a clear reduction of 
Figure 
 observed by the system 
gree of fouling, but the one that 
Figure 2-10-a) was the square root of the mean sum of 
(2.4). Using the occurrences of the 
[XShed from Figure 2-10-a)] and the occurrences of the 
ing (XFouling) for the 19 level of occurrences 
in Figure 2-11 for the six thicknesses tested. 
− FoulingShed XX
2)  
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) 
 
, even when 
d 
 the shed, can 
2-10-B, intersect 
Figure 2-10-
tracer-
(2.4) 
 Therefore, the height of the foulant in the shed (h
Figure 2-11 can be approximated by a linear model as presented in Equation 
coefficient of determination R
Figure 2-11. Calibration curve and trend line of the height of the foulant as a fun
the standard deviation. 
 
     0097.0 −= SDhFouling
Because, this quantitative method is based 
the shed plus a volume for the fouling to grow, it was named “RPT Zoom in 
As has been show
monitor how the reactors and internals volume changes when fouling is a factor. 
Extensive research needs to be done in order to adapt this innovative used of RPT into a 
real industrial setups, which include
1. Testing the RPT technique with
powerful radiation detectors. 
2. Experiments with
reactors that have recircula
Fouling), obtained from the data of 
2
 value of 0.9712. 
 
4011.1  
on looking at the region that contains 
n, the Radioactive Particle Tracking method can be used to 
s:  
 a bigger vessel diameter and internals, with more 
 
 the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique in fluidized bed 
tion of solids.  
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(2.5) with a 
 
ction of 
(2.5) 
Method”. 
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3. Research new types of tracer-agglomerates that can withstand the harsh industrial 
environments. 
4. Design and construction of specialized equipment that can recover and 
reintroduce the tracer-agglomerate into the vessel that is being studied. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this research, the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique has successfully 
been applied to measure the degree of fouling that an internal has inside a fluidized bed. 
Two qualitative methods, velocity arrow plots (Polar and X- coordinate) and axial 
segregation was presented to evaluate the degree of fouling of an embedded shed inside 
the dense zone of a fluidized bed. In addition, a quantitative method is proposed, “RPT 
Zoom in Method”, that uses the map of occurrences in the region where the shed is 
physically located, to detect numerically the thickness of the simulated fouling using the 
Radioactive Particle Tracking technique. It was observed, that the thickness of the fouling 
of a shed is a function of the square root of the mean sum of square differences between 
the occurrences obtained from the clean shed and the data of the shed with a certain 
degree of fouling. 
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Chapter 3  
3 EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE DESIGN 
3.1 New Recirculating Fluidized Bed 
Because Fluid CokingTM is a process in which solids circulation takes place, the 
new lab-scale cold flow recirculating fluidized bed was designed with a standpipe and a 
riser for solids recirculation. The test material is coke provided by Syncrude Canada Ltd.; 
and air is used to fluidize the coke. 
 The diameters of the stripper and standpipe of the fluidized bed are geometrically 
similar to those of Cui et al. (2006), but scaled down by a factor of 1/10 (impingement 
box scaled with a factor of 1/33). Figure 3-1 presents the design [Figure 3-1-a)] and final 
construction of the setup [Figure 3-1-b)], the stripper section has an outside diameter 
(O.D.) of 20.32 cm (8 in) and a wall thickness of 0.64 cm (¼ in); the standpipe has an 
O.D. of 7.62 cm (3 in) with the same wall thickness. The impingement box has an O.D. 
of 30.48 cm (12 in) with a wall thickness of 0.64 cm (¼ in). These components were 
fabricated from acrylic (Johnson Industrial Plastics Edmonton, Alberta) and constructed 
at the University of Saskatchewan Engineering workshop.  
  
a) b) 
Figure 3-1. a) Blueprint of the new fluidized bed.  b) New fluidized bed photo. 
 
 The riser section, which connects the standpipe outlet to the inlet of the 
impingement box, is fabricated from a single, clear, flexible, food grade 185.42 cm (73 
Horizontal Angle Frames 
Height Coordinate Z 
0.00cm 
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in) PVC tube supported by a clear, rigid PVC helix obtained from Green Line 
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada). To control the solids flow of solids that circulates 
through the riser a 6.35 cm (2 ½ in) pinch valve from EVR (Sudbury, ON) is used at the 
bottom of the fluidized bed. Below the pinch valve exists a ball valve, for quick solid 
shutdown and later there is a quick connector “T” to retrieve the fluid material and 
radioactive tracer-agglomerate in a fast, clean and secure way. The external frame is 
made of 5.08 cm x 5.08 cm (2 in x 2 in) angle iron. In addition, one 0.64 cm (¼ in) thick 
iron sheet, 92.71 cm x 92.71 cm (36 ½ in x 36 ½ in), is used as a base for the scintillation 
detectors. It also has three 5.08 cm x 5.08 cm (2 in x 2 in) horizontal angle frames [Figure 
3-1-b)] to support the tensors, which was used to raise and lower the upper section of the 
bed; the iron sheet (in the middle of the setup), where the detectors are mounted; and the 
frame that support the valve that is used to control the flow of solids. Six metal vertical 
structures to mount the detectors are placed at 60 ° angles around the periphery of the 
stripper section. 
 The riser entered into the bed from the top, and into a 6.35 cm (2 ½ in) 90 degree 
elbow (tangential to the bed) in order to create a circular motion mimicking the entrance 
of a cyclone, in order to minimize losses of coke to the cyclone. 
 The fluidization gas is a compressed air coming from the Institute for Chemicals 
and Fuels from Alternative Resources (ICFAR) compressors. The setup has three valves 
that supply air to the fluidized bed (one for air going to the standpipe, another one for air 
going to the sparger and a third one that works as a relief valve). Two orifice plates, for 
measuring the air flow, are located in a long copper pipe of 5.08 cm (2 in) diameter {0.64 
cm (¼ in) orifice for the sparger and 3.18 cm (1 ¼ in) for the riser}, both constructed in 
accordance with McCabe et al. (1993) design guidelines. In order to measure the flow 
rates of air through the sparger and through the standpipe with these two orifice meters, 
two U-tube water manometers are installed at the side of the fluidized bed. 
Figure 3-2 displays the sparger loop, which supplies compressed air to fluidize the 
bed inside the reactor. It consists of two loops (one internal and one external) in order to 
equalize the pressure along the sparger. The internal loop has nine 1.59 cm (5/8 in) 
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diameter holes per side [constructed using the distributor design guidelines presented by 
Kunii and Levenspiel (1991)] covered with mesh to prevent particles from entering the 
sparger tube when the bed is not operating. In order to connect the blower setup to the 
fluidized bed, two flexible hoses with quick connectors are used. The bed is equipped 
with wheels that have brake assemblies, so they can easily be moved around the pilot 
plant.  
 
Figure 3-2. Sparger loop air feedstock. 
 
 The fluidized bed operates with two rows of sheds in the middle of the 
measurement zone. The top sheds reduce the cross sectional area by 47.4%, and the 
bottom sheds reduce the cross sectional area by 40.4 %. The sheds are constructed from a 
single 2.54 cm (1 in) thick round acrylic block. The sheds are mounted on an apron with 
the edges “sandwiched” between flanges. This design has four sets of tensors that enables 
the lift of the upper part of the bed and allows easy removal of the shed rows, which is 
important for the present work because different sheds or baffle geometries will be tested.  
 
 Figure 3-3. Fluidized bed apparatus components and instrumentations: (1) Compressed 
air inlet; (2) orifice plates for flow measurement; (3) ball valves; (4) pinch valve; (5) 
elbow pressure taps for solids flow measurement; (6) 6.35 cm I.D. riser
(8) three top-row sheds and two complete 
I.D. disengagement zone; (10) cyclone; (11) 
detectors in a four layer array; (13) USB hubs; (14) slave computers; (15) Ethernet hub 
and (16) server computer.
 
Twelve NaI scintillation sensors (Advance Measurement Technology, Inc., 
Ridge, TN) surround the 
layer. The detectors communicate with the computer via two Adaptec 
(Milpitas, CA, U.S.A.) and two 4
accelerate data acquisition
T41), which run a program created in the LabWindows CVI p
Instruments, Austin, TX)
(depending on the radiation emitted by the tracer). The “
(Dell Inspiron N5040) timestamp
so that they all take a reading at the same time and send 
; (7) loop sparger; 
bottom-row shed plus two half; (9) 29.21 cm 
γ-rays emitter; (12) twelve NaI Scintillation 
 
fluidized bed in an array of four layers of three sensors per 
XHub
-StarTech USB hubs, three sensors per hub. To 
 (DAQ), four “slave” (or client) computers (IBM ThinkPad 
latform (National 
, collect the detectors signals every 12 to 25 milliseconds 
server” (or m
s the DAQ event and synchronies the 
the information back
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Oak 
-7plus hubs 
aster) computer 
client computers 
 to the 
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server computer. Figure 3-3 presents the schematics of the complete fluidized bed with 
all its components. 
The bed is equipped with five pressure taps that are located in the measurement 
zone of the fluidized bed to measure the axial pressure profile along the bed [Figure 3-4-
a)]. In addition, the bed is equipped with a National Instruments USB-6008 DAQ and 
with Omega PX16X pressure transducers to measure the differential pressures [Figure 
3-4-b)]. The collected data is stored and processed with an IBM Lenovo ThinkCentre 
with two Intel core CPU processors 6400 at 2.13 GHz. 
  
a) b) 
Figure 3-4. a) Pressure taps along the fluidized bed. b) NI-DAQ and pressure 
transducers. 
 
A set of pressure taps are located in the elbow [Figure 3-5-a)], in order to measure 
the flowrate of solids flowing into the riser.  The solids flow was calibrated with a non-
mechanical valve [Figure 3-5-b)] that uses the angle of repose to interrupt the flow of 
solids above the shed zone: the rate of removal of solids from the fluidized bed below the 
valve was determined by measuring the time it took the bed surface to drop by about 18 
cm and using the change in bed pressure drop to determine the accurate solids flowrate 
into the recirculating line and through the elbow.  The calibration was performed by 
changing the air velocity that flows in the riser, as well as the pressure drop measured 
from the elbow pressure taps (this variable was modified, by adjusting the pinch valve at 
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the bottom of the fluidized bed). Equation (3.1) presents the result of the calibration of 
solids as a function of these two variables. 
 
 
a) b) 
Figure 3-5. a) Pressure tap to measure the flow of solids in the riser. b) Non-mechanical 
valve to divide the bed in two. 
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(3.1) 
Where: 
• Fs is the flow of solids in kg/s. 
• Ur is the air velocity in the riser measured with the orifice plate/water manometer  
• ∆P is the pressure drop measured with the elbow orifice taps.  
3.2 Software 
New Radioactive Particle Tracking software has been developed to improve 
control of the process, instruments calibration and particle tracking. The program was 
designed using the platform LabWindows/CVITM of National Instrument version 9.0.1 
(Austin, TX, U.S.A.).  
 Figure 3-6-a) presents the main screen of the software (the complete code is 
presented in Appendix A). The program operates in two modes: fixed sampling time 
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(ideal for calibration and very slow tracer speed1), and numbers of events (best for taking 
large amounts of data and fast tracer movements). In the first mode, the user needs to tell 
program when to take data from the sensors (note that with sampling times of less than 
1 s, the computer software will not have enough time to complete the cycle). The second 
mode includes specifying how many events need to be registered, and the program will 
work at maximum speed until the routine is completed (approximately one event every 
0.031 to 0.062 seconds).   
  
a) b) 
 
c) 
Figure 3-6. Screen shots of: a) the in-house software’s main windows, b) position 
rendition window and c) result analysis window. 
 
The data are presented on the monitor and can be stored in a file. By using the 
sampling time mode, the user can calibrate faster and easier than with other software 
because it provides the ability to see on screen the maximum and minimum count values 
                                                 
1
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n55rK_aEHCE and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y_p981F140 
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as well as the percentage of eventes registered so far for each detector. In addition, the 
program can present the tracer position in a graphical form and with corresponding 
coordinates in real time. One of the main features of this software is that it gives the user 
the ability to see the values and status of each sensor in real time and provides the option 
to turn them ON and OFF. It also provides a faster way to calibrate the three main 
variables of scintillation detectors: Voltage, Lower Level Discriminator (LLD) and Upper 
Level Discriminator (ULD). 
As a precaution, when the data is being saved as a file, the filename has a 
timestamp. With this approach, the user will never suffer from unintentional loss of data. 
Figure 3-6-b), presents the two RPT rendition techniques and the variables that 
can modify each method. The data that has been saved in a file is normalized and then 
treated in this window. Once the data has been run, the results are presented in the graph 
and saved in a timestamp file for further analysis. It should be noted that the Monte Carlo 
approach obtains a position every second, while CARPT is much faster. 
 After the coordinates have been obtained, the data is treated in the result window 
[Figure 3-6-c)] in order to acquire:   
• The axial segregation of the tracer-agglomerate. 
• The particle relative frequency along the bed for coordinates x-z, y-z and x-y.   
• The velocity arrow map for coordinates x-z, y-z, x-y and radius-z.  
• The breakthrough velocities. 
• The residence time in the vicinity of the sheds, three zones: in the shed zone and 
above and below the sheds. 
• The number of times the tracer enters a specific zone. 
The data acquisition has been improved by going from a single computer 12 
Scintillations detector array to a master/slave setup [Figure 3-7-a)]. This improvement 
reduced the sampling time from 62 ms to as low as 9 ms. In addition, this upgrade 
enables the system to work with tracer-agglomerates that have higher radiation; as 
presented in Chapter 2.3.2, a higher γ-gamma ray emitter gives lower coordinate errors. 
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The complete code for the Master and Slave programs are presented in Appendices B and 
C respectively.  
  
a) b) 
 
c) 
Figure 3-7. Screenshot from: a) Complete Master/Slave System. b) The Slave computer 
screen. c) The Master computer screen.  
 
The slave computer [Figure 3-7-b)] can control all the important parameters 
related to the three scintillation detectors that it controls, and takes data. The master 
computer [Figure 3-7-c)] sends the signal to each one of the four slave-computers and 
time stamps the event. The server computer also merges in a single file the time stamps 
and the radiation registers from all the radiation detectors. 
For better presentation, some data are later sent to a Matlab function to enhance 
the graphical presentation of the relative frequency and velocity arrow map. The 
complete code can be found in Appendix D. 
 3.3 RPT in Recirculating Fluidized Beds
The measuring zone (
the area where the detectors are loca
As presented in Figure 3
16.8, 27.50, 38.30 and 49.10 cm
where the scintillation detectors baseplate is located (0.00 cm).
Figure 3-8. Cold Flow Recirculating Fluidized Bed Measuring Zone.
  
The measuring zone was divided in three zones:
• Above the shed: heights above 36.77 cm.
• In the Shed: heights between 
• Below the shed: heights below 36.77 cm.
 
Figure 3-8) in the recirculating fluidized bed is define
ted and can best detect the radiation from the tracer. 
-6-B, the virtual center of the detectors are located at height
 above the iron plate [Figure 3-1-b) and 
 
 
 
 
29.30 and 36.77 cm. 
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  To the best knowledge of the author, the Radioactive Particle Tracking Technique 
has never been tested in the dense phase of a recirculating fluidized beds [Bhusarapu 
(2005) used the CARPT technique in the riser (dilute phase) of a cold flow circulating 
fluidized bed]. The recirculating bed creates some challenges because not all the data that 
the scintillation detectors are gathering can be used.  
During an experiment, the radioactive particle leaves multiple times the 
measuring zone, and can be confused with actual coordinates inside the measuring zone. 
Some of the problems can be characterized as: 
• The agglomerate is pushed above the measuring zone because of bubbles and later 
re-enters the measuring zone. 
• The agglomerate moves below the measuring zone and later re-enters the zone.  
• The agglomerate leaves the measuring zone, flows up the riser and re-enters the 
measuring zone from above. 
• High amount of radiation can be detected by the scintillation detectors when the 
radioactive tracer travels up within the riser, as the riser is behind of some of the 
detectors.  
Although the detectors do not actually “know” whether the tracer is inside the 
measuring zone, because of the amount of radiation sensed by the detector, a threshold 
can be set in order to later determine when the tracer was inside the measuring zone. 
If the tracer is inside the measuring zone, the sum of the counts (radiation) from 
all the detectors ( ∑=
12
1
iSum cC ), should be much higher than when the tracer is outside the 
measuring zone. So the threshold was created as follows: 
• An initial threshold is assumed and the data is normalized. 
• The axial segregation map is created (the amount of times the tracer is found at 
different heights). 
• If the amount of times at 20 cm is not slightly higher than at 19 cm, the radiation 
threshold is: 
o  increased , if the amount of times at 19 cm is higher 
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o  lowered if the amount of times at 20 cm is much higher than at 19 cm 
This procedure can also be applied to the amount of times at 46 cm and 47 cm. 
The 19/20 and 46/47 cm zones were selected because they cover all the area between the 
physical borders of the detector as presented in Figure 3-8. In the case when the 
radioactive tracer leaves the measuring zone (from above or below) and later returns (to 
the same zone), the sampling time of the event is not affected because the sampling time 
gets added to that zone. The only time it is not taken into account is when it re-appears 
above the shed; in this case, the time is added to the residence time that the tracer was in 
the riser. 
3.4 Tracer Agglomerate Preparation 
In delayed coking, the heavy residue feedstock leaves behind solid coke as it is 
thermally cracked. Delayed coke is very similar to fluid coke, but has a range of densities 
from 1360 to 1410 kg/m3 (Koshkarov et al., 1986). By mimicking this industrial 
procedure, if bitumen is mixed with a small amount of material, such as gold that emits 
gamma rays when irradiated, the result would be a very similar tracer-agglomerate 
material with key fluidization properties essentially the same between the tracer and the 
fluidized particles. In the present study, Au197, in the form of pure gold powder (gold in 
its stable form), CAS: 7440-57-5, supplied by Strem Chemicals, (Newburyport, MA, 
USA) was selected as the metal to be radiated within the coke. The gold powder has 
99.9% purity, with a density of 19300 kg/m3, and a particle size of 1.5 to 3.0 µm.  
 While the tracer-agglomerate only had coke and gold as components, the disparity 
between the density of gold and coke generates significant changes in tracer-agglomerate 
density as the proportion of gold is increased. Khanna et al. (2008), reported that with a 
gold/epoxy tracer the amount of gold present in a 1.33 mm tracer-agglomerate is 
approximately 350 µg. He also mentioned that for this amount of gold, the Slowpoke II 
nuclear reactor at the SRC requires 1 hour of irradiation time to obtain a tracer with 
100 µCi initial activity. Hence, there is a trade-off between agglomerate size and tracer 
activity. One option is to increase the time of irradiation to compensate for the lack of 
gold mass in the smaller tracer-agglomerate; the limitation with this approach is that the 
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SRC only runs their Slowpoke II reactor for six hours per day. The other option is to 
generate agglomerate tracers with lower activity.   
 For a 1.33 mm diameter of a coke/gold tracer, the volume is 0.001232 cm3. Using 
the density of gold it can be calculated that 350 µg have a volume of 0.000018 cm3. The 
volume of coke is obtained by subtracting the volume of the tracer-agglomerate and gold 
in this case 0.001214 cm3. The mass of coke is obtained by using its density and volume 
and is calculated to equal 1,748 mg. Adding both gold and coke masses the result is 
0.002098 g.  The tracer-agglomerate with the suggested amount of gold has a density of 
1700 kg/m3 (18.60 % difference with the fluid coke) and 16.69 wt % content of gold in 
the tracer. In order to obtain a coke/gold tracer-agglomerate, the gold powder is mixed 
with bitumen vacuum residue (Syncrude Canada, Ltd.) and the mixture is then submitted 
to a bench-top thermal cracking process. According to Gary and Handwerk, (2001) the 
amount of coke that is generated in a delayed coking process is 34 wt% at 482 ºC. Table 
3.1 presents four different coke/gold mass percentages tracers that were prepared: 0.00 
(Control), 4.76, 9.09, 13.04 and 33.33 wt % of gold. 
 
Table 3.1. Influence of the amount the gold powder in tracer-agglomerate density. 
 Coke/Gold Gold Gold Tracer Tracer Tracer Tracer/Coke 
Experiment 
number Ratio Mass Volume Mass Volume Density 
Density 
disparity 
0 (wt %) (g) (cm3) (g) (cm3) (kg/m3) (wt %) 
1 0.00% 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.694 1440 0.00% 
2 4.76% 0.050 0.003 1.050 0.697 1506 4.61% 
3 9.09% 0.100 0.005 1.100 0.700 1572 9.19% 
4 13.04% 0.150 0.008 1.150 0.702 1638 13.73% 
5 33.33% 0.500 0.026 1.500 0.720 2082 44.61% 
  
The preparation procedure was carried out in Dr. Murray Gray’s Laboratory at the 
University of Alberta and was prepared as follows: 5.5 grams of bitumen are mixed with 
50 mg, 100 mg, 100 mg and 500 mg of gold powder [Figure 3-9-a)]. The resulting 
mixture is poured into a quartz tube and heated until the vacuum residue is melted so it 
can easily flow by rotating which forces the bitumen and gold to mix [Figure 3-9-b)]. 
Then the tube is submerged in a salt bath of 530 °C for five minutes [Figure 3-9-c) and 
Figure 3-9-d)]. The tube is removed from the bath, allowed to cool and then the solid 
coke laced with gold that was created is retrieved from the quartz tube so it can be used 
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with the radioactive particle tracking technique. To avoid attrition of the coke/gold tracer-
agglomerate, which could distort the data and create health problems because of radiation 
dust, each tracer-agglomerate sent to the Slowpoke II to be radiated, is coated with a thin 
film of epoxy resin 105/205 (West Systems, Bay City, MI) before irradiating it. 
    
a) b) c) d) 
Figure 3-9. Pyrolysis of Athabasca vacuum reside mix with gold. 
 
In order to see if the lacing of coke with gold powder was successful, a tracer-
agglomerate prepared by Khanna et al. (2008) with epoxy/gold components at an 
unknown gold concentration was irradiated and compared with a coke/gold tracer 
containing 4.73 wt% gold. Both energy spectrums presented in Figure 3-10 are very 
similar with a peak in 412 KeV (γ-ray emission peak for Au198). This indicates that the 
lacing was successful. 
 
 
a) b) 
Figure 3-10. Energy spectrum for: a) Epoxy/Gold tracer-agglomerate, b) Coke/Gold tracer-agglomerate. 
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 Although the lacing with coke was a success, the tracer-agglomerates were very 
small and brittle and their density too high. Because of this reason, we returned to 
produce tracer-agglomerates with epoxy resin mix with coke. 
 So for the rest of the research the tracer-agglomerates were constructed using 
Epoxy Resin (West System, Inc. Bay City, MI), gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. 
Newburyport, MA) and to lower their density, Glass Bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing 
and Supply Company, Avon, OH). For simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the 
tracer-agglomerates and carriers were created using epoxy resin mixed with Glass 
Bubbles. For simulated agglomerates with larger diameters and densities, a Nylon Ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density. Table 
3.2 presents some of the tracer-agglomerates properties and construction materials that 
were used for this research.  
 
Table 3.2. Simulated agglomerate properties and construction materials. 
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter Ø 
(mm) Materials 
1 1400 1.81 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
3) and gold powder (19300 
kg/m3). 
2 1390 12.65 Tracer 1, inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m
3) seal with epoxy 
putty (1600 kg/m3). 
3 1060 1.94 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
3), gold powder (19300 kg/m3) 
and glass bubbles (150 kg/m3). 
4 1060 12.65 
Tracer 3, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) mix with 
glass bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 
kg/m3). 
5 960 2.00 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
3), gold powder (19300 kg/m3) 
and glass bubbles (150 kg/m3). 
6 890 12.65 
Tracer 5, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) mix with 
glass bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 
kg/m3). 
 
3.5 Thermal Model 
It is desirable to predict how, under reaction conditions, liquid inside the 
agglomerate would be cracked into vapors. By predicting where in the fluidized bed the 
moving agglomerate releases vapors as its entrapped liquid cracks, the flow rate of 
 hydrocarbon vapors flowing past the sheds can be evaluated and the potential for shed 
fouling can be quantified. 
A simple thermal model as described in 
following, simplifying assumptions:
• The thermal cracking reactions are essentially instantaneous as soon at the oil 
reaches the reaction temperature. 
• The thermal cracking reaction in agglomerates is only limited by conduction heat 
transfer from the agglomerate outer surface to the reaction front. Mass transfer 
limitations of the vapors to the agglomerate surface are assumed to be negligible.
• The surface temperature
any external heat transfer resistance is negligible.
• Stationary conditions: as the reaction front moves, the temperature profile from 
the outer surface to the reaction front reaches steady
front moves.   
• The heat capacity of coke is neglected.  That is, the heat required to heat the 
agglomerate solids to the reacting temperature is much smaller than the heat of 
reaction of the liquid trapped within the agglomerate. 
• At the beginning (t = 0), the liquid is uniformly distributed through
agglomerate. 
Although the reaction time plays a very importa
agglomerates are responsible for 
thermal cracking is only limited by 
Figure 3-11. Wet agglomerate behavior according to the model.
 
 
Figure 3-11 was developed by making the 
 
 
 of the agglomerate is equal to the bed temperature, i.e. 
 
-state faster than the reaction 
 
nt role for small agglomerates, big 
the majority of the fouling.  The assumption that the
heat transfer is valid.  
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The model [Equation (3.2)] is derived from Crank’s (1975) equations on diffusion 
through a sphere and has the same mathematical structure as the model for diffusion 
through ash layers model presented by Levenspiel (1999) (the complete derivation of the 
formula can be found in Appendix E): 
1  1    2 	 
/
 (3.2) 
Where: 
• η is the normalized radial position of the reaction front, i.e. the ratio of the radial 
position of the reaction front (rR) to the agglomerate radius (R);  
• t is the time that the agglomerate has spent since it entered the measurement zone;  
• tc is the time for full conversion, that is, the total time required for full conversion 
of all the liquid within the agglomerate; this parameter is presented in Equation 
(3.3): 

 	 6  (3.3) 
Where: 
• C0 is the initial liquid concentration of liquid in the solid (Liquid to dry Solid 
ratio);  
• γ is a constant that is independent of size and initial liquid concentration that is 
described in Equation (3.4). 
 	   ∆  (3.4) 
Where: 
• ρs is the particle density (1450 kg/m3); 
• k is the thermal conductivity of coke layers [1 W/(m·K) according to House 
(2007)]; 
• TB is the temperature of the bed (550 °C); 
• TR is the temperature at the reaction front (where the thermal cracking is taking 
place); 
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• ∆H is the enthalpy change when the liquid reacts. In order to take into account the 
new coke forming from the thermal cracking reaction, the enthalpy formula was 
modified as presented in Equation (3.5). 
∆ 	 ∆1   !"#∆$%&'   !"()∆$%&' ) (3.5) 
Where: 
• ∆HLiq is the enthalpy change when the liquid reacts (1152.41 kJ/kg according to 
(Syncrude, 2013)); 
• Cp is the bitumen heat capacity [2.72142 kJ/(kg °C) according to Syncrude, 
(2013)]; 
• yc is the coke yield (around 20%). 
The only unknown parameter from this set of equations is the temperature at the 
reaction front (TR). This temperature was obtained by comparing and minimizing the 
standard deviation of the model data presented by House (2007). This yielded a value of 
520 °C for TR, which is reasonable given that the bed temperature of commercial Fluid 
Cokers is usually between 530 and 560 °C.  
The Radioactive Particle Tracking technique gives the time (t) and the position of 
the agglomerate and the model calculates the fraction of remaining liquid in the 
agglomerate (mL/mL0) as presented in Equation (3.6). 
**+ 	 , (3.6) 
Where: 
• mL is the mass of liquid in the agglomerate at time t; 
• mL0 is the initial mass of liquid in the agglomerate at t = 0. 
For each RPT coordinate of the agglomerate inside the bed (not counting when 
the agglomerate is flowing through the recirculating riser in which case the time is reset), 
the model calculates the mass flowrate Fv [Equation (3.7)] of vapor generated, which is 
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obtained from the rate at which liquid is lost from inside the agglomerate, minus the 
amount of liquid converted to coke: 
-. 	  0*0
  1  1 	 3  00
 *+ 1  1 (3.7) 
There are then two pathways that the agglomerate can take: 
• The agglomerate dries out before it leaves the stripper zone to the riser. 
• The agglomerate leaves the stripper zone, with liquid trapped inside. 
With this approach, the RPT/model can present the flowrate of liquid that is 
released at each height.  If one assumes that there is no vapor backmixing through the 
sheds, the cumulative flowrate of vapors reaching each row can, thus, be predicted.   The 
model also predicts how much liquid is trapped inside the agglomerate as it leaves the 
stripper zone.  
Because of technological challenges (at this moment the radioactive tracer-
agglomerates cannot change densities in the course of a loop), the results assumes that an 
agglomerate density does not change as it moves within the stripper region. 
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Chapter 4  
4 AGGLOMERATE BEHAVIOR IN A RECIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED WITH SHEDS: EFFECT OF 
AGGLOMERATE PROPERTIES 
4.1 Abstract 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique was used in a fluidized bed to 
study the effect of the size and density of an agglomerate on its interactions with internal 
baffles, mimicking the stripper sheds of a Fluid CokerTM. The experimental data show 
that wet agglomerates have a lower residence time in the stripper section of the reactor 
than dry agglomerates, and that small wet agglomerates spend more time in the stripper 
section than large and wet agglomerates.  Using the particle tracking results, we propose 
a simple thermal drying model to determine the rate of release of hydrocarbon vapors 
responsible for stripper shed fouling in and below the shed zone. The model predicts 
fairly quick drying for small wet agglomerates and the retention of up to 50 % of the 
liquid inside wet and big agglomerates by the time they leave the bed; moreover up to 18 
% of the initial liquid in big agglomerates is evaporated and release in and below the shed 
zone. 
4.2 Introduction 
Fluid CokingTM (Figure 1-1) is a process used to upgrade heavy oils through 
thermal cracking.  Oil is injected in a downward-flowing fluid bed of hot coke particles, 
where it heats up and cracks into smaller vapor molecules.  The down-flowing coke 
particles are then conveyed to a fluid bed burner where they are reheated.   
Valuable oil vapors trapped between the coke-particles are recovered through 
steam stripping before the coke particles are sent to the burner. The stripper section of the 
Fluid Coker consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of 
hydrocarbon vapors from fluidized coke particles, and prevent gas back-mixing through 
the shed.  
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Although the coking reactions are relatively rapid (Gray et al., 2004), the liquid 
needs to reach the reactor temperature, and most of the injected liquid is trapped 
(Farkhondehkavaki, 2012) within wet agglomerates ranging from 1 to 20 mm (Ali et al., 
2010; Gray, 2002; Weber et al., 2006). Because thermal cracking is endothermic, the 
effective reaction rate of the liquid trapped is dramatically reduced due to heat transfer 
limitations through the agglomerates (Gray et al., 2004; House, 2007).  Some of these 
agglomerates survive and reach the stripper region, where their liquid continues to react 
and release product hydrocarbon vapors.  
Most of the hydrocarbon vapors released within and below the stripper shed 
regions flow up through the sheds, where they may crack and form solid deposits that 
foul their surfaces. Extensive fouling changes the shapes of the sheds, makes them 
thicker and reduces the free space between adjacent sheds through which coke flows 
(Figure 1-2); this decreases the stripping efficiency and causes premature shutdown of the 
reactor. Experience with commercial Cokers has shown that the top shed row is the most 
heavily fouled. Stripper fouling can be slowed by raising the Coker temperature, but this 
reduces the yield of the valuable liquid product. 
It is, therefore, essential to study the motion of agglomerates within the stripper 
zone and, in particular, their residence time below the top stripper shed row, since the 
vapors released below this row are responsible for its fouling. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location within a certain space or 
measurement zone inside a reactor. As showed by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis], the RPT technique can be used to measure the degree of fouling 
of a shed and can give important information about the hydrodynamics of the fluidized 
bed where the shed is installed. In this study, RPT is used to track agglomerates inside a 
recirculating fluidized bed focusing on a measurement zone (between 20 and 46 cm in 
this scaled-down version of the Coker), that would correspond to the stripper region of a 
Fluid Coker. 
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Preliminary experiments have shown that the agglomerate motion is affected by 
agglomerate size and density, shed configuration, gas velocity and solids recirculation 
rate. In commercial Fluid Cokers, it would be very difficult to change fluidization 
velocity, shed geometry and solids recirculation rate, since they have been optimized for 
the process. On the other hand, agglomerate properties could be changed by modifying 
the spray and attrition nozzles (Farkhondehkavaki, 2012; House et al., 2004).  
The objectives of this study were to: 
• Determine how agglomerate properties, such as size and density, affect the 
motion of agglomerates in the stripper section of a cold flow recirculating 
fluidized bed. 
• Predict the flow of hydrocarbon vapors reaching the top stripper shed row from 
the measured agglomerate motion characteristics in the stripper section.  
4.3 Materials and Methods 
Fluid coke, provided by Syncrude Canada Limited, was used as the fluidized 
material. Its particle density was 1450 kg/m3 and its Sauter-mean diameter was 140 µm. 
A bed mass of 19 kg was utilized in the laboratory scale fluid bed.   
An epoxy/gold tracer-agglomerate prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) was 
selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a nuclear reactor (for this 
research, the Material Test Reactor at McMaster University in Canada), some of it 
transforms into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days (Chaouki et al., 1997). In this 
study, the tracer-agglomerate radiation decreased gradually from 166 to 70 µCi (over a 
week). The simulated agglomerates were constructed using epoxy resin (West System, 
Inc. Bay City, MI) and, gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. Newburyport, MA). For 
simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the carrier was created using epoxy resin 
mixed with glass bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company, Avon, OH). 
For larger simulated agglomerates with high densities (Figure 4-1), a nylon ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density.  
 According to Masuda et al.
ranging from 0.30 to 0.50.  The densest agglomerates will have a voidage of 0.3 that will 
be completely filled with liquid, gi
using a liquid feedstock density of 1087 kg/m
agglomerates will have a maximum voidage of 0.5;
been converted to coke (this for a 20 wt% coke yield), the agglomerate density will thus 
become around 870 kg/m
construction materials that were used for this research 
agglomerate density range.
 
Table 4.1. Simulated agglomerate properties
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter 
Ø (mm)
1 1400 1.81
2 1390 12.65
3 1060 1.94
4 1060 12.65
5 960 2.00
6 890 12.65
 
 
Figure 4-1. Simulated Agglomerate with: a) 1.94 mm diameter and a density of 1060 
kg/m3. b) 12.65 mm diameter and a density of 1390 kg/m
 
Experiments were carried out in a 0.19 m I.D. cold flow recirculating fluidized 
bed equipped with two rows of sheds and made of 
 (2006), agglomerates could have an internal voidage 
ving an agglomerate density of about 134
3
 (McFarlane, 2007). 
 and all their original liquid will have 
3
. Table 4.1 presents the simulated agglomerates properties and 
covering the complete wet and dry 
 
 and construction materials. 
 
Materials 
 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) and gold powder (19300 kg/m
 
Tracer 1, inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with epoxy p
(1600 kg/m3). [Figure 4-1-b)] 
 
Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder (19300 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3). [Figure 4-1-a)] 
 
Tracer 3, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 kg/m
 
Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder (19300 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3). 
 
Tracer 5, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 kg/m
3
. 
Plexiglas, which does not contain 
67 
0 kg/m3, 
The lightest 
3).  
utty 
3) and glass 
3) mix with glass 
3). 
3) and glass 
3) mix with glass 
3). 
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irregular surfaces where the radioactive tracer-agglomerate could be trapped as presented 
in Figure 3-3.  
A single tracer, simulating an agglomerate, was introduced into the fluidized bed 
that was operated at a superficial air velocity of 0.24 m/s to match the industrial Fluid 
Coker hydrodynamics (Cui et al., 2006). The maximum solid recirculation rate 
achievable was 0.55 kg/s, which corresponds to solid flux of 19.30 kg/m2•s [Cui et al. 
(2006) used 22.82 kg/m2•s]. The position rendition technique was the Computer 
Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) developed by Lin et al. (1985) and 
used by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) and described in Chapter 1 [the complete code is 
presented in Appendix A]. The average fluidized bed density was 721 kg/m3 while the 
emulsion phase density was 850 kg/m3, as determined from pressure gradient 
measurements.  This means that no tracer was buoyant in either the fluidized bed or the 
emulsion phase, as in the Fluid Cokers.  
4.4 Selection Criteria from Initial Tracer Trajectories 
The RPT technique is generally used to study the bed hydrodynamics with 
radioactive tracer-agglomerates that are neutrally buoyant (Chaouki et al., 1997; 
Rammohan et al., 2001). No research has been done using gamma emitters with different 
densities and a circulating fluidized bed with downward solid movement. 
It is important to characterize the type of interactions between the agglomerates 
and the sheds. Figure 4-2-a), shows that the motion of the agglomerates inside the bed, 
based on the RTD data, is not straightforward. In this example, the agglomerate enters the 
measurement zone from above the shed zone, travels downward along the wall region, 
crosses the shed zone, moves back up through the shed zone in the central region and 
finally leaves the measurement zone. Although Figure 4-2-a) only shows the tracer 
trajectory over a circulating loop, when the agglomerate interacts only twice with the 
shed, in some cases, the agglomerate may cross the shed zone over fifty times during a 
single loop. For this research, a loop starts with the first appearance of the agglomerate 
above the shed zone, and ends with its leaving through the bottom of the measurement 
region and its subsequent reappearance at the top of the measurement region. 
 Four types of shed/agglomerates interactions are recorded:
1. Above the shed: the agglomerate ente
the sheds and moves back up withou
b)]. 
2. Below the shed: the aggl
the sheds and moves back down without crossing the whole shed zone 
4-2-c)].  
3. Upward shed zone passage: the agglomerate crosses through the
from below to the zone above the shed [
4. Downward shed zone passag
zone from above to the zone below the shed [
Figure 4-2. Type of Interactions of the agglomerates with th
tracer-agglomerate in the measurement zone; 
Interaction from below the shed;
below the shed; and e) crossing the shed zone interaction staring from above the shed. 
 
The next six numbers are thus proposed to characterize the motion of 
agglomerate in the shed zone:
1. The residence time of the agglomerate in
heights of 0.2930 and 0.3677 m as presented in 
This is a cumulative number since the agglomerate 
shed zone several times per loop.
 
rs the shed zone from above, interacts with 
t crossing the whole shed zone [
omerate enters the shed zone from below, interacts with 
 
Figure 4-2-d]. 
e: the agglomerate crosses through the 
Figure 4-2-e]. 
e sheds: a) Small cycle of the 
b) Interaction from above the shed;
 d) Crossing the shed zone interacti
 
 the complete shed zone 
Figure 4-3-a)
usually enters and leaves the 
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Figure 4-2-
[Figure 
entire shed zone 
entire shed 
 
 c) 
on starting from 
 
the 
[between the 
], for each loop.  
 2. The residence time
Figure 4-3-b). This area was set in order to account for big agglomerates
(12.65 cm diameter), which have the radioactive tracer in its center.
3. The residence time of the agglomerate the below t
as presented in Figure 
desirable that wet agglomerates would
sheds, where they can dry, and less time in the zone below the shed
any vapor emitted from the agglomerates would rise 
4. The magnitude of vertical change of velocity in the shed zone.  An abrupt chan
in velocity is likely caused by a collision of the agglomerate with the sheds.
5. The breakthrough velocities [
tracer-agglomerate 
either the upward or downward directions
motion is related to the residence time in the shed zone.
6. The average of the magnitudes of the local velocity
Subero and Ghadiri
agglomerates will create deformations or fragmentations depending on their 
impact velocity.  
 
a) 
Figure 4-3. Zones definitions to 
shed: a) Measurement zones;
 of the agglomerate in the vicinity of the shed
he shed zone [
4-3-a)]. In the stripper section of the Fluid C
 spend more time in the zone above the 
through the shed zone. 
calculated by measuring the average time that the 
takes to cross the total height (0.0747 m) of the shed zone in 
]. This characteristic of the agglomerate 
 
, near the sheds. According to 
 (2001) an increase in the local characteristic velocities of the 
 
b) 
characterize the interactions of agglomerate with
 b) Vicinity of the shed volume.  
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, as defined in 
 diameter 
 
(below 0.2930 m 
oker, it is 
s, from which 
 
ge 
 
 
 the 
  
With agglomerate motion data from the 
simple thermal model presented
height in the stripper the flowrate of hydrocarbon 
cracking of the bitumen trapped within the agglomerates
4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Results 
Figure 4-4 shows the average residence time
different sizes in the complete shed zone as functions of their density. 
sizes have a similar behavior, and the residence time in the shed zone area decreases with 
increasing agglomerate density and size. 
Figure 4-4. Average residence time per loop of the agglomerate inside the complete shed 
zone area (error bars represent the standard deviation).
 
The residence time of the agglomerates in the vicinity of the shed (
and below the shed zone (
agglomerates in all these areas 
RPT technique (Figure 4
 in Section 3.5 Chapter 3, one can determine, at any 
vapor generated from the thermal 
. 
 
s of agglomerate
Both agglomerate 
 
 
Figure 4-6) show the same behavior. The residence times of t
decrease with an increase in agglomerate size and density. 
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-2) and with the 
s having two 
 
Figure 4-5), 
he 
 
 Figure 4-5. Average residence time of the agglomerate inside the vicinity of the shed 
area (error bars represent the standard deviation).
 
Figure 4-6. Average residence time of the agglomerate below the shed zone (error bars 
represent the standard deviation).
 
The RPT technique gives the average Lagrangian velocities around the 
measurement zone of the cold flow recirculating fluidized bed as shown in 
It is clear that the sheds reduce the velocity of the agglomerate when it is moving upward; 
above the shed, both horizontal and vertical velocity components are smaller. Although 
the recirculation configuration of the fluidized bed imposes a
 
 
 net downward 
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Figure 4-7-a). 
flow of 
 solids, the fluidization gas that is introduced 
generate the highest vertical velocities
component of the velocity and plotting it in velocity zone map as in 
effect of the shed on the fluidized bed can be clearly 
upward velocities of the agglomerate are
while above the shed, this effect is 
distributed. 
Figure 4-7. a) Typical mean Lagrangian velocity plot arrow for the X
coordinates. The X- coordinate is the coordinate that looks at the shed. b) Magnitude of 
the vertical component of the Lagrangian Velocity.
 
Using the coordinates of the tracer
frequency map of occurrence can b
tracer was detected at each coordinate and dividing it by the total number of times the 
tracer was found inside the measurement zone. 
plot arrow, the influence of the sheds can easily be observed. 
through the sparger and the 
 below the shed. By isolating the vertical 
Figure 
visualized. Below t
 concentrated in the center of the fluidized bed, 
highly reduced and the velocity is more evenly 
 
-agglomerate inside the measurement zone, a 
e created by counting the number of times that the 
Figure 4-8 shows that, as with the velocity 
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resulting bubbles 
4-7-b), the 
he shed, all the 
 
- and Z- 
 Figure 4-8. Typical frequency map of occurrences.
 
Collisions should drastically 
zone. Thus, very significant
average, could be estimated by the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique and can 
inferred as a sign of a collision. By plotting the changes of velocities that are four times 
greater than the average divided by the total number of velocity changes in the shed zone 
as a function of the size and density of the agglomerate as presented 
possible to obtain a similar trend to that of 
Figure 4-9. Change in velocity in the shed zone as a function of size and density.
 
 
reduce the vertical component velocity in the shed 
 changes in velocities, for example greater than four times the 
in
Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 
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be 
 Figure 4-9, it is 
4-6. 
 
 
  
Figure 4-10 shows the breakthrough velocity of the agglomerates in the shed 
zone, which is calculated by measuring the average time that the tracer
to cross the 0.0747 m height of the s
directions [Figure 4-2-d)
downward), increase with increasing agglomerate density. Smaller sizes (Ø 
move slightly faster than bigger sizes (Ø 
reverse phenomenon is observed in the downward direction.  Bigger agglomerates (Ø 
13 mm) move downward 
 
Figure 4-10. Breakthrough velocities (error bars represent th
 
The magnitudes of the local velocities for tracers 1, 3 and 5 in the shed zone are 
shown in Figure 4-11-I and in 
diameter agglomerate (Ø 
increasing agglomerate density; the reverse trend is observed with the larger agglomerate.  
-agglomerate 
hed zone in either the upward or downward 
 and Figure 4-2-e)]. Both breakthrough velocities (upward and 
≈ 13 mm), in the upward direc
slightly faster than smaller agglomerates (Ø ≈ 2 mm).  
e standard deviation).
Figure 4-11-II for tracers 2, 4, and 6. For the small 
≈ 2 mm), the mean Lagrangian velocities decrease with 
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takes 
≈ 2 mm) 
tion while the 
≈ 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4-11. I) Velocity plot arrow for agglomerates: a) Tracer 1 
mm. b) Tracer 3 ρ=1060 kg/m
II) Velocity plot arrow for agglomerates: a) Tracer 2 
Tracer 4 ρ=1060 kg/m3 Ø
 
The drying model
RPT for wet (fraction of agglomerate mass that is liquid, 
(Tracers 1 and 2) and semi
shows that the fraction of remaining liquid (m
the fluidized bed into the riser
with the RPT data, is essentially negligible for the smaller agglomerates but is over 50% 
for the large, wet agglomerate.
ρ=1400 
3
 Ø≈2.00 mm. and c) Tracer 5 ρ=960 kg/m3 
ρ=1400 kg/m3 Ø
≈13.00 mm. and c) Tracer 6 ρ=890 kg/m3 Ø≈13.00
 (presented in Section 3.5) was used to interpret the data from 
C0 = 30 wt
-dry (C0 = 5 wt%) agglomerates (Tracer 3 and
L/mL0) in the agglomerate when it leaves 
, as calculated from the integration of the thermal model 
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kg/m3 Ø≈2.00 
Ø≈2.00 mm. 
≈13.00 mm. b) 
 mm. 
%) agglomerates 
 4). Figure 4-12 
  
Figure 4-12. Fraction 
agglomerates (C0 = 30 wt
and 4). 
 
 
Figure 4-13. Fraction of 
for wet agglomerates (C0
tracers 3 and 4).  
 
The predicted amount of vapors (as in percentage of the initial agglomerate 
wetness) that reached the upper and lower shed zone is shown in 
expected, more organic vapors flow past the upper shed than the lower shed.  
of liquid entering the stripper lost to the burner 
%, for tracers 1 and 2) and semi-dry (C0 = 5 wt
liquid entering the stripper that reach the sheds 
 = 30 wt%, for tracers 1 and 2) and semi-dry (C
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for wet 
%, for tracers 3 
 
level as vapor 
0 = 5 wt%, for 
Figure 4-13. As 
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Interestingly, because of the residence time of the big agglomerates below the shed zone, 
a semi-dry agglomerates actually releases more vapors (compared to its initial wetness) 
that reach the sheds (Figure 4-13). 
4.5.2 Discussion 
4.5.2.1 Effect of Liquid Content on Agglomerates Behavior 
The residence time results (Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6) were confirmed 
by the analysis of the velocity changes (Figure 4-9). The residence time of the 
agglomerates in the shed zone and in the entire bed drops sharply with increasing 
agglomerate density. This means that wet agglomerates, which have a higher density, are 
not interacting with the shed as much as dry agglomerates, which have a lower density. A 
positive consequence is that this mitigates the impact of wet agglomerates on stripper 
shed fouling.  A negative consequence is that more valuable liquid is lost with the wet 
agglomerates that quickly leave the stripper zone and end up in the burner.   
4.5.2.2 Effect of Size on Agglomerates Behavior 
The size of the agglomerates greatly affects the residence time of wet 
agglomerates in the shed zone, and below the shed zone. Bigger agglomerates tend to 
spend less time in the shed zone, as compared with smaller agglomerates with the same 
density. 
Wet agglomerates cross (in upward and downward direction) the shed zone faster 
than the dry agglomerates, which explains why wet agglomerates spend less time in this 
zone. Moreover, the upward and downward velocities are very similar for wet 
agglomerates of all sizes. This means that the difference in the residence time comes 
from incomplete crossings of the shed zone as in Figure 4-2-b) and Figure 4-2-c). This 
means that the smaller wet agglomerates interact more times with the shed zone than big 
wet agglomerates. 
Finally the velocity plot arrow in Figure 4-11 provides an insight on the local 
velocities around the shed. Smaller wet agglomerates move slower than big wet 
agglomerates, so the fragmentation probability of the agglomerate increases with size. 
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4.5.2.3 Results from Thermal Model 
It can be observed from the results of the thermal model (described in Section 3.5 
in Chapter 3) that smaller (wet and semi dry) agglomerates dry fairly quickly and are 
nearly completely dry by the time they reach the shed zone, so that they release a very 
small amount of vapor below the sheds. On the contrary, big agglomerate retain a large 
proportion of their original liquid (around 50 % for initially wet agglomerates by the time 
they leave the bed), so any fragmentation near or below the sheds due to collisions with 
internals and, shear forces will create smaller semi-wet agglomerates that release they 
vapors fairly quickly in the worst possible location.  
In addition, the model predicts that for big agglomerates, 18-15 % of the organic 
vapors will be released in and below the shed zone, compared to less than 6% for small 
agglomerates. This means that almost all the liquid trapped inside the small agglomerates 
(wet and dry) is released above the sheds, either before they reach the shed or below the 
sheds.   
More research needs to be done in order to investigate the behavior of wet 
agglomerates when they are fragmented by attrition nozzles near the stripper zone.  If 
they are carried back upward by the solids movement, they will dry fairly quickly. On the 
contrary and due to their higher density (compared to the bed density), if they sink into 
the shed zone, they will release the majority of the liquid as organic vapors in that zone 
resulting in fouling of the shed surfaces.  
4.6 Conclusion 
1. The Radioactive Particle Tracking technique has been utilized to successfully 
measure and quantifies the interactions of wet and semi-dry agglomerates with 
fluidized bed internals.  
2. The types of interactions between the agglomerates and the sheds have been 
characterized using the RPT technique and their impact has been discussed. 
3. Wetter agglomerates have a lower residence time than dryer agglomerates due to 
their higher density. 
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4. Smaller wet agglomerates spend more time in the shed zone than bigger wet 
agglomerates. 
5. Smaller wet agglomerates move slower around the shed than bigger wet 
agglomerates increasing the fragmentation probability for the latter. 
6. A simple thermal model as a function of time and initial liquid concentration is 
proposed (Section 3.5 in Chapter 3) to study the drying of the agglomerates as 
they interact with the sheds. 
7. The model suggests that small agglomerates lose their ability to create fouling 
problems fairly quick. However, big agglomerates maintained the potential of 
generating fouling problems over longer periods of time. At the same time, big 
agglomerates release more organic vapor within and below the shed zone than 
small agglomerates, when fragmentation is insignificant. 
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Chapter 5  
5 AGGLOMERATE BEHAVIOR IN A RECIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED WITH SHEDS: EFFECT OF BED 
PROPERTIES 
5.1 Abstract 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique was used to study 
agglomerates behavior when the fluidization gas velocity, recirculation rate and the 
amount of agglomerates inside a cold flow recirculating fluidized bed with shed changes, 
mimicking the stripper sheds of a Fluid CokerTM. The study found that a higher 
fluidization gas velocity increased the time that agglomerates spent above the shed before 
being dry and lowered the time that they spent in the shed zone and below the shed, 
which is highly desirable. Furthermore the research also found that the residence time of 
the agglomerate in the stripper zone can quadruple when the solid recirculation rate is cut 
by half. Finally the research found that wet agglomerates can release up to 17% more 
hydrocarbon vapors as the amount of agglomerates inside the fluidized bed is increased 
to up to 10%. 
5.2 Introduction 
Fluid CokingTM (Figure 1-1) is a process used to upgrade heavy oils through 
thermal cracking.  Oil is injected in a downward-flowing fluid bed of hot coke particles, 
where it heats up and cracks into smaller vapor molecules.  The down-flowing coke 
particles are then conveyed to a fluid bed burner where they are reheated.   
Valuable oil vapors trapped between the coke-particles are recovered through 
steam stripping before the coke particles are sent to the burner. The stripper section of the 
Fluid CokerTM consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of 
hydrocarbon vapors from fluidized coke particles, and prevent gas back-mixing through 
the sheds. 
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Although the coking reactions are relatively rapid (Gray et al., 2004), the liquid 
needs to reach the reactor temperature, and most of the injected liquid is trapped 
(Farkhondehkavaki, 2012) within wet agglomerates ranging from 1 to 20 mm (Ali et al., 
2010; Gray, 2002; Weber et al., 2006). Because thermal cracking is endothermic, the 
effective reaction rate of the liquid trapped is dramatically reduced due to heat transfer 
limitations through the agglomerates (Gray et al., 2004; House, 2007).  Some of these 
agglomerates survive and reach the stripper region, where their liquid continues to react 
and release product hydrocarbon vapors.  
Most of the hydrocarbon vapors released within and below the stripper shed 
regions flow up through the sheds, where they may crack and form solids deposits that 
foul their surfaces. Extensive fouling changes the shapes of the sheds, makes them 
thicker and reduces the free space between adjacent sheds through which coke flows 
(Figure 1-2); this decreases the stripping efficiency and causes premature shutdown of the 
reactor. Experience with commercial Cokers has shown that the top shed row is the most 
heavily fouled. Stripper fouling can be slowed by raising the Coker temperature, but this 
reduces the yield of the valuable liquid product. 
It is, therefore, essential to study the motion of agglomerates within the stripper 
zone and, in particular, their residence time below the top stripper shed row, since the 
vapors released below this row are responsible for its fouling. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location within a certain space or 
measurement zone inside a reactor. As showed by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis], the RPT technique can be used to measure the degree of fouling 
of a shed and can give important information about the hydrodynamics of the fluidized 
bed where the shed is installed. In this study, RPT is used to track agglomerates inside a 
recirculating fluidized bed focusing on a measurement zone (between 20 and 46 cm in 
this scaled-down version of the Coker), that would correspond to the stripper region of a 
Fluid Coker. 
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Preliminary experiments have shown that the agglomerate motion is affected by 
agglomerate size and density, shed configuration, gas velocity and solids recirculation 
rate.  
The objectives of this study were to: 
• Determine how fluidized bed parameters such as fluidization velocity and solid 
recirculation rate affect the motion of agglomerates in a cold flow recirculating 
fluidized bed simulating the stripper section of a Fluid CokerTM. 
• Determine the impact of a significant concentration of agglomerates on 
agglomerate motion in the stripper section of a cold flow recirculating fluidized 
bed.   
5.3 Materials and Methods 
Fluid coke, provided by Syncrude Canada Limited, was used as the fluidized 
material. Its particle density was 1450 kg/m3 and its Sauter-mean diameter was 140 µm. 
A bed mass of 19 kg was utilized in the laboratory scale fluid bed.   
An epoxy/gold tracer-agglomerate prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) was 
selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a nuclear reactor (for this 
research, the Material Test Reactor at McMaster University in Canada), some of it 
transforms into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days (Chaouki et al., 1997). In this 
study, the tracer-agglomerate radiation decreased gradually from 166 to 70 µCi (over a 
week). The simulated agglomerates were constructed using epoxy resin (West System, 
Inc. Bay City, MI) and, gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. Newburyport, MA). For 
simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the carrier was created using epoxy resin 
mixed with glass bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company, Avon, OH). 
For larger simulated agglomerates with high densities (Figure 4-1), a nylon ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density.  
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According to Masuda et al. (2006), agglomerates could have an internal voidage 
ranging from 0.30 to 0.50.  The densest agglomerates will have a voidage of 0.3 that will 
be completely filled with liquid, giving an agglomerate density of about 1340 kg/m3, 
using a liquid feedstock density of 1087 kg/m3 (McFarlane, 2007). The lightest 
agglomerates will have a maximum voidage of 0.5; and all their original liquid will have 
been converted to coke (this for a 20 wt% coke yield), the agglomerate density will thus 
become around 870 kg/m3.  Table 5.1 presents the simulated agglomerates properties and 
construction materials that were used for this research. 
 
Table 5.1. Simulated agglomerate properties and construction materials. 
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter Ø 
(mm) Materials 
1 960 2.01 
Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder (19300 kg/m3) and 
glass bubbles (150 kg/m3). [Figure 5-1-a)] 
2 1400 12.65 
Tracer 1, inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with epoxy 
putty (1600 kg/m3). [Figure 5-1-b)] 
3 1070 12.65 
A 1060 kg/m3 and 2.00 mm tracer, inside an epoxy resin 
(1120 kg/m3) mix with glass bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal 
with epoxy putty (1600 kg/m3).  
Experiments were carried out in a 0.19 m I.D. cold flow recirculating fluidized 
bed made of Plexiglas, which does not contain irregular surfaces where the radioactive 
tracer-agglomerate could be trapped as presented in Figure 3-3. Two pressure taps (not 
shown in the figure) are located above and below the shed rows in order to register the 
differential pressure of the zone. 
 
Figure 5-1. Simulated Agglomerate with: a) 2.01 mm diameter and a density of 960 
kg/m3. b) 12.65 mm diameter and density of 1400 kg/m3. 
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A single tracer, simulating an agglomerate, was introduced into the fluidized bed 
and three sets of groups of experiments were conducted as presented in Table 5.2: 
1. The effects of fluidization gas velocity on agglomerate motion. 
2. The effects of solid recirculation rate on agglomerate motion. 
3. The effects a significant agglomerate concentration on agglomerate motion. 
 
Table 5.2. Experiments conducted to evaluate agglomerate behavior. 
Group Tracer Experiment Number 
Fluidization 
Gas Velocity 
(m/s) 
Solid 
Recirculation 
Rate (kg/s) 
% of Beads 
inside the 
fluidized bed 
1 1 
1-1-1 0.18 0.55 0 wt% 
1-1-2 0.24 0.55 0 wt% 
1-1-3 0.30 0.55 0 wt% 
2 1 
2-1-1 0.24 0.55 0 wt% 
2-1-2 0.24 0.37 0 wt% 
2-1-3 0.24 0.30 0 wt% 
3 
2 
3-2-1 0.24 0.55 0 wt% 
3-2-2 0.24 0.55 3.16 wt% 
3-2-3 0.24 0.55 6.32 wt% 
3-2-4 0.24 0.55 9.47 wt% 
3 
3-3-1 0.24 0.55 0 wt% 
3-3-2 0.24 0.55 3.16 wt% 
3-3-3 0.24 0.55 6.32 wt% 
3-3-4 0.24 0.55 9.47 wt% 
Typical operating conditions for an industrial Fluid Coker are a superficial gas 
velocity of 0.24 m/s (Cui et al., 2006). The maximum solid recirculation rate achievable 
was 0.55 kg/s, which correspond to solid flux of 19.30 kg/m2•s [Cui et al. (2006) used 
22.82 kg/m2•s]. The solid recirculation rate can be adjusted with the fluidized bed pinch 
valve (Figure 3-3 number 4). Beads with a density of 1000 kg/m3 and a diameter of 8.76 
mm were selected as added agglomerates for the third group of experiments.  
The position rendition technique was the Computer Automated Radioactive 
Particle Tracking (CARPT) developed by Lin et al. (1985) and used by Sanchez and 
Granovskiy (2013) and described in Chapter 1 [the complete code is presented in 
Appendix A]. 
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5.4 Selection Criteria from Initial Tracer Trajectories 
The following six criteria are proposed to characterize the motion of an 
agglomerate in the stripper: 
1. The residence time of the agglomerate in the complete shed zone per loop 
[between the heights of 0.2930 and 0.3677 m as presented in Figure 5-2-a)]. This 
is a cumulative number since the agglomerate usually enters and leaves the shed 
zone several times per loop. 
2. The residence time of the agglomerate in the shed vicinity per loop, as defined in 
Figure 5-2-b).  
3. The residence time of the agglomerate below the shed per loop [below 0.2930 m 
as presented in Figure 5-2-a)]. In the stripper section of the Fluid Coker, it is 
desirable for wet agglomerates to spend less time below the shed, from which any 
vapor emitted from the agglomerates would rise to the sheds. 
4. The residence time of the agglomerate above the shed per loop [Above 0.3677m 
as presented in Figure 5-2-a)]. In the stripper section of the Fluid Coker, it is 
desirable for wet agglomerates to spend more time above the shed, where they can 
dry without any noxious impact on shed fouling. 
5. The residence time distribution in time percentage of the four distinctive zones of 
the bed that are: 
a. Above the shed zone. 
b. Shed zone 
c. Below the shed zone. 
d. Riser. This time is define as the period in which the tracer-agglomerate 
was last detected in the below the shed zone and re-appears above the shed 
zone. 
6. The average of the magnitudes of the local velocity, near the sheds. According to 
Subero and Ghadiri (2001) an increase in the local characteristic velocities of the 
agglomerates will create deformations or fragmentations depending on their 
impact velocity.  
 a) 
Figure 5-2. Zones definitions to characterize the interactions of agglomerate with the 
shed: a) Measurement zones. b) Vicinity of the shed area.
  
As with the experiments in 
agglomerate above the shed 
measurement region and its subsequent reappearance at the top of the measurement 
region. 
5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Fluidization Gas Velocity
Figure 5-3 presents the residence time of the agglomerate as a function of the 
fluidization gas velocity: in the shed zone [
[Figure 5-3-b)], below the shed 
d)].  
 
b) 
 
Chapter 4, a loop starts with the first appearance of the 
zone, and ends with it leaving through the bottom of the 
 
 
Figure 5-3-a)], in the vicinity of the shed 
[Figure 5-3-c)], and above the shed per loop [
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Figure 5-3-
 a) 
c) 
Figure 5-3. a) Residence time of the agglomerate in the shed zone as a function of the 
fluidization gas velocity. b) Residence time of the agglomerate in the vicinity of the shed 
as a function of the fluidization gas velocity. c) Resid
shed as a function of the fluidization gas velocity
agglomerate above shed 
Confidence Interval, the error bars are very small to a
  
As the fluidization gas velocity
the undesirable zones (
Moreover the desirable residence time above the shed, where the agglomerates 
with no consequence on shed fouling
reduced.  This behavior is also perceived in the percentage of time graph (
Figure 5-4 shows
differential pressure of the shed zone
reduced because of a reduction in gas voidage
effect on agglomerate motion
take more time to leave the bed. 
 
b) 
 
d) 
ence time of the agglomerate 
. And, d) Residence
as a function of the fluidization gas velocity. (With a 95% 
ppear) 
 is reduced, the residence time slightly increases in 
shed zone, vicinity of the shed and below the shed zone). 
, is reduced as the fluidization gas velocity
 that reducing the fluidization gas velocity increases the 
: this phenomenon is expected as the
. A higher density of the bed has the same 
 as reducing the agglomerate density, so the agglomerates 
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below 
 time of the 
can dry 
 is 
Figure 5-4).  
 bed density is 
 Figure 5-4. Residence time percentage of the agglomerate in 
fluidized bed plus the differential pressure of the shed zone as a function of the 
fluidization gas velocity. 
 
The magnitudes of the local velocities as a function of the fluidization gas 
velocity are presented in Figure 
Figure 5-5. Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone as a function of the fluidization gas 
velocity. 
 
the four distinctive of the 
5-5.  
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 Finally the velocity plot arrow in 
around the shed. As expected, the local characteristic velocitie
increases with an increment of the fluidization gas velocity. This means that the 
fragmentation probability increases as more air is coming through.
5.5.2 Solid Recirculation Rate
Figure 5-6 illustrates the residence time of the agglomerate as a function of the 
solid recirculation rate: in the shed zone [
b)], in the below the shed zone per loop [
per loop [Figure 5-6-d)]. 
a) 
c) 
Figure 5-6. a) Residence time of the agglomerate in the shed zone as a function of the 
solid recirculation rate. b) Residence time of the agglomerate in the vicinity of the shed as 
a function of the solid recirculation rate. c) Residence time of the agglomerate 
shed as a function of the solid recirculation rate. And, d) Residence time of the 
agglomerate above the shed
95% Confidence Interval, the error bars are very small to appear)
 
Figure 5-5 gives an insight of the local velocities 
s around the shed zone 
 
 
Figure 5-6-a)], in the shed vicinity [
Figure 5-6-c)] and in the above the shed zone 
 
b) 
 
d) 
 zone as a function of the fluidization gas velocity. (With a 
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Figure 5-6-
 
 
below 
 The residence time as a function of the solid recirculation rate has an enormous 
effect on the time that the agglomerates spend in the undesirable zones and above the 
shed. For all cases, a considerable increase in the residence time per loop can be 
as the solid recirculation rates are 
percentage of time graph (
As with the fluidizatio
distinctive zones are better appreciated by plotting them in a time percentage as a 
function of the solid recirculation rate, as presented in 
Figure 5-7. Percentage of time of the agglomerate in the four distinctive of the fluidized 
bed plus the differential pressure of the shed zone 
rate.  
 
The magnitudes of the local characteristic velocities around the sheds as a 
function of the solid recirculation rate are presented in 
decreased. This tendency is also observed in the 
Figure 5-7). 
n gas velocity results, the residence time for the four 
Figure 5-7.  
as a function of the solid recirculation 
Figure 5-8.  
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achieved 
 
 Figure 5-8. Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone as a function of the solid recirculation 
rate. 
 
Figure 5-9. Velocity plot arrow for polar coordinates in the entire measurement zone.
 
It can be noticed that there is not a clear tendency from
Figure 5-8. This strange behavior can be explained if we take into account the entire 
velocity vector of the agglomerate as presented in 
 
 the velocity plot arrow in 
Figure 5-9 where it can be appreciated 
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 that the local average velocities slightly increases as the solid recirculation rate is 
reduced. This means that the fragmentation probability increases as 
movement of the agglomer
For example, a clog in the line going into the burner would increase the degree of 
fouling of the sheds in the stripper section of the Fluid Coker.
5.5.3 Amount of Agglomerates
Figure 5-10 shows the residence time of the agglomerates as a function of the 
agglomerate concentration (expresses as 
zone [Figure 5-10-a)], in 
5-10-c)], and above the shed [
a) 
c) 
Figure 5-10. a) Residence time of the agglomerate in the shed zone as a function of the 
percentage of beads. b) Residence time of the agglomerate in the vicinity of the shed as a 
function of the percentage of beads.
a function of the percentage of beads rate. And, d) Residence
above shed as a function of the fluidization gas velocity. (With a 95% Confidence 
Interval, the error bars are very sm
ate is reduced. 
 
 
percentage of beads) inside the bed for: the shed 
the vicinity of the bed [Figure 5-10-b)], below the shed 
Figure 5-10-d)] per loop. 
 
b) 
 
d) 
 c) Residence time of the agglomerate 
 time of the agglomerate 
all to appear) 
95 
the downward 
[Figure 
 
 
below shed as 
  
The percentage residence time for the four distinctive zones as a function of the 
amount of beads in the bed is presented in 
agglomerate and in [Figure 
a) 
Figure 5-11. Percentage of time of the agglomerate in the four distinctive of the fluidized 
bed plus the differential pressure of the shed zone as a function of the beads in the bed 
for: a) dense (wet) agglomerate and b) light (dry) agglomerate. 
 
There is a slight increase in the residence time in all zones with dense (wet) 
agglomerates as the concentration of agglomerates
Furthermore, no real change is 
observed in the percentage of time graph (
pressure in the shed zone is not affected.
The effects of 
Lagrangian velocities around the shed for dense (wet) a
agglomerates, are presented in 
characteristics velocities as the amount of beads are introduced into the bed, either with 
dense or light agglomerates. Therefore, no increase in f
fractional release of hydrocarbon vapors in the shed zone is expected
agglomerate concentration changes
 
 
[Figure 5-11-a)] for the dense (wet) 
5-11-b)] for the light (dry) agglomerate.  
 
b) 
 
 in the fluidized bed is increase
observed with light (dry) agglomerates. This trend is also 
Figure 5-11), where even the differential 
 
increasing the agglomerate concentration on 
nd light (dry) simulated 
Figure 5-12. There is no noticeable change in the local 
ragmentation, and thus in 
. 
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d. 
the average 
the 
 when the 
  
a) 
Figure 5-12. a) Velocity plot arrow in the shed 
of the beads in the bed. b) Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone for light agglomerate as a 
function of the beads in the bed.
 
In order to further see the effect of adding more agglomerates into the bed, the 
research tested the data with the simple thermal model
the RPT for wet (C0 = 30 
agglomerate (Tracer 3). Because of technological challenges (at this moment the 
radioactive tracer–agglomerate 
the results assume that the agglomerates 
stripper. The amount of liquid that was evaporated (minus the 20% that is transformed 
into coke) and released in and below the upper and lower shed zone can be appreciated in
Figure 5-13.  
 
 
b) 
zone for dense agglomerate as a function 
 
 (Section 3.5) in conjunction with 
wt%) agglomerate (Tracers 2) and semi dry (C
cannot change densities in the course of an experiment), 
density does not vary as they travel through the 
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0 = 5 wt%) 
 
 a) 
Figure 5-13. Fraction of 
for: a) wet agglomerates; and, b) dry agglomerates.
error bars are very small to appear)
 
The model predicts an increment 
around 10 % of agglomerates into the fluidized bed
when testing semi-dry agglomerates, as with the residence time results, no major change 
in hydrocarbon vapors is expected.
5.6 Conclusion
1. The Radioactive Particle Tracking technique was found useful to measure and 
quantify the impact 
such as fluidization gas velocity, solid recirculation rate and amount of 
agglomerates inside the bed.
2. The research found that for the fluidization gas velocity:
a. A reduction of the
the agglomerates in the undesired stripper zones (shed, vicinity
and below the shed);
increase the probability of shed fouling.
b. Less fragme
fluidization gas velocity.
3. The research found that for the solid recirculation rate:
 
b) 
liquid entering the stripper that reaches the sheds 
 (With a 95% Confidence Interval, the 
 
of up to 17 % in hydrocarbon vapors by adding 
, for wet agglomerates. Furthermore, 
 
 
on agglomerate motion of important fluidized bed parameters 
 
 
 fluidization gas velocity increased the residence time of 
 where they will release hydrocarbon vapors and 
 
ntation of agglomerates is expected with a reduction of the 
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level as vapor 
 of the bed 
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a. A reduction of half the solid recirculation rate increases up to 4 times the 
residence time of the agglomerates above the shed, in the shed zone, in the 
vicinity of the shed and below the shed.  
b. More fragmentation of solids is expected with a reduction of the solid 
recirculation rate. 
4. The research found for the effect of agglomerates concentration in the bed: 
a. Wet agglomerates release up to 17% more hydrocarbon vapors in and 
below the shed as the amount of agglomerates inside the fluidized bed is 
increased to 10%. 
b. Semi dry agglomerates will not be affected by the agglomerate 
concentration. 
c. No change in the fragmentation of solids is expected with an increase in 
the agglomerate concentration. 
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Chapter 6  
6 AGGLOMERATE BEHAVIOR IN A RECIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED WITH SHEDS: EFFECT OF THE 
SHEDS 
6.1 Abstract 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique was used to study the effects 
that the internal baffles of the stripping section of the Fluid CokerTM, called sheds, have 
in the agglomerates behavior. Vapor emitted by reacting wet agglomerates below the 
sheds rises and causes shed fouling.  The study found that the sheds reduce the time the 
agglomerate spends in the shed zone, which in turn reduces the amount of organic vapor 
that reaches the sheds, but at the same time increase the wetness of the agglomerates that 
exit to the burner, losing valuable liquid. The research also found that the best type of 
shed, from the point of view of agglomerate motion, is the mesh-shed. Finally, 
experimental data indicate that reducing the open cross section area of the sheds from 
50% to 30% increases the time that the agglomerates spend above the shed zone, and thus 
reduces the flow of vapor emitted below the sheds. 
6.2 Introduction 
Fluid CokingTM (Figure 1-1) is a process used to upgrade heavy oils through 
thermal cracking.  Oil is injected in a downward-flowing fluid bed of hot coke particles, 
where it heats up and cracks into smaller vapor molecules.  The down-flowing coke 
particles are then conveyed to a fluid bed burner where they are reheated.   
Valuable oil vapors trapped between the coke-particles are recovered through 
steam stripping before the coke particles are sent to the burner. The stripper section of the 
CokerTM consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of hydrocarbon 
vapors from fluidized coke particles, and prevent gas back-mixing through the bed.  
Although the coking reactions are relatively rapid (Gray et al., 2004), the liquid 
needs to reach the reactor temperature, and most of the injected liquid is trapped 
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(Farkhondehkavaki, 2012) within wet agglomerates ranging from 1 to 20 mm (Ali et al., 
2010; Gray, 2002; Weber et al., 2006). Because thermal cracking is endothermic, the 
effective reaction rate of the liquid trapped is dramatically reduced due to heat transfer 
limitations through the agglomerates (Gray et al., 2004; House, 2007).  Some of these 
agglomerates survive and reach the stripper region, where their liquid continues to react 
and release product hydrocarbon vapors.  
Most of the hydrocarbon vapors released within and below the stripper shed 
regions flow up through the sheds, where they may crack and form solids deposits that 
foul their surfaces. Extensive fouling changes the shapes of the sheds, makes them 
thicker and reduces the free space between adjacent sheds through which coke flows 
(Figure 1-2); this decreases the stripping efficiency and causes premature shutdown of the 
reactor. Experience with commercial Cokers has shown that the top shed row is the most 
heavily fouled. Stripper fouling can be slowed by raising the Coker temperature, but this 
reduces the yield of the valuable liquid product. 
It is, therefore, essential to study the motion of agglomerates within the stripper 
zone and, in particular, their residence time below the top stripper shed row, since the 
vapors released below this row are responsible for its fouling. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location within a certain space or 
measurement zone inside a reactor. As showed by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis], the RPT technique can be used to measure the degree of fouling 
of a shed and can give important information about the hydrodynamics of the fluidized 
bed where the shed is installed. In this study, RPT is used to track agglomerates inside a 
recirculating fluidized bed focusing on a measurement zone (between 20 and 46 cm in 
this scaled-down version of the Coker), that would correspond to the stripper region of a 
Fluid Coker. 
Preliminary experiments have shown that the agglomerate motion is affected by 
agglomerate size and density, shed configuration, gas velocity and solids recirculation 
rate.  
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The objectives of this study were to: 
• Determine how agglomerate properties, such as size and density, affect the 
motion of agglomerates in the absence or presence of sheds, inside a cold flow 
recirculating fluidized bed simulating the stripper region of a Fluid Coker. 
• Test different type of sheds, shed configurations and sizes to determine their 
effect on the motion of agglomerates in the stripper section of a cold flow 
recirculating fluidized bed. 
6.3 Materials and Methods 
Fluid coke provided by Syncrude Canada Limited, was used as the fluidized 
material. Its particle density was 1450 kg/m3 and its Sauter-mean diameter was 140 µm. 
A bed mass of 19 kg was utilized in the laboratory scale fluid bed.     
An epoxy/gold tracer-agglomerate prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) was 
selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a nuclear reactor (for this 
research, the Material Test Reactor at McMaster University in Canada), some of it 
transforms into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days (Chaouki et al., 1997). In this 
study, the tracer-agglomerate radiation decreased gradually from 166 to 70 µCi (over a 
week). The simulated agglomerates were constructed using epoxy resin (West System, 
Inc. Bay City, MI) and, gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. Newburyport, MA). For 
simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the carrier was created using epoxy resin 
mixed with glass bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company, Avon, OH). 
For larger simulated agglomerates with high densities (Figure 4-1), a nylon ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density.  
According to Masuda et al. (2006), agglomerates could have an internal voidage 
ranging from 0.30 to 0.50.  The densest agglomerates will have a voidage of 0.3 that will 
be completely filled with liquid, giving an agglomerate density of about 1340 kg/m3, 
using a liquid feedstock density of 1087 kg/m3 (McFarlane, 2007). The lightest 
agglomerates will have a maximum voidage of 0.5; and all their original liquid will have 
 been converted to coke (this for a 20 wt% coke yield), the agglomerate density will thus 
become around 870 kg/m
construction materials that were used for this research.
 
Table 6.1. Simulated agglomerate properties and construction materials.
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter 
Ø (mm)
1 1400 1.81
2 1390 12.65
3 1060 1.94
4 1060 12.65
5 960 2.00
6 890 12.65
7 1400 12.65
 
Figure 6-1. Simulated Agglomerate with: a) 1.94 mm diameter and a density of 1060 
kg/m3. b) 12.65 mm diameter and a density of 1390 kg/m
 
Experiments were carried out in a 0.19 m I.D. cold flow recirculating fluid
bed made of Plexiglas, which does not contain irregular surfaces w
tracer-agglomerate could be trapped as presented in
shown in the figure) are located above and below the shed rows in order to register the 
differential pressure of the shed zone.
A single tracer, simulating an agglomer
that was operated at a superficial air velocity of 0.24 m/s to match the industrial Fluid 
3
.Table 6.1 presents the simulated agglomerates properties and 
 
 
 
Materials 
 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) and gold powder (19300 kg/m
 
Tracer 1, inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with epoxy p
(1600 kg/m3). [Figure 6-1-b)] 
 
Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder (19300 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3). [Figure 6-1-a)] 
 
Tracer 3, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 kg/m
 
Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder (19300 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3). 
 
Tracer 5, inside an epoxy resin (1120 kg/m
bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with epoxy putty (1600 kg/m
 
Tracer 1, inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with epoxy p
(1600 kg/m3). 
3
. 
here the radioactive 
 Figure 3-3. Two pressure taps (not 
 
ate, was introduced into the fluidized bed 
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3) mix with glass 
3). 
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Coker hydrodynamics (Cui et al., 2006). The maximum solid recirculation rate 
achievable was 0.55 kg/s, which corresponds to a solid flux of 19.30 kg/m2•s [Cui et al. 
(2006) used 22.82 kg/m2•s]. The position rendition technique was the Computer 
Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) developed by Lin et al. (1985) and 
used by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) and described in Chapter 1 [the complete code is 
presented in Appendix A]. The average fluidized bed density was 721 kg/m3 while the 
emulsion phase density was 850 kg/m3, as determined from pressure gradient 
measurements.  This means that no tracer was buoyant in either the fluidized bed or the 
emulsion phase, as in the Fluid Cokers.    
The first set of experiments is an extension of work done by Sanchez et al. (2013) 
(Chapter 4 of this thesis) in which they tested different sizes and densities of 
agglomerates in the fluidized bed with sheds. The same experiments were repeated with 
and without the two rows of sheds. Tracers 1 to 6 were used for this set of experiments. 
Rose et al. (2005) proposed a new shed design called “Mega-Sheds” that enhance 
stripping efficiency in the Fluid Coker, and have the potential of reducing fouling and 
flooding problems, this by avoiding a complete shutdown of the space between the first 
and second row of the sheds. 
For the second set of experiments, the RPT technique was tested with tracers 2 in 
conjunction with four types of sheds:  
1. No shed installed [Figure 6-2-a)]; the open cross-section area is 285 cm2. 
2. Normal-Sheds configuration [Figure 6-2-b)]; the open cross-section area is 
150 cm2 for the first (up) row shed and 171 cm2 for the second (down) row shed 
(56.3 % of relative shed area). 
3. Mesh-Shed configuration, which is the normal shed with the first shed row rotated 
90 in the azimuth angle [Figure 6-2-c)].   
4. Mega-Sheds [Figure 6-2-d)]; the open cross-section area for both rows are 
162 cm2 (56.8 % of relative shed area). 
 Figure 6-2. Types of sheds tested: a) No shed; b)
Mega-Sheds.  
 
Figure 6-3. Normal-shed configuration with a: a) Small, b) Normal and c) Big, Cross 
Section Area Reduction.  
 
Finally, for the third set of experiments, the RPT technique was tested with tracer 
7 and with the normal-shed configuration but with three different relative shed areas: 
1. Wide relative shed area
cross-section area of 194 cm
second (bottom) row shed (70.7 % of open area).
2. Normal Cross Section
configuration with an open cross
shed and 171 cm2
 Normal sheds; c) Mesh
 [Figure 6-3-a)]: Normal-Shed configuration with an open 
2
 for the first (top) row shed and 211 cm
 
 Area Reduction [Figure 6-3-b)]
-section area of 150 cm2 for the first (
 for the second (bottom) row shed (56.3 % open area).
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-Shed and d) 
 
 
2
 for the 
: Normal-Shed 
top) row 
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3. Narrowed relative shed area [Figure 6-3-c)]: Normal-Shed configuration with an 
open cross-section area of 108 cm2 for the first (top) row shed and 128 cm2 for the 
second (bottom) row shed (41.4 % of open area). 
6.4 Selection Criteria from Initial Tracer Trajectories 
The following five numbers are proposed to characterize the motion of 
agglomerates in the shed zone: 
1. The total residence time of the agglomerate above the shed per loop (Above 
0.3677 m) as presented in Figure 6-4. In the stripper section of the Coker, it is 
desirable for wet agglomerates to spend more time in the zone above the shed, 
where they can dry. This is a cumulative number since the agglomerate often 
leaves and re-enters the shed zone from below several times per loop. 
2. The residence time of the agglomerate in the complete shed zone (between the 
heights of 0.2930 and 0.3677 m) as presented in Figure 6-4, for each loop.  This is 
a cumulative number since the agglomerate usually enters and leaves the shed 
zone several times per loop. 
3. The residence time of the agglomerate below the shed (below 0.2930 m as 
presented in Figure 6-4). In the stripper section of the Coker, it is desirable for 
wet agglomerates to spend more time above the shed, where they can dry, and less 
time below the shed, from which any vapor emitted from the agglomerates would 
rise to the shed zone.  
4. The breakthrough velocities [calculated by measuring the average time that the 
tracer-agglomerate takes to cross the total height (0.0747 m)] of the shed zone in 
either the upward or downward directions). This characteristic of the agglomerate 
motion is related to the residence time in the shed zone. 
5. The average of the magnitudes of the local velocity, near the sheds. According to 
Subero and Ghadiri (2001), an increase in the local characteristic velocities of the 
agglomerates creates deformations or fragmentations depending on their impact 
velocity.  
 Figure 6-4. Zones definitions to characterize the interaction of agglomerate with the 
sheds. 
 
The thermal model
Radioactive Particle Tracking technique for wet agglomerates (C
1, 2 and 7) and semi-dry agglomerates (C
6.5 Results and Discussion
6.5.1 Effect of the 
Figure 6-5-a), Figure 
time of the agglomerates 
general decreases when the
and without sheds.  Since higher
agglomerates, this would seem quite unfortunate, since this means that wetter 
agglomerates spend less time above the shed, where they could emit vapors without any 
noxious effect on the sheds.  
vapors in various zones of a Fluid Coker, based on measured agglomerate motion 
(Chapter 3, section 3.5).  
 
 (Section 3.5) was used to analyze the data gather
0 = 30 
0 = 5 wt%, for tracers 3 and 4). 
 
Internals 
6-5-b) and Figure 6-5-c) show that the average residence 
in all zones - above, in the shed zone and below the shed
 agglomerate density increases. This was verified both with 
 agglomerate densities corresponds to wetter 
The thermal model was used to predict the actual release of 
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ed from the 
wt%, for tracers 
 -  
 a) 
Figure 6-5. a) Average residence time of the agglomerate above the shed 
function of agglomerate density; b) Average residence time of the agglomerate in the 
shed zone as a function of agglomerate density; and c) Average residence time of the 
agglomerate below the shed
confidence interval, the error bars are very small to appear). 
 
Figure 6-6 indicates that the fraction of the liquid entering the stripper that 
reaches the sheds as rising 
agglomerates spend enough time
Surprisingly, Figure 6-6 
liquid as vapor that reaches the sheds than the dryer, larger agglomerates:  this 
demonstrates the need to integrate the agglomerate motion data with the thermal model, 
instead of relying solely on the agglomerate motion data.
 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 level as a function of agglomerate density. (With a 95% 
 
vapor is greatly affected by the agglomerate properties.  Small 
 above the sheds to release most of their liquid there.  
shows that the wetter, larger agglomerates release less of their 
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level as a 
 a) 
Figure 6-6. Fraction of liquid 
for wet (C0 = 30 wt%, for
agglomerates. This for: a) when sheds are located insi
internals are present. (The error bars represent the data with a 95% confidence interval)
 
Figure 6-7-a) explains why 
liquid as vapor that reaches the sheds than the dryer, larger agglomerates: a large fraction 
of the liquid that they cont
with the agglomerates, without having vaporized in the stripper.  
the fraction of remaining liquid (m
bed to the riser (in the case of the real process, to the burner)
burner with the smaller agglomerates than with the larger agglomerates.  
a) 
Figure 6-7. Fraction of liquid entering the stripper 
(C0 = 30 wt%, for tracers 1 and 2) and semi dry (C
agglomerates. This for: a) when 
internals are present.  (The error bars represent the data with a 95% confidence interval)
 
 
b) 
entering the stripper that reaches the sheds 
 tracers 1 and 2) and semi dry (C0 = 5 wt%, for
de the bed; and b) when no 
the wetter, larger agglomerates release less of their 
ained when they entered the stripper actually exits the stripper 
Figure 
L/mL0) in the agglomerate when it leaves the fluidized 
.  Less liquid is lost to the 
 
b) 
lost to the lost to the burner for wet 
0 = 5 wt%, for tracers 3 and 4) 
sheds are located inside the bed; and b) when no 
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level as vapor 
 tracers 3 and 4) 
 
6-7-b) presents 
 
 
 
 How the sheds affected the agglomerate motion depends on the agglomerate 
properties.  For example, Figure 6
agglomerate residence time above the shed for the larger agglomerates, they had little 
impact on the smaller agglomerates.  Figure 6
the agglomerate types, the sheds had a benef
reaching the sheds.  Figure 6
the burner in the presence of sheds. 
The sheds also affect
breakthrough velocities [
fluidized bed.  Figure 6-9
function of the agglomerate 
breakthrough velocities (
half the upward and dow
velocities around the shed (
(at the center of the bed) and a downward flow (at the edges of the bed) 
sheds. The velocities are more uniform without sheds and are proportional to the 
agglomerate density and size (the bigger and denser 
the shed zone). 
a) 
Figure 6-8. a) Upward velocities as a function of agglomerate densities, and b) 
Downward velocities for as a function of agglomerate densities. (With a 95% confidence 
interval, the error bars are very small to appear).
 
-5-a) shows that while the sheds reduced the 
-6, on the other hand, showed that for all 
icial effect by reducing the amount of 
-7 shows that this was partly due to a larger loss of liquid to 
 
ed the average upward [Figure 6-8-a)] and downward 
Figure 6-8-b)] by reducing them as sheds are installed in the 
 shows the average Lagrangian velocities around the shed as a 
density for both sizes.  From the upward and downward 
Figure 6-8) results, it can be concluded that reducing by almost 
nward velocities.  Moreover, the average local Lagrangian 
Figure 6-9), presents an undisturbed upward central core flow 
agglomerates travel 
 
b) 
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vapor 
in the absence of 
faster through 
 
 Figure 6-9. Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone as a function of agglomerate density for: 
a) small agglomerate (Ø ≈
 
a) 
b) 
 2) and b) big agglomerate (Ø ≈ 13). 
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 6.5.2 Types of Shed
Figure 6-10 shows that the pressure drop across the shed zone decreases in the 
presence of sheds.  This is probably caused by the breakage of rising 
sheds: since smaller gas bubbles raise more slowly, the gas holdup increases, the average 
bed density decreases and the pressure drop decreases.  When comparing the various 
sheds, it appears that the regular sheds and the mesh shed were 
gas bubbles than the Mega shed.
Figure 6-10. Differential pressure of the shed zone as a function of the shed type. (The 
error bars represent the data with a 95% confidence 
 
The mesh shed is the shed type and configuration that better perform
to the residence times (Figure 
above the shed, and reduced the time of the agglomerate below the shed 
to the normal shed configuration and 
 
gas bubbles by the 
more effective at breaking 
 
interval). 
6-11): it maximized the residence time of the agglomerate 
the Mega Shed. 
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ed according 
when compared 
 Figure 6-11. Average residence time 
below the shed zones as a function of the shed type. (The error bars represent the data 
with a 95% confidence interval).
 
Integrating the agglomerate motion data with the thermal model shows that the 
Mega shed gave a slightly lower flow of 
6-12-a)].  This was however achieved at the cost of losing more liquid to the burner, as 
shown by [Figure 6-12-b)].  
a) 
Figure 6-12. a) Fraction 
vapor as a function of shed type
Fraction of liquid entering the stripper 
30 wt%, for tracer 2). (The error bars represent the data with a 95% confidence interval)
  
of the agglomerate above the shed, in the shed, 
 
vapor rising to the upper shed level [
 
 
b) 
of liquid entering the stripper that reaches the
 for wet agglomerate (C0 = 30 wt%, for tracer
lost to the burner as a function of shed type
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Figure 
 
 sheds level as 
 2). b) 
 (C0 = 
  
 The data presented in 
presented in Figure 6-13. It is desirable to reduce both the amount of organic 
reaches the sheds and the amount of liquid that is lost to the burner. In order to 
the statistical significance of the results presented in 
(ANOVA) followed by a Post Ho
Difference (HSD) was conducted 
that reaches the shed as vapor
that is lost to the burner 
percentage of liquid that reaches the sheds as 
all four types of sheds differ significantly (p<0
liquid that enters the stripper 
that there is no statistically significant difference (p>0.05)
mesh shed, as well as between 
Figure 6-13. Percentage of liquid entering the stripper that reaches the shed as vapor as a 
function of the percentage of liquid entering the stripper lost to the burner, 
different internals. 
 
The data displayed in 
give an insight of the net eff
related problems and in the amount
normal sheds, the mega sheds statistically reduce
Figure 6-12 is better appreciated in a single graph as 
Figure 6-13, an analysis of variance 
c Test in the form of the Tukey Honest Significant 
for both the percentage of liquid entering the stripper 
, as well as for the percentage of liquid entering the stripper 
[The detailed procedure can be found in Appendix G]
vapor, the statistical analysis concluded that 
.05). In contrast, for the percentage of 
and is lost to the burner, the statistical analysis concluded 
 between the 
the normal shed and mega shed.  
Figure 6-13 in combination with the statistical analysis can 
ect that the mega shed and the mesh shed have in the fouling
 of liquid that is lost to the burner. Compared to the 
s the amount of vapor
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vapor that 
determine 
. For the 
no shed and the 
 
for each of the 
 
 that reaches the 
 sheds (thus reducing fouling problems) but 
valuable liquid that is lost to the burner.  In contrast, when mesh sheds replace
type of sheds, the amount of 
problems); however, the use of mesh type of sheds have a significant positive impact in 
the amount of liquid that is lost to the burner, this by maintaining the sam
than when there are no internal
best compromise, because it 
to a bed without internals
moreover, the second shed row of the mesh sheds will never completel
downward flow of solids
sheds are would when fouled
Figure 6-14 presents 
Figure 6-15 the local average Lagrangian velocities around the sheds.
Figure 6-14. Upward and downward velocities as a function of the shed type.
 
they do not have any impact in the amount of 
vapor that reaches the sheds increases (more fouling related 
s inside the fluidized bed. The mesh shed repre
reduces the organic vapor that reaches the sheds 
) and maintains the amount of liquid that is lost to the burner; 
 (thus the flooding of the bed is avoided) as the normal type of 
. 
the upward and downward breakthrough velocities and 
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 the normal 
e performance 
sents the 
(compared 
y block the 
 
 
 Figure 6-15. Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone as a function of the type of shed.
 
The effect of the 
system. Using the coordinates of the tracer
frequency map of occurrence can be created by counting the number of times the tracer 
was detected at each coord
was found inside the measurement zone as presented in 
easily detect the position, configuration and size of the internal by presenting it as a 
voidage and guarantees that the system is working and well calibrated.
 
shed inside the fluidized bed can be observed by the RPT 
-agglomerate inside the measurement zone, a 
inate and dividing it by the total number of times the trace
Figure 6-16. The technique can 
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r 
 Figure 6-16. Frequency map of occurrences as a function of the type of shed.
 
The mesh shed also perform
downward breakthrough velocities (
zone faster. This behavior can be better appreciated 
around the shed (Figure 
present velocities as high as when there 
as the normal shed. Moreover, by having a section in the shed that completely disrupt
the entire upward motion
reduced the velocity of the agglomerates. In contrast
blocked the upward flow of solids and work
shed. 
6.5.3 Cross Section Area Effect
Figure 6-17 shows that the pressure drop across the shed zone decreases as the 
fraction of the cross-section occupied by the shed increases and the open area decreases.  
This is probably caused by the more effective breakage of rising gas bubbles by the sheds 
that occupy a larger fraction of the cross
slowly, the gas holdup increases, the average bed density decreases and the pressure drop 
decreases.   
ed better when considering the upward and 
Figure 6-14): it let the agglomerate cross the shed 
from the local Lagrangian velocities 
6-15), where although the mesh shed configuration 
was no shed, it had the same order of
 of solids in the center of the bed, the Mega
, the mesh-shed never
ed like a mix between no-
 
-section: since smaller gas bubbles raise more 
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did not 
 magnitude 
ed 
 Shed greatly 
 completely 
shed and normal 
 Figure 6-17. Differential pressure of the shed zone as a function of the bed open area. 
(With a 95% confidence interval, the error bars are very small to appear).
 
As the size of the sheds 
above the shed and in the she
remained nearly constant (
Figure 6-18. Average residence time of the agglomerate above the shed, in the shed, 
below the shed zone as a function of the bed open area. (With a 95% confidence interval, 
the error bars are very small to appear).
 
Figure 6-19-a) shows that
released as vapor reaching the sheds
between 60 % and 70 %.
was increased, the residence time of the agglomerate 
d zone decreased, while the residence time below the shed 
Figure 6-18).  
 
 the amount of the liquid entering the stripper 
 was minimized when the shed
 Figure 6-19-b), on the other hand, shows that the fraction of 
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that was 
 open area was 
 liquid entering the stripper that was lost to the burner steadily increased as the shed open 
area was increased.  The optimum stripper open
%.  
a) 
Figure 6-19. a) Fraction 
vapor as a function of the bed open area (C
entering the stripper lost to the burner 
for tracers 7). (The error bars represent the data with a 95% confidence interval)
 
The upward and downward velocities and 
around the sheds are presented in 
Figure 6-20. Upward and Downward breakthrough velocities as a function of the bed 
open area. 
 
 area is, therefore, between 60 % 
 
b) 
of liquid entering the stripper that reaches the
0 = 30 wt%, for tracers 7). b) Fraction
as a function of the bed open area 
the local average Lagrangian velocities 
Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 respectively. 
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and 70 
 
 sheds level as 
 of liquid 
(C0 = 30 wt%, 
 
 
 
 Figure 6-21. Velocity plot arrow in the shed zone as a function of the bed open area. 
 
 The upward and downward breakthrough velocities
Lagrangian velocities around the shed (
fractional open area was
agglomerates and shed.   
6.6 Conclusion
The Radioactive Particle Tracking tech
study the effect of the sheds, type and size of the sheds
The sheds reduce the amount of vapor that reaches the stripper sheds
increasing the losses of valuable liquid to the
agglomerate velocities, by 
wall of the bed.  
When comparing
type of internal is not attract
general better.  
 
 (Figure 6-20
Figure 6-21) tended to decrease as the 
 increased.  This would lower the risk of collisions between 
 
nique has been successfully applied to 
 on the agglomerates behavior
 burner.   The sheds greatly
hindering the flow of solids up in the center and down near the 
 three types of sheds, the research found that the Mega
ive when compared with the Mesh-Shed that performed in 
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) and the local 
shed 
.  
 level while 
 reduced the 
-Shed 
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The research also found that with the Normal-Shed configuration, the best 
performance would be achieved with a shed that has a fractional open area between 60 % 
and 70 %. 
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Chapter 7  
7 AGGLOMERATE BEHAVIOR IN A RECIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED WITH SHEDS: EFFECT OF 
VOLTESSO AND AMOUNT OF FLUIDIZED MATERIAL 
7.1 Abstract 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique was used to study the effects 
of bed wetness and height on agglomerates behavior and interaction with the sheds of the 
stripper section of a Fluid CokerTM model. In Fluid Cokers, vapors that are released from 
dense agglomerates (mimicking wet agglomerates) foul the stripper sheds.  The study 
found that the fluidized bed can withstand fairly good a VoltessoTM/Coke wetness of 
around 0.11 wt%, as more liquid is added to the bed, the differential pressure of the bed 
starts to drop along with the residence time of the agglomerates above and below the 
shed; this makes agglomerates release less organic vapors below the shed, which are 
responsible for the fouling of the stripper sheds, and this at the same time has a negative 
impact as the amount of liquid trapped inside the agglomerate is higher when it leaves 
into the burner.  Finally almost no effect is perceived in pressure, agglomerate motion, 
release of hydrocarbons below the shed and agglomerate wetness when it leaves the bed 
as the bed mass is increased above 19 kg. 
7.2 Introduction 
Fluid CokingTM (Figure 1-1) is a process used to upgrade heavy oils through 
thermal cracking.  Oil is injected in a downward-flowing fluid bed of hot coke particles, 
where it heats up and cracks into smaller vapor molecules.  The down-flowing coke 
particles are then conveyed to a fluid bed burner where they are reheated.   
Valuable oil vapors trapped between the coke-particles are recovered through 
steam stripping before the coke particles are sent to the burner. The stripper section of the 
Fluid Coker consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of 
hydrocarbon vapors from fluidized coke particles, and prevent gas back-mixing through 
the bed.  
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Although the coking reactions are relatively rapid (Gray et al., 2004), the liquid 
needs to reach the reactor temperature, and most of the injected liquid is trapped 
(Farkhondehkavaki, 2012) within wet agglomerates ranging from 1 to 20 mm (Ali et al., 
2010; Gray, 2002; Weber et al., 2006). Because thermal cracking is endothermic, the 
effective reaction rate of the liquid trapped is dramatically reduced due to heat transfer 
limitations through the agglomerates (Gray et al., 2004; House, 2007).  Some of these 
agglomerates survive and reach the stripper region, where their liquid continues to react 
and release product hydrocarbon vapors.  
Most of the hydrocarbon vapors released within and below the stripper shed 
regions flow up through the sheds, where they may crack and form solid deposits that 
foul their surfaces. Extensive fouling changes the shapes of the sheds, makes them 
thicker and reduces the free space between adjacent sheds through which coke flows 
(Figure 1-2); this decreases the stripping efficiency and causes premature shutdown of the 
reactor. Experience with commercial Cokers has shown that the top shed row is the most 
heavily fouled. Stripper fouling can be slowed by raising the Coker temperature, but this 
reduces the yield of the valuable liquid product. 
It is, therefore, essential to study the motion of agglomerates within the stripper 
zone and, in particular, their residence time below the top stripper shed row, since the 
vapors released below this row are responsible for its fouling. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location within a certain space or 
measurement zone inside a reactor. As showed by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis], the RPT technique can be used to measure the degree of fouling 
of a shed and can give important information about the hydrodynamics of the fluidized 
bed where the shed is installed. In this study, RPT is used to track agglomerates inside a 
recirculating fluidized bed focusing on a measurement zone (between 20 and 46 cm in 
this scaled-down version of the Coker), that would correspond to the stripper region of a 
Fluid Coker. 
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  When bitumen is injected into the Fluid Coker, a fraction will be trapped inside 
the agglomerates, where it will slowly thermally crack, and other liquid remains as “free 
moisture” that covers individual coke particles. When enough wetness is inside the bed, 
the fluidization stops and the bed is considered “bogged” (Zirgachianzadeh, 2012).  
The same amount of fluid coke, 19 kg, was used for all the experiments that were 
conducted using the cold flow recirculating fluidized bed, which corresponds to 23.6 cm 
above the top shed row, however in the commercial unit, the bed is much higher.  
  Preliminary experiments have shown that the agglomerate motion is affected by 
agglomerate size and density, shed size and configuration, gas velocity and solids 
recirculation rate.  
The objectives of this study were to: 
• Determine how agglomerate motion is affected when liquid is added into a 
recirculating fluidized bed.  
• Determine how the height of fluidized material affects the agglomerate motion 
inside a recirculating fluidized bed. 
7.3 Materials and Methods 
Fluid coke provided by Syncrude Canada Limited, was used as the fluidized 
material. Its particle density was 1450 kg/m3 and its Sauter-mean diameter was 140 µm. 
A bed mass of 19 kg was used for the first set of experiments and was then varied 
between 16 and 22.3 kg.   
An epoxy/gold tracer-agglomerate prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) was 
selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a nuclear reactor (for this 
research, the Material Test Reactor at McMaster University in Canada), some of it 
transforms into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days (Chaouki et al., 1997). In this 
study, the tracer-agglomerate radiation decreased gradually from 166 to 70 µCi (over a 
week). The simulated agglomerates were constructed using epoxy resin (West System, 
Inc. Bay City, MI) and, gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. Newburyport, MA). For 
simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the carrier was created using epoxy resin 
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mixed with glass bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company, Avon, OH). 
For larger simulated agglomerates with high densities (Figure 4-1), a nylon ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density.  
According to Masuda et al. (2006), agglomerates could have an internal voidage 
ranging from 0.30 to 0.50.  The densest agglomerates will have a voidage of 0.3 that will 
be completely filled with liquid, giving an agglomerate density of about 1340 kg/m3, 
using a liquid feedstock density of 1087 kg/m3 (McFarlane, 2007). The lightest 
agglomerates will have a maximum voidage of 0.5; and all their original liquid will have 
been converted to coke (this for a 20 wt% coke yield), the agglomerate density will thus 
become around 870 kg/m3. Table 7.1 presents the simulated agglomerates properties and 
construction materials that were used for this research. 
 
Table 7.1. Simulated agglomerate properties and construction materials. 
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter 
Ø (mm) Materials 
1 1400 12.65 
2 mm tracer of a mixture of epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) and gold 
powder (19300 kg/m3), inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with 
epoxy putty (1600 kg/m3). (Figure 7-1) 
2 1000 12.65 
2 mm tracer of a mixture of epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3), gold powder 
(19300 kg/m3) and glass bubbles (150 kg/m3), inside an epoxy resin 
(1120 kg/m3) mix with glass bubbles (150 kg/m3) and seal with 
epoxy putty (1600 kg/m3). 
 
 
Figure 7-1. Simulated Agglomerate with 12.65 mm diameter. 
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Experiments were carried out in a 0.19 m I.D. cold flow recirculating fluidized 
bed equipped with two rows of sheds and made of Plexiglas, which does not contain 
irregular surfaces where the radioactive tracer-agglomerate could be trapped as presented 
in Figure 3-3. Two pressure taps (not shown in the figure) are located above and below 
the shed rows in order to register the differential pressure of the shed zone. 
A single tracer, simulating an agglomerate, was introduced into the fluidized bed 
that was operated at a superficial air velocity of 0.24 m/s to match the industrial Fluid 
Coker hydrodynamics (Cui et al., 2006). The maximum solid recirculation rate 
achievable was 0.55 kg/s, which correspond to solid flux of 19.30 kg/m2•s [Cui et al. 
(2006) used 22.82 kg/m2•s]. The position rendition technique was the Computer 
Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) developed by Lin et al. (1985) and 
used by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) and described in Chapter 1 [the complete code is 
presented in Appendix A]. The average fluidized bed density was 721 kg/m3 while the 
emulsion phase density was 850 kg/m3, as determined from pressure gradient 
measurements.  This means that no tracer was buoyant in either the fluidized bed or the 
emulsion phase, as in the Fluid Cokers. 
According to Hamidi et al. (2013), a fluidized bed of coke particles with Voltesso 
at room temperature mimics the hydrodynamic behavior of the fluidized bed of hot coke 
particles with heavy oil in real Fluid Cokers.  For the first set of experiments, tracers 1 
and 2 were tested in the cold flow recirculating fluidized bed and 0.25 ml (0.115 wt%) or 
0.50 ml (0.23 wt%) of Voltesso was added into the recirculating fluidized bed. Higher 
liquid concentrations, e.g. 0.44 wt%, prevent solids from flowing from the cyclone or 
down to the recirculation line, and the bed becomes completely bogged. 
The injection of Voltesso into the fluidized bed was conducted with the injection 
system presented in Figure 7-2. The liquid was introduced into the liquid container and 
pressurized with compressed air.  The liquid was then mixed with atomization air in the 
gas/liquid mixer and the resulting mixture was injected above the shed zone. The bed was 
fluidized at the time of the injection and for a minimum time of 15 minutes after the 
 injection to ensure proper mixing of the liquid with the fluidized solids. The RPT test was 
then started. 
Figure 7-2. Voltesso injection system.
 
In order to see the effect of the bed height, coke was added or removed from the 
unit. The second set of experiments involved running the Radioactive Particle 
system with tracer 1, and with 16.0 kg, 19.0 kg or 22.3 kg of fluidized material (
inside the cold flow recirculating fluidized bed.
7.4 Selection 
The following three numbers are proposed to character
agglomerates in the shed zone:
1. The cumulative residence time of the agglomerate above the shed per loop 
[Above 0.3677m as presented in (
CokerTM, it is desirable for dense agglomerates to spend more time in the zone 
above the shed, where they can dry.  Over a single loop, the agglomerate may 
come back up through the sheds several times.
2. The cumulative residence time of the agglomerate in the complete shed zone 
(between the heights of 0.2930 and 0.3677 m
 
 
Criteria from Initial Tracer Trajectories
ize the motion of 
 
Figure 7-3)]. In the stripper section of the Fluid 
 
) as presented in (
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Tracking 
dry coke) 
 
Figure 7-3), for 
 each loop.  This is a cumulative number since the agglomerate usually enters and 
leaves the shed zone several times per loop.
3. The cumulative residence time of the agglomerate below the shed [below 0.2930 
m as presented in (
desirable, for dense agglomerates to spend more time in the zone above the shed, 
where they can dry, and less time
vapor emitted from the agglomerates would rise to the shed zone.
Figure 7-3. Zones definitions to characterize the interaction of agglomerate with the 
sheds. 
7.5 Results and Discussion
7.5.1 Effect of Liquid Inside the Bed
The impact of the added liquid into the recirculating fluidized bed can be 
observed in the drop of the differential pressure of the shed zone as shown in
 
Figure 7-3)]. In the stripper section of the Fluid Coker, it is 
 in the zone below the shed, from which any 
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 Figure 7-4. 
 a) 
Figure 7-4. Differential pressure of the shed zone as a function of the amount of liquid 
inside the bed using: a) tracer 2; and b) tracer 1 (With a 95% confidence interval, the 
error bars are too small to appear)
Figure 7-5and Figure 
per loop above the shed, within the shed zone and below the shed as a function of the 
amount of liquid inside the bed for the two types o
wetness slightly increases, a small increase in all residence times is noticed; as the bed 
continues to get wetter, a sharp drop in all residence times is observed and has
tendency as the pressure graphs in
Figure 7-5. Residence time in the above the shed, in the shed and below the shed zone as 
a function of the amount of liquid inside the bed using tracer 1 (With a 95% confidence 
interval, the error bars are too small to appear).
 
 
b) 
 
7-6 present the average residence time of the agglomerate 
f tracers (dense and light). As the bed 
 Figure 7-4. 
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 the same 
 
 Figure 7-6. Residence times above the shed, in the shed zone and below the shed
function of the amount of liquid inside the bed using tracer 2 (With a 95% confidence 
interval, the error bars are too small to appear).
 
From the residence time measurements for both type of agglomerates, dense 
(tracer 1 that mimics wet agglomerates
agglomerates), it can be concluded that the fluidized
wetness without heavily affecting the  residence time of the agglomerate in the measuring 
zone. More over these measurements 
shed zone, that it is able to stay constant with that amount of liquid
0.11 wt% of liquid, all the residence times start to drop. 
The thermal model presented in 
gathered from the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique for dense agglomerate
30 wt%, for tracer 1) and light agglomerates (C
The thermal model is used in order to see the effect of the impact of the residence 
time in the amount of vapor release that reaches the shed as well as the wetness of the 
agglomerate when it leaves the bed as a function of the liquid inside the bed. The 
predicted amount of vapors (In percentage compared to their initial wetness) that reached 
the sheds is shown in Figure 
the agglomerate below the she
 
) and light (tracer 2 that mimics semi
 bed can handle  up to 0.11 wt
are supported by the differential pressure of the 
 inside the bed. Above 
 
Section 3.5 was used to analyzed the data 
0 = 5 wt%, for tracer 2). 
7-7. Because of the slight increase in the reside
d for a bed wetness of 0.11 wt%, there is a slight increase 
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 as a 
-dry 
% of 
s (C0 = 
nce time of 
 of the organic vapors that reach the sheds, increasing the probability of fouling. 
Furthermore, as the amount of liquid increases the organic vapors that r
diminish because of the drop of the residence time of the agglomerates in the 
measurement area,  as the agglomerates 
Figure 7-7. Fraction of liquid 
for semi-dry and wet agglomerates as a function of the amount of liquid inside the bed 
(With a 95% confidence interval, the error bars are very small to appear).
 
The fraction of remaining liquid 
fluidized bed into the burner is presented
fluidize material of about 0.1
semi-dry agglomerates leave the unit dryer (Constant for wet agglomerate). Moreover 
increasing the amount of liquid is highly detrimental to the performance of the reactor, as 
it increases the amount of highly valuable liquid that is sent into the burner to burn for 
dense and light agglomerates.
spend less time below the shed. 
entering the stripper that reaches the shed
(mL/mL0) in the agglomerate when it leaves the 
 in Figure 7-8. As a contrast, a wetness of the 
1 wt% slightly improves the performance of the unit as the 
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each the shed 
 
s level as vapor 
 
 Figure 7-8. Fraction of liquid entering the stripper lost to the burner for semi
agglomerates as a function of the amount of liquid inside the bed (With a 95% confidence 
interval, the error bars are very small to appear).
 
The main driving force in the agglomerate motion as a function of the bed 
wetness is the difference between the bed density an
been presented in Chapter 4, agglomerate density played a great role in the residence time 
of the agglomerates inside the measurement zone. As the density of the agglomerate 
increases, the residence time of the agglomer
 The drop in differential pressure reduces the density of the bed. 
difference of the agglomerate density minus the wet bed density and adding the dry bed 
density the research was able to get an apparent agglomerate density. Extr
data obtained in the study of residence time as a function of the agglomerate density in 
Chapter 4 using the apparent density values, the study was able to predict a residence 
time above, in and below the shed for a wetted bed as presented in
extrapolation of the apparent density with the data obtained in Chapter 4, predict fairly 
good the residence time in all the sector
can be concluded that the drop in pressure has the same effect that increasing the 
agglomerate density has, 
 
 
d the agglomerate density. As it has 
ate drops. 
s of the bed. This can explain the results and 
reducing its residence time in the measuring zone. 
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-dry and wet 
By obtaining the 
apolating the 
 Table 7.2. The 
it 
 
 Table 7.2. Comparison between real residence time and predicted residence time, above, 
in, and below the shed zone.
Tracer 
Liquid 
in the 
Bed 
Tracer 
Density 
Dense 0.00% 1,400.00 
Dense 0.23% 1,400.00 
Light 0.00% 1,000.00 
Light 0.23% 1,000.00 
Furthermore, from the residence time results, it appears that there is a small 
improvement when the bed is lightly wet (0.11 wt%). 
amounts of liquids inside the bed 
to improve the fluidization. 
same effect as an additive to the coke bed, the dry and wet coke was tested with a 
revolution powder analyzer, which measure
cohevisity of the fluidization medium [Revolution Powder Analyzer from Mercury 
Scientific, Newtown, CT
amount of liquid inside the bed is presented in 
indicate more powder coh
performance. 
Figure 7-9. Avalanche time as a function of the percentage of liquid in the bed
 
 
Apparent 
Tracer 
Density 
Real RT 
Above 
the Shed 
Model 
Above 
the Shed 
Real RT 
Shed 
Model 
Shed Below the 
1,400.00 4.76 4.76 1.15 1.15 
1,459.31 3.64 4.13 0.98 1.02 
1,000.00 17.93 17.93 3.00 3.00 
1,085.30 13.50 14.61 2.45 2.50 
It has been known that s
can be used in different commercial units as 
In order to see if a small quantity of Voltesso is having the 
s the avalanche time, in order t
] . The result for the median avalanche time as a function of the 
Figure 7-9; a higher avalanche value 
esiveness and thus a negative impact in the fluidization 
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Real RT 
Shed 
Model 
Below the 
Shed 
4.11 4.11 
3.54 3.71 
13.59 13.59 
10.78 11.75 
mall 
an additive 
o evaluate the 
 
. 
  Although there is a small improvement
powder of 0.07 wt% of Voltesso
(Avalanche time of 2.75). Moreover, it seems that wet coke
more cohesive than dry coke. Nevertheless
over again into the Powder Analyzer, the avalanch
below the dry coke value
agglomerates start to form and trap 
moisture of the sample and help reduce electrostatic forces that crea
material; as a result an improvement in the fluidization performance with 0.11 wt% is 
attained. 
7.5.2 Effect of the amount of solids
Figure 7-10 prese
above the shed, in the shed and below the shed zone as a function of the amount fluidized 
material inside the bed for dense agglomerate. No noticeable change in pressure was 
observed for all bed masses tested.
Figure 7-10. Residence time in the above the shed, in the shed and below the shed zone 
as well as differential pressure as a function of the amount of coke inside the bed using 
tracer 1 (With a 95% confidence interval, the error bars are very small to appear)
 
 in the avalanche time with a 
 (Avalanche time of 2.69) compared with a dry 
-particles of
, if that same sample is reintroduce over and 
e time steadily goes down 
. As the wet powder is rotating in the avalanche machine, 
part of the liquid inside them, reducing the free 
te cohesivene
 
nts the average residence time of the agglomerate per loop 
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wet coke-
material 
 0.11 wt% are 
to 2.65 s, 
ss in the 
 
.  
 From the residence time results of the agglomerate in the three measurement 
zones (above the shed, in the shed and below the shed zone) it can be concluded that the 
biggest effect is when the bed becomes empty of solids. Between 19 kg and 23.3 kg the 
agglomerates behave very similar. Nevertheless, when the bed gets empty below 19 kg, 
the residence time above the shed sharply drops and the residence time below the shed 
increases significantly.  
As with the results of the effect of liquid inside the fluidized bed, the thermal 
model is used in order to see the effect of the impact of the residence time in the amount 
of vapor release that reaches the shed as well as the wetness of the agglome
leaves the bed when the amount of fluidized material change
vapors (In percentage compared to their initial wetness) that reached the upper and lower 
shed zone is shown in Figure 
sharply increases as the amount of coke is reduce, this because of the increase in the 
residence time below the zone. Additionally, very little redu
that reaches the shed can be expected with an increase of the fluidized material.
Figure 7-11. Fraction of 
for wet agglomerates as a function of the amount of coke inside the bed
confidence interval, the error bars are very small to appear
 
s. The predicted amount of 
7-11. The amount of organic vapor that reaches the shed 
ction of the amount of vapor 
liquid entering the stripper and reaches the shed
).  
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rate when it 
 
 
s level as vapor 
 (With a 95% 
 The positive effect of an increase of the amount of vapor that reaches the sheds 
can be observe in the fraction of remaining liquid (m
leaves the fluidized bed, as presented 
zone 21.4 % dryer when there is a drop the amount of fluid coke inside the bed. In 
contrast, no change is perceived when more coke is added into the bed. In conclusion, the 
use of 19 kg of solids in the recirculating fluidized bed is well supported by the residence 
time and thermal model data; and no more material is needed to simulate what it is 
happening in the real commercial unit.
Figure 7-12. Fraction of 
agglomerates as a function of the amount of coke inside the bed
interval, the error bars are very small to appear
 
The unexpected increase in the residence time below the shed can 
looking at the Lagrangian velocity plot in 
agglomerates movements was moved up by half a cm, this effect was 
increase in the residence time below the shed and as a consequence more vapor is 
released below the shed and as a result the agglomerates leave the measuring zone dryer. 
At the same time, it seems that the agglomerates have more difficu
zone because of the reduction of the magnitude of the vertical velocity vectors between 
the sheds that could explain the drop in the residence time of the agglomerates above the 
shed. 
L/mL0) in the agglomerate when it 
Figure 7-12. The agglomerate leaves the measuring 
 
liquid entering the stripper lost to the burner for wet 
 (With a 95% confidence 
).  
Figure 7-13. The center of the vortex of 
responsible 
lty in crossing the shed 
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be explained by 
for the 
 Figure 7-13. Lagrangian velocity vector plot.
 
7.6 Conclusion
In this research, the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique has been 
successfully applied to study the effect of the wetness of the bed and the bed height on 
the behavior of agglomerates 
stripper section of the Fluid Coker
fairly constant with a wetness of up to 0.11 wt
real unit); above that moisture, the bed send
valuable liquid products but at the same time release less hydrocarbon vapors that could 
foul the sheds. The research also found that the behavior of agglomerates inside the cold 
flow recirculating fluidized bed is constant for a bed mass equal or above 19 kg and it 
a negative impact only when the bed height is below this mass. 
 
  
 
inside a cold flow recirculating fluidized bed mimicking the 
TM
.  The study found that the fluidized can behave 
% of Voltesso (simulating bitumen in the 
s wetter agglomerates into the burner, loosing 
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Chapter 8  
8 AGGLOMERATE BEHAVIOR IN A RECIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED: EFFECT OF BAFFLES 
8.1 Abstract 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique was used to study the effect 
of internal ring baffles on wet agglomerate motion inside a cold flow recirculating 
fluidized bed that mimics the stripping section of the commercial Fluid CokerTM. The 
study found that using such a baffle on its own or above the regular sheds helps reduce 
the fouling of the stripper section by increasing the time that the agglomerates spend 
above the baffle, thus reducing the release, below the baffles, of the vapors that cause 
fouling of the sheds. The research also found that adding downcomers or flux tubes to the 
ring baffles degrades the performance of the baffles. Reducing the length of the flux tube, 
so that they do not reach the bottom of the baffle lip results in a further degradation of the 
baffle performance.   
8.2 Introduction 
Fluid CokingTM (Figure 1-1) is a process used to upgrade heavy oils through 
thermal cracking.  Oil is injected in a downward-flowing fluid bed of hot coke particles, 
where it heats up and cracks into smaller vapor molecules.  The down-flowing coke 
particles are then conveyed to a fluid bed burner where they are reheated.   
Valuable oil vapors trapped between the coke-particles are recovered through 
steam stripping before the coke particles are sent to the burner. The stripper section of the 
CokerTM consists of a system of baffles (sheds) that enhance the removal of hydrocarbon 
vapors from fluidized coke particles, and prevent gas back-mixing through the bed.  
Although the coking reactions are relatively rapid (Gray et al., 2004), the liquid 
needs to reach the reactor temperature, and most of the injected liquid is trapped 
(Farkhondehkavaki, 2012) within wet agglomerates ranging from 1 to 20 mm (Ali et al., 
2010; Gray, 2002; Weber et al., 2006). Because thermal cracking is endothermic, the 
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effective reaction rate of the liquid trapped is dramatically reduced due to heat transfer 
limitations through the agglomerates (Gray et al., 2004; House, 2007).  Some of these 
agglomerates survive and reach the stripper region, where their liquid continues to react 
and release product hydrocarbon vapors.  
Most of the hydrocarbon vapors released within and below the stripper shed 
regions flow up through the sheds, where they may crack and form solid deposits that 
foul their surfaces. Extensive fouling changes the shapes of the sheds, makes them 
thicker and reduces the free space between adjacent sheds through which coke flows 
(Figure 1-2); this decreases the stripping efficiency and causes premature shutdown of the 
reactor. Experience with commercial Cokers has shown that the top shed row is the most 
heavily fouled. Stripper fouling can be slowed by raising the Coker temperature, but this 
reduces the yield of the valuable liquid product. 
It is, therefore, essential to study the motion of agglomerates within the stripper 
zone and, in particular, their residence time below the top stripper shed row, since the 
vapors released below this row are responsible for its fouling. 
The Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) technique allows the immediate 
determination of a radioactive tracer-agglomerate location within a certain space or 
measurement zone inside a reactor. As showed by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) 
[Chapter 2 of this thesis], the RPT technique can be used to measure the degree of fouling 
of a shed and can give important information about the hydrodynamics of the fluidized 
bed where the shed is installed. In this study, RPT is used to track agglomerates inside a 
recirculating fluidized bed focusing on a measurement zone (between 20 and 46 cm in 
this scaled-down version of the Coker), that would correspond to the stripper region of a 
Fluid Coker. 
Experimental studies described in this thesis have shown that the agglomerate 
motion is affected by agglomerate size and density, shed size and configuration, gas 
velocity, solids recirculation rate, bed height and wetness of the bed. This work focuses 
on the study of new types of baffles that could either be used as a substitute for the 
current sheds or located above the regular sheds. 
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Wyatt et al. (2011) from Exxon-Mobil patented in 2011 a new type of ring baffles 
(Figure 8-1) to help reduce fouling of the stripping section of the Fluid CokerTM sheds. 
These attachments are located at different heights along the reactor and can restrict the 
open area by up to 70 %. The baffles can be equipped with downcomers (also called flux 
tubes), which are vertical tubes that are attached to the ring baffle. 
 
Figure 8-1. Schematics of ring baffle (Wyatt et al., 2011). 
The objectives of this study were to: 
• Determine how agglomerate motion is affected when baffles are used inside the 
fluidized bed.  
• Determine the impact on agglomerate motion of baffles with flux tubes 
• Determine the impact on agglomerate motion of the length of the flux tubes  
8.3 Materials and Methods 
Fluid coke provided by Syncrude Canada Limited, was used as the fluidized 
material. Its particle density was 1450 kg/m3 and its Sauter-mean diameter was 140 µm. 
A bed mass of 19 kg was utilized in the laboratory scale fluid bed.     
An epoxy/gold tracer-agglomerate prepared as suggested by Godfroy (1997) was 
selected as the radioactive source. When gold is radiated in a nuclear reactor (for this 
research, the Material Test Reactor at McMaster University in Canada), some of it 
transforms into Au198 isotope with a half-life of 2.69 days (Chaouki et al., 1997). In this 
study, the tracer-agglomerate radiation decreased gradually from 166 to 70 µCi (over a 
week). The simulated agglomerates were constructed using epoxy resin (West System, 
Inc. Bay City, MI) and, gold powder (Stream Chemicals, Inc. Newburyport, MA). For 
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simulated agglomerates of lower densities, the carrier was created using epoxy resin 
mixed with glass bubbles (Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company, Avon, OH). 
For larger simulated agglomerates with high densities (Figure 4-1), a nylon ball 
(McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH) was selected as the carrier for the radioactive tracer, and 
epoxy putty (Polymeric Systems, Inc. Cheshire, WA) was used to close the orifice that 
was made to introduce the radioactive tracer, and adjust the agglomerate density. 
According to Masuda et al. (2006), agglomerates could have an internal voidage 
ranging from 0.30 to 0.50.  The densest agglomerates will have a voidage of 0.3 that will 
be completely filled with liquid, giving an agglomerate density of about 1340 kg/m3, 
using a liquid feedstock density of 1087 kg/m3 (McFarlane, 2007). The lightest 
agglomerates will have a maximum voidage of 0.5; and all their original liquid will have 
been converted to coke (this for a 20 wt% coke yield), the agglomerate density will thus 
become around 870 kg/m3. Table 8.1 presents the simulated agglomerates properties and 
construction materials that were used for this research: their density of 1400 kg/m3 
represents a worst case since previous chapters have shown that higher density 
agglomerates are more likely to contribute to shed fouling. 
 
Table 8.1. Simulated agglomerate properties and construction materials. 
Tracer Density ρ (kg/m3) 
Diameter 
Ø (mm) Materials 
“Big” 1400 12.65 
2 mm tracer of a mixture of epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) and gold 
powder (19300 kg/m3), inside a nylon ball (1120 kg/m3) seal with 
epoxy putty (1600 kg/m3). (Figure 8-2) 
“Small” 1400 1.30 Epoxy resin (1120 kg/m3) and gold powder (19300 kg/m3).  
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Figure 8-2. Simulated Agglomerate with 12.65 mm diameter. 
 
Experiments were carried out in a 0.19 m I.D. cold flow recirculating fluidized 
bed equipped with baffle/shed zone and made of Plexiglas, which does not contain 
irregular surfaces were the radioactive tracer-agglomerate could be trapped as presented 
in Figure 3-3. Two pressure taps (not shown in the figure) are located above and below 
the baffles in order to register the differential pressure of the shed zone. 
A single tracer, simulating an agglomerate, was introduced into the fluidized bed 
that was operated at a superficial air velocity of 0.24 m/s to match the industrial Fluid 
Coker hydrodynamics (Cui et al., 2006). The maximum solid recirculation rate 
achievable was 0.55 kg/s, which correspond to solid flux of 19.30 kg/m2•s [Cui et al. 
(2006) used 22.82 kg/m2•s]. The position rendition technique was the Computer 
Automated Radioactive Particle Tracking (CARPT) developed by Lin et al. (1985) and 
used by Sanchez and Granovskiy (2013) and described in Chapter 1 [the complete code is 
presented in Appendix A]. The average fluidized bed density was 721 kg/m3 while the 
emulsion phase density was 850 kg/m3, as determined from pressure gradient 
measurements.  This means that no tracer was buoyant in either the fluidized bed or the 
emulsion phase, as in the Fluid Cokers.    
 Three set of baffles made out of Plexiglas with different angles (15°, 30° and 
45°), as well the normal shed configuration and a bed witho
are presented in Figure 8-
Figure 8-3. Baffle dimensions and characteristics.
 
Using the coordinates of the tracer
which corresponds to the stripper region of a Fluid Coker
can be created by counting the number of times that the tracer was detected at each 
coordinate and dividing it by the total number of times the tracer was found inside the 
measurement zone. These measurements are helpful in order to 
of the baffles or sheds inside the fluidized bed as shown in
Moreover, 30° and 45° baffles were equipped with twenty
(downcomers); each flux tube has
downcomers increased th
tested with different flux tubes 
tubes was exactly at the same level as the lip of the ring baffle, while the length was 
reduced by 2 mm for the second set of experiments, as shown 
ut internals were tested
3.  
 
-agglomerate inside the measurement zone
, a frequency map of occurrence 
determine 
 Figure 8-4.  
 an internal diameter of 12.65 cm. The addition of the
e baffle open area to 51 %. Furthermore these baffles were also 
lengths; the first length was such the bottom of the flux 
in Figure 8
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.  They 
 
, 
the influence 
-two flux tubes 
 
-5. 
 Figure 8-4. Frequency map of occurrences.
 
Figure 8-5. Flux tubes. 
8.4 Criteria Selection from Initial Tracer Trajectories
The following four numbers are proposed to characterize the motion of 
agglomerates in the baffle zone:
1) The residence time of the agglomerat
as presented in Figure 
 
 
e above the baffle per loop (Above 0.3677
8-6).In the stripper section of a Fluid 
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 m 
CokerTM, it is 
 desirable for wet agglomerates to spend more
where they can dry.
2) The residence time of the agglomerate in the complete baffle zone (between the 
heights of 0.2930 and 0.3677 m as presented in 
a cumulative number since the agglomerate usually enters and leaves the baffle 
zone several times per loop.
3) The residence time of the agglomerate below the baffle (below 0.2930 m as 
presented in Figure 
for wet agglomerates to spend more time in the zone above the baffle, where they 
can dry, and less time in the zone below the baffle, from which any vapor emitted 
from the agglomerates would rise to the baffle zone. 
4) The time to first pass, which is define
move down from the top of th
beginning of the loop.
because the wet agglomerate releases more highly valuable vapors above the 
baffle where these vapors neither contribute to fouling of the sheds or baf
be lost to the burner.
Figure 8-6. Zones definitions to characterize the interaction of agglomerate with the 
baffles. 
 time in the zone above the baffle, 
 
Figure 8-6), for each loop.  This is 
 
8-6). In the stripper section of a Fluid CokerTM
 
d as the time that it takes the agglomerate to 
e measuring zone to the shed or baffle at the 
 A high value of time to first pass is highly desirable 
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, it is desirable 
fles nor 
 As mentioned before, two different sizes of agglomerates (big [12.65 mm] and 
small [1.3 mm]) with the same density (1400 kg/m
8.5 Results and Discussion
8.5.1 Big Dense Agglomerates
Figure 8-7 shows that the baffle with 
baffles with larger angles.  Reducing the baffle angle did not greatly affect the residence 
time of the agglomerate in the baffle zone or below the baffle, but had the beneficial 
effect of increasing the average
Increasing the agglomerate residence time above the baffle means that the agglomerate 
had more time to release vapors above the baffle and that less vapors would rise to the 
baffle, reducing baffle foul
fewer vapors would be released below the stripper sheds, reducing their fouling.
Figure 8-7. Residence time above the baffle zone, in the 
zone of the big agglomerate as a function of the baffle angle 
 
To clearly show the impact of the baffle on the agglomerate residence time in 
various zones, the data presented in 
agglomerate residence time with 
Figure 8-8 clearly demonstrates the beneficial impact of all the baffles tested in this 
3), were tested in this research.
 
 
an angle of 15o gave better results than the 
 residence time of the agglomerate above the baffle
ing.  If the baffle was located above regular stripper sheds, 
baffle zone and below the baffle 
(Vg = 0.24 m/s)
Figure 8-7 was normalized by dividing
its residence time in the absence of any baffle or shed.  
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 the 
  
 study: the residence time of the agglomerate above the baffle was increased, maximizing 
the release of vapor above any internals.  The agglo
zone and below the baffle were reduced, further reducing the release of vapors that would 
contribute to the fouling of the baffle. Figure 8
the regular sheds actually reduced
Figure 8-8. Fraction of the ratio of residence time with baffle divided by the residence 
time without internals as a function of the baffle angle
The effect of the 
by using the thermal model
Coker, based on measured agglomerate motion (Chapter 3, section 3.5). 
that, in a Fluid Coker, the fraction of 
would release below the 
Figure 8-10 also shows that, as an internal, the baffle is much more effective than the 
regular sheds at reducing the amount of vapor released below the internal.   
The measured agglomerate motion and the therm
predict how much liquid would exit the C
Coker to the burner, and would, therefore, be lost to the burner.  
unfortunately, the presence of a baffle or shed increases
the stripper that would be lost to the burner
merate residence times in the baffle 
-9 also shows that in contrast to the baffle, 
 the agglomerate residence time above the internal.
 (Vg = 0.24 m/s) 
baffles on the various residence times can be better appreciated 
 to predict the release of vapors in various zones of a Fluid 
Figure 
the liquid entering the stripper that 
baffle level is much lower than in the absence of a baffle.  
al model can also be used to 
oker with the agglomerates flowing out the 
 Figure 
 the fraction of the 
. 
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8-9 shows 
the agglomerate 
 
 
8-10 shows that, 
liquid entering 
 Figure 8-9. Fraction of liquid 
function of the baffle angle
 
Figure 8-10. Fraction of liquid
baffle angle (Vg = 0.24 m/s)
 
The average time 
in a loop should be maximized to reduce the amount of liquid remaining in the 
agglomerate when it first encounters the
with the smallest angle performs best.  Figure 8
baffle is very beneficial and that the baffle is more effective than the regular shed. 
entering the stripper that reach the sheds level
 (Vg = 0.24 m/s) 
 entering the stripper lost to the burner as a function of the 
 
that it takes the agglomerate to reach the baffle for the first time 
 baffle.  Figure 8-11 shows that, again, the 
-12 also shows that the presence of any 
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 as vapor as a 
 
baffle 
 
 Figure 8-11. Average time it takes a wet agglomerate to enter the baffle zone once it 
enters the measuring zone as a function of
 
Figure 8-12. Average Lagrangian velocity plot arrows in polar coordinates for baffles, 
shed and no internals (Vg
The residence time data clearly show that the
regular sheds or a column without any internals. 
time can be better understood by studying their impact o
the recirculating fluidized bed
disturbed the movement of solids below the baffles as presented in the average 
Lagrangian velocity plot (
 the baffle angle (Vg = 0.24 m/s)
 = 0.24 m/s) 
 baffles performed better than the 
The effect of the baffles 
n the agglomerate motion inside 
, as shown in Figure 8-12.  The baffles completely 
Figure 8-12). The central core movement of the gas bubbles 
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on the residence 
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that carry particles upward in their wake at the center of the fluidized bed, and induce a 
strong downward flow of particles near the wall of the vessel, is completely modified by 
introducing an important and fast downward flow of agglomerates in the center of the 
bed. 
8.5.2 Small Dense Agglomerates 
The residence time results of the small dense agglomerate for the three baffles 
with or without flux tubes are very similar to those obtained in a fluidized bed without 
any internal. Moreover, according to the thermal model, the small dense agglomerate, 
with a diameter of only 1.30 mm, is so small that it takes 1.47 seconds to completely dry 
under Fluid Coking conditions. Consequently, in contrast with the large dense 
agglomerate, the residence time results and the thermal model predictions cannot be used 
to understand the impact of baffle design and fluidization velocity on the small dense 
agglomerate.  This section, therefore, uses the time to first pass (TFP), the average time 
that it takes the agglomerate to reach the baffle for the first time in a loop, which should 
be maximized to reduce the amount of liquid remaining in the agglomerate when it first 
encounters the baffle 
Figure 8-13 shows increasing the fluidization gas velocity has a detrimental effect 
by reducing the time to first pass (TFP).  This was observed in the absence of any internal 
structure, with the shed, and with various types of baffles.  
Figure 8-14 shows that using flux tubes had a detrimental effect, decreasing the 
time to first pass by about 40%.  This detrimental effect was observed over the whole 
range of fluidization velocities.  
Figure 8-15 shows that shortening the flux tubes had a detrimental effect by 
decreasing the time to first pass.  This detrimental effect was observed with two different 
baffle angles.  
 Figure 8-13. Time to first pass for all the baffles with (only flat to the bottom) and 
without flux tubes, as well as with and without sheds as a function of the fluidization gas 
velocity (for baffles with flux tubes, the flux tube length was 
baffle and 5.11 cm for a 30
 
Figure 8-14. Ratio of time to first pass for a baffle with flux tubes to the time to first pass 
for a baffle without flux tubes,  as a function of the fluidizat
length of 2.70 cm for the 45
 
2.90 cm for the 45
° angle baffle). 
ion gas velocity (
° angle baffle and 4.91 cm for a 30° angle baffle)
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° angle 
 
Flux tube 
   
 Figure 8-15. Ratio between baffles with 2 mm cut and flat to the bottom flux tubes as a 
function of the baffle angle.
8.5.3 Scale-up 
In order to determine the statistical significance of the results presented in 
8-11 and in Figure 8-13, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Post Hoc Test 
in the form of the Tukey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) was conducted 
time to first pass [The procedure can be found in Appendix G]
concluded that all types of baffles or sheds differ significantly
at each fluidization gas velocity, except for 
shed configuration, which statistically do not differ with a fluidization gas velocity of 
0.18 m/s (small dense agglomerates)
The results from the ANOVA test
8-11and in Figure 8-13 give
with internals is scaled up. The 
fluidization velocity) is similar in the experiments and in the stripper of the commercial 
Fluid Coker.  As stated by Matsen (1997): “The scale
has been a continuing activity in the chemical process industries for over half a century. 
Despite that record, such scale
physics, mathematics, witchcraft, history and common sense that we call engineering.”
 
. The statistical analysis 
 from each other
the 15°, and 45° angle baffles and the normal 
. 
 and the information presented in 
 an insight of what can be expected when the fluidized bed 
excess gas velocity (superficial gas velocity 
-up of circulating fluid bed reactors 
-up is still not an exact science, but is rather that mix of 
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Figure 
for the 
 (p<0.05) 
Figure 
– minimum 
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Because there is no exact scale-up procedure, this study varied the fluidization velocity 
by a factor of nearly 2 to confirm that the ranking of the various sheds is valid over a 
wide range of hydrodynamics conditions. 
8.6 Conclusion 
In this research, the Radioactive Particle Tracking technique has been 
successfully applied to study the effect that the baffles and their downcomers have 
on the behavior of wet agglomerates inside a recirculating fluidized bed similar to a 
Fluid Coker bed.  The study found that the baffles are more effective than regular 
sheds and help by: 
• Increasing the time the agglomerates spent above the baffles. 
• Decreasing the amount of organic vapor that is release bellow the baffle. 
• Increasing the time to first pass of the agglomerates. 
As for the impact that the baffles with flux tubes have in the agglomerate motion 
of wet agglomerates inside the bed, the research concluded that: 
• The flux tubes reduce the beneficial effect of the baffles. 
• Shorter tubes are less effective. 
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Chapter 9  
9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 A summary of the results, the most important findings and conclusions drawn 
from this research work are outlined below. Moreover, several suggestions are proposed 
for future studies. 
9.1 Conclusions 
1. The Radioactive Particle Tracking system can be used to detect the degree of 
fouling internals or equipment has without the need to open or stop the process. 
Qualitative and quantitative measurements are presented in order to measure the 
incrustation layer of stripper sheds. 
2. Interactions of various types of agglomerate with stripper sheds have been 
characterized. Agglomerates tend to travel downward near the wall of the reactor 
and back up through the sheds near the center of the bed; agglomerates can enter 
the shed zone from above and return to the upper zone; or enter the shed zone and 
later come back down. 
3. A drying model has been proposed in order to predict, how much vapor released 
from agglomerates would reach the stripper sheds, causing their fouling, in a 
Fluid CokerTM.  The model can also predict how much liquid would be lost with 
agglomerates exiting the Coker at the bottom of the stripper region. 
4. The small agglomerates lose very quickly the ability to cause fouling. 
Additionally, experimental work showed that the solid recirculation rate is a very 
important parameter: reducing it by half can quadruple the residence time in all 
zones. Finally, the addition of more agglomerates into the fluidized bed has a 
negative impact of the motion of the wetter agglomerates but does not affect dryer 
agglomerates. 
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5. Different types of sheds and configurations were studied. The Mesh-Shed type l 
performs best. With regular sheds, the best configuration is the one that reduced 
the cross sectional area by 30 %, instead of 50 %. 
6. In Fluid Cokers, the bed particles may be slightly wetted by reacting bitumen.   
Although a slight wetness of 0.11 wt% improved the behavior of the agglomerate, 
increasing the bed wetness further greatly degraded the fluidization quality and 
the behavior of agglomerates. Such an increase in bed wetness could be caused, 
for example, by agglomerates being broken up by attrition jets, just above the 
stripper. The driving force in the motion of the agglomerate is the difference 
between the bed and agglomerate density. Lighter (wetter) beds have the same 
effect as increasing the agglomerate density, and as a result more valuable liquid 
is lost to the burner. 
7. Finally the investigation studied a new ring baffle patented by Exxon-Mobil and 
concluded that its main advantage is that it increases the residence time of the 
agglomerates above the internals, where they can dry for longer. Moreover the use 
of flux tubes is detrimental to their performance, especially with shorter tubes. 
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9.2 Recommendations 
1. Combine the Radioactive Particle Tracking system with an Electrical Capacitance 
Tomography (ECT) method in order to study how the bubbles of a cold flow 
recirculating fluidized bed affect the motion of agglomerates. The gas bubbles 
greatly affect the agglomerate motion and internal modify the bubble behavior.  
Combining the two measurements would provide a better understanding of the 
effect the internals on agglomerates.    
2. Equip the recirculating fluidized bed with a gas sampling port in order to study 
the stripping efficiency of all the shed configurations and baffles tested in this 
research. The Mesh-Shed configuration performed better, hydrodynamically 
speaking, in this research than the normal configuration or the proposed Mega-
Shed, but the stripping efficiency would need to be determined to fully evaluate 
the potential benefits that could result from a change in shed geometry in 
commercial units.  The impact of the ring baffle on stripping should also be 
evaluated.   
3. Use the Radioactive Particle Tracking system with spray and attrition nozzles in 
order to study particle movement around spray and attrition jets. The 
agglomerates that eventually travel into the stripping section and foul the shed 
surfaces are initially formed in the spray jets. 
4. Study the effect of attrition nozzles location. If agglomerates are broken up by 
attrition nozzles near the shed zone, the small agglomerate fragments that are 
formed may dry so fast that vapors are released very near the sheds. It would be 
important to determine when this agglomerate breakage can result in additional 
fouling of the stripper sheds. 
5. Generalize the results of this study with a model of the agglomerate motion that 
could be easily and reliably scaled up.   
6. Design, construct and test new types of internal that combine the best features of 
both sheds and baffles. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: RPT Single Computer Software Code 
//============================================================================== 
// 
// Title:       SD 01.c 
// Purpose:     Scintillation Detectors Software 
// 
// Created on:  6/24/2010 at 4:41:06 PM by Francisco J. Sanchez. 
// Copyright:   University of Saskatchewan and Western University. All Rights Reserved. 
// 
//============================================================================== 
//============================================================================== 
// Include files 
#include <windows.h>  
#include <Mmsystem.h> 
#include <formatio.h> 
#include <toolbox.h> 
#include <utility.h> 
#include <ansi_c.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <userint.h> 
#include <OleAuto.h> 
#include <cviauto.h> 
#include <3DGraphCtrl.h> 
#include <analysis.h> 
#include <UMCBI.h> 
#include <UMCBIKERNELLib.h> 
#include <UMCBILib.h> 
#include <UMCBIUSBLib.h> 
#include "SD 01.h" 
//==============================================================================  
// Defines 
#define N_MAX 1000000000000 
#define Pi 3.14159 
#define IA 10867 
#define IM 2147483647 
#define AM (1.0/IM) 
#define IR 2836 
#define MASK 123459876 
#define IQ 127773 
//============================================================================== 
// Global Variables for Scintillation Counts 
char *AddressPT[1], *AddressSD[1], *AddressGD[1], *AddressS[1]; // Address 
char *SVER, *SNUM, *SHVOL, *SHMODE, *SHFLAG, *SHLLD, *SHULD; // Sensor Variables     
char SAS[4], SAPT[4], SAGD[4], SETSENSORVOLT[12], SLLD[11], SULD[13]; // Address Support Variable 
char STIME[37], STIMES[21], MINMAX[30]; // Support Variables 
char FileBrowser[300]; 
double CountPer, SamplingTime; // Support Variables 
double SSS, USS; // Sampling Time Variables  
double MinP[12], MaxP[12], DifP[12]; // Min / Max / Dif Variables 
int Count, Events, F1, sleep, EventCounter, Graph, SenVar; // Support Variables 
int RPTMET=0, OpenWindowFlag=0, RPTTEST; 
int TotalCount, Min[12], Max[12], Dif[12]; // Support Variables 
int HH, MM, SS; // Start Time Variables 
int HHE, MME, SSE; // End Time Variables 
int HHT, MMT, SST; // End Time Variables 
int Readings, TypeReadings, SaveFile, MinMaxS; // Switch Variables 
int SD01, SD02, SD03, SD04, SD05, SD06; // Sensor Switch's 
int SD07, SD08, SD09, SD10, SD11, SD12; // Sensor Switch's  
int VoltFlag = 0, ModeFlag=0, DimFlag=0; // Support Variable 
long *lArray = 0; // Array of Counts 
long double MatX, MatY, MatZ; 
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static int mainp, mcp, resultsp, fbwp01; // Panel Variables 
struct tm *HMS; // Time Variables 
CAObjHandle UCONN2Handle, gGraph, mcGraph; // Handles 
SAFEARRAY *psa; // SafeArray Variable 
FILE *VarPtr; // File Variable 
VARIANT vaData; // Varian Variable 
time_t Clock, StartTime; // Time Variables 
// Global Variables for Generate Coordinates 
FILE *GCVarPtr; 
// Global Variables for Simulation of Counts 
FILE *MCVarPtr; 
FILE *MC01, *MC02, *MC03, *MC04, *MC05, *MC06;  
FILE *MC07, *MC08, *MC09, *MC10, *MC11, *MC12; 
// Global Variables for Relative of Counts 
FILE *RCVarPtr, *SRCVarPtr; 
// Global Variables for RPT 
int MCountRZ[19][91], MCountXZ[39][91], MCountYZ[39][91], MCountXY[39][39]; 
long double MVZA[19][91], MVRA[19][91], MVZB[39][91], MVXA[39][91], MVZC[39][91], MVYA[39][91];  
long double MVXB[39][39], MVYB[39][39]; 
long double MVZMAX[39][91], MVZMIN[39][91], MVXMAX[39][91], MVXMIN[39][91]; 
long double SDZA[19][91], SDRA[19][91], SDZB[39][91], SDXA[39][91], SDZC[39][91], SDYA[39][91]; 
FILE *RPTVarPtr; 
FILE *RPTVIDEO;  
FILE *RVarPtr; 
FILE *RZVrVzPtr; 
FILE *XZVxVzPtr; 
FILE *YZVyVzPtr; 
FILE *XYVxVyPtr; 
FILE *MaxVzXPtr; 
FILE *MinVzXPtr; 
FILE *ASPtr; 
FILE *FSPtr; 
FILE *DenXZPtr; 
FILE *DenYZPtr; 
FILE *DenXYPtr; 
FILE *RTDSeg; 
FILE *RTDSegDist; 
FILE *RZSDPtr; 
FILE *XZSDPtr; 
FILE *YZSDPtr; 
FILE *BTT; 
FILE *CycleTime; 
// Global Variables for RPT Test 
int MRTFlag=0; 
FILE *RPTTESTVarPtr; 
//============================================================================== 
// Main Program 
int main() 
{ 
 if ((mainp = LoadPanel (0,"SD 01.uir", MAINP))<0) 
  return -1; 
 mcp=LoadPanel(1,"SD 01.uir",MONTECARLO); 
 resultsp=LoadPanel(1,"SD 01.uir",RESULTS); 
 DisplayPanel(mainp); 
 GetObjHandleFromActiveXCtrl (mainp, MAINP_UCONN2, &UCONN2Handle); 
 GetObjHandleFromActiveXCtrl (mainp, MAINP_GRAPH, &gGraph);  
 GetObjHandleFromActiveXCtrl (mcp, MONTECARLO_GRAPH, &mcGraph); 
 RunUserInterface (); 
 return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================  
// Functions 
// Present Sensor Status in the Table 
void PRINTTABLE() 
{ 
 int i, j, k; 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  // Set Address 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
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   SAPT[j] = ' '; 
  sprintf(SAPT, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   SAPT[j] = SAPT[j-1]; 
  SAPT[0] = '#'; 
  *AddressPT = SAPT; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressPT); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  // Write on Table Switch 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_SNUM", &SNUM);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_VERSION", &SVER); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_HV", &SHVOL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_MODE", &SHMODE); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_LLD", &SHLLD); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_ULD", &SHULD); 
  //printf("%3s%s", SAPT, SHFLAG); 
  // Adjust Serial Number 
  if (SNUM != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=2; j<=4; j++) 
    SNUM[j-2] = SNUM[j]; 
   for (j=3; j<=4; j++) 
    SNUM[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=4; j>=1; j--) 
    SNUM[j] = SNUM[j-1]; 
   SNUM[0] = ' '; 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (1,i+1), SNUM); 
   if (OpenWindowFlag == 0) 
   { 
    SetTableCellVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint (1,i+1), SNUM); 
    SetTableCellVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint (1,i+1), SNUM); 
   } 
  } 
  // Adjust Voltaje  
  if (SHVOL != NULL) 
  { 
   if (SHVOL[11] == '6') 
    VoltFlag = 1; 
   else 
    VoltFlag = 0; 
   for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
    SHVOL[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=14; j++) 
    SHVOL[j] = ' ';  
   SHVOL[8] = 'V'; SHVOL[9] = 'o'; SHVOL[10] = 'l'; SHVOL[11] = 't'; 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (2,i+1), SHVOL); 
  } 
  // Adjust LLD 
  if (SHLLD != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=4; j++) 
    SHLLD[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=9; j++) 
    SHLLD[j] = ' ';  
  } 
  // Adjust ULD 
  if (SHULD != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=2; j++) 
    SHULD[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=9; j++) 
    SHULD[j] = ' ';  
  } 
  // Adjust Mode  
  if (SHMODE != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=1; j++) 
    SHMODE[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=2; j<=4; j++) 
    SHMODE[j-1] = SHMODE[j]; 
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   SHMODE[4] = ' '; 
   if (SHMODE[1] == 'L') 
    ModeFlag = 1; 
   else 
    ModeFlag =0; 
   for (j=0; j<=3; j++)  
    SHMODE[j]=SHMODE[j+1]; 
   SHMODE[4]=' '; SHMODE[5]='/'; SHMODE[6]=' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=8; j++)  
    SHMODE[j]=SHLLD[j-2]; 
   SHMODE[9]=' '; SHMODE[10]='/'; SHMODE[11]=' '; 
   for (j=12; j<=15; j++)  
    SHMODE[j]=SHULD[j-9]; 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (3,i+1), SHMODE); 
  } 
  // Sensors Status 
  if (VoltFlag == 1) 
   SetTableCellAttribute(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (2,i+1), ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , 
MakeColor (0, 130, 0)); 
  else 
   SetTableCellAttribute(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (2,i+1), ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , 
MakeColor (170, 0, 0)); 
  if (ModeFlag == 1) 
   SetTableCellAttribute(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (3,i+1), ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , 
MakeColor (0, 130, 0)); 
  else 
   SetTableCellAttribute(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (3,i+1), ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , 
MakeColor (170, 0, 0)); 
  // Close Handle 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 OpenWindowFlag=1; 
} 
// Write Data Titles in the File 
void WriteDataTitle() 
{ 
 int i; 
 char WDTF[44], WDTFF[26]; 
 time_t WDTFT[30]; 
 for (i=0; i<=43; i++) 
  WDTF[i]=' '; 
 for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
  WDTFF[i]=' '; 
 WDTFT[1]=time(NULL); 
 CopyString (WDTF, 0, "c:/RPT1 Counts/", 0, -1); 
 CopyString (WDTFF, 0, asctime(localtime(&WDTFT[1])), 0, 24); 
 strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
 for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
  WDTFF[i]=' '; 
 CopyString (WDTFF, 0, ".txt", 0, -1); 
 strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
 for (i=13; i<=43; i++) 
 { 
  if(WDTF[i]==' ' || WDTF[i]==':') 
   WDTF[i]=("%s", '_'); 
 } 
 VarPtr=fopen(WDTF, "w"); 
 fprintf(VarPtr, "%11s%17s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s\n\n"  
  ,"Time", "S01", "S02", "S03", "S04", "S05", "S06", "S07", "S08", "S09", "S10", "S11", "S12"); 
} 
// Write Data Sampling in the File 
void WriteDataSampling() 
{ 
 int i; 
 SYSTEMTIME ST; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 // Time 
 if (SAGD[1] == '1' && SAGD[2] != '0' && SAGD[2] != '1' && SAGD[2] != '2') 
 { 
  GetLocalTime(&ST); 
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  for (i=0; i<=20; i++) 
   STIMES[i]=' '; 
  sprintf(STIMES, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d", ST.wHour,":", ST.wMinute, ":", ST.wSecond, ":", 
ST.wMilliseconds); 
  fprintf(VarPtr, "%12s   ", STIMES); 
 } 
 // Counts 
 fprintf(VarPtr, " %6d ", lArray[0]); 
 if (SAGD[2] == '2') 
  fprintf(VarPtr, "\n"); 
}  
// Min/Max Initialization 
void StartMinMax() 
{ 
 int i; 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  Min[i]=1000000000; 
  Max[i]=0; 
  Dif[i]=0; 
  MinP[i]=100.0; 
  MaxP[i]=0.0; 
  DifP[i]=0.0; 
 } 
} 
// Min/Max Function 
void FunctionMinMax(int ii) 
{ 
 if (F1 >= 1) 
 { 
  if (lArray[0] < Min[ii]) 
   Min[ii] = lArray[0]; 
  if (lArray[0] > Max[ii]) 
   Max[ii] = lArray[0]; 
  Dif[ii] = Max[ii] - Min[ii]; 
  sprintf(MINMAX,"%d%3s%d%3s%d", Min[ii], "/ ", Max[ii], "/ ", Dif[ii]); 
  SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (5,ii+1), MINMAX); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  if (lArray[0] < Min[ii]) 
   Min[ii] = 1000000000; 
  if (lArray[0] > Max[ii]) 
   Max[ii] = 0; 
  Dif[ii] = Max[ii] - Min[ii]; 
  SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (5,ii+1), " "); 
 }  
} 
// Min/Max Percentage Function 
void FunctionMinMaxPer(int ii) 
{ 
 if (F1 >= 1) 
 { 
  if(ii != 12) 
  { 
   if (CountPer < MinP[ii]) 
    MinP[ii] = CountPer; 
   if (CountPer > MaxP[ii]) 
    MaxP[ii] = CountPer; 
   DifP[ii] = MaxP[ii] - MinP[ii]; 
   sprintf(MINMAX,"%3.1f%3s%3.1f%3s%3.1f", MinP[ii], "/ ", MaxP[ii], "/ ", DifP[ii]); 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (7,ii+1), MINMAX); 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  if(ii != 12) 
  { 
   if (CountPer < MinP[ii]) 
    MinP[ii] = CountPer; 
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   if (CountPer > Max[ii]) 
    MaxP[ii] = CountPer; 
   DifP[ii] = MaxP[ii] - MinP[ii]; 
   sprintf(MINMAX,"%3.1f%3s%3.1f%3s%3.1f", MinP[ii], "/ ", MaxP[ii], "/ ", DifP[ii]); 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (7,ii+1), " "); 
  } 
 }  
} 
// Get data by events 
void GETDATAFAST() 
{ 
 int i, j; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  // Set Address 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   SAGD[j] = ' '; 
  sprintf(SAGD, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   SAGD[j] = SAGD[j-1]; 
  SAGD[0] = '#'; 
  *AddressGD = SAGD; 
  // Open Channel 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressGD);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
  // Sleep(sleep); 
  // Variable in Cero 
  CA_VariantSetNULL (&vaData); 
  psa = V_ARRAY(&vaData); 
  CA_FreeMemory(lArray); 
  // Get Data 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2GetData (UCONN2Handle, NULL, 0, 16384, &vaData); 
  psa = V_ARRAY(&vaData); 
  if (&vaData != NULL) 
   CA_SafeArrayTo1DArrayEx (&psa, CAVT_LONG, 0, &lArray, NULL); 
  // Save to File 
  if (SaveFile == 1 && F1 == 1) 
   WriteDataSampling();  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
 } 
 F1 = 1; 
} 
// Get Data by Sampling Time 
void GETDATA() 
{ 
 int i, j; 
 TotalCount = 0; 
 CountPer = 0; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  // Set Address 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   SAGD[j] = ' '; 
  sprintf(SAGD, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   SAGD[j] = SAGD[j-1]; 
  SAGD[0] = '#'; 
  *AddressGD = SAGD; 
  // Open Channel 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressGD);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
  // Variable in Cero 
  CA_VariantSetNULL (&vaData); 
  psa = V_ARRAY(&vaData); 
  CA_FreeMemory(lArray); 
  // Get Data 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2GetData (UCONN2Handle, NULL, 0, 16384, &vaData); 
  psa = V_ARRAY(&vaData); 
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  if (&vaData != NULL) 
  { 
   CA_SafeArrayTo1DArrayEx (&psa, CAVT_LONG, 0, &lArray, NULL); 
   SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (4,i+1), lArray[0]); 
   TotalCount = TotalCount + lArray[0];  
  } 
  // Min Max Dif 
  if (MinMaxS == 1) 
   FunctionMinMax (i); 
  // Save to File 
  if (SaveFile == 1 && F1 == 1) 
   WriteDataSampling(); 
  // Close Channel 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 // Percentage Min Max Dif 
 SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (4,13), TotalCount); 
 for (i=0; i<=12; i++) 
 { 
  Count=0; 
  GetTableCellVal (mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (4,i+1), &Count); 
  CountPer = Count*100.0/TotalCount; 
  SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (6,i+1), CountPer); 
  if (MinMaxS == 1) 
   FunctionMinMaxPer(i); 
 } 
 F1 = 1; 
} 
// Set Sensors 
void SETSENSORS(int SDSS) 
{ 
 int i; 
 GetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_NUMERIC_S_VOLT, &SenVar);  
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  SETSENSORVOLT[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SETSENSORVOLT,"%7s%4d", "SET_HV ", SenVar); 
 GetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_NUMERIC_S_LOW_DISC, &SenVar);  
 for (i=0; i<=10; i++) 
  SLLD[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SLLD,"%8s%2d", "SET_LLD ", SenVar); 
 GetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_NUMERIC_S_UP_DISC, &SenVar);  
 for (i=0; i<=12; i++) 
  SULD[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SULD,"%8s%4d", "SET_ULD ", SenVar); 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressSD); 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 // Set Sensor 
 if (SDSS == 1)  
 { 
  // Prepare Sensor 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "ENAB_HV", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SETSENSORVOLT, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_MODE_LIST", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_GAIN_FINE 0.7865", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SLLD, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SULD, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  // Restore Sensor 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "DISABLE_HV", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_HV 0", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_MODE_PHA", NULL); 
 } 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
} 
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// Start Readings Function 
void ReadingSF() 
{ 
 int i, j; 
 // Start Time 
 F1 = 0; 
 StartTime = time(NULL); 
 HMS = localtime(&StartTime); 
 SS = HMS->tm_sec; 
 MM = HMS->tm_min; 
 HH = HMS->tm_hour; 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STIME[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STIME,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HH, ": ", MM, ": ", SS); 
 SetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_STARTTIME, STIME); 
 // Reset Values of Time 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STIME[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STIME,"%3s", "N/D"); 
 SetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_ENDTIME, STIME);  
 SetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_TOTALTIME, STIME); 
 // Start 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   SAS[j]=' '; 
  sprintf(SAS, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   SAS[j]=SAS[j-1]; 
  SAS[0]='#'; 
  *AddressS = SAS; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressS); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "START", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 // Write Title into File 
 if (SaveFile == 1) 
  WriteDataTitle(); 
} 
// End Readings Function 
void ReadingEF() 
{ 
 int i, j; 
 // End Time 
 StartTime = time(NULL); 
 HMS=localtime(&StartTime); 
 SSE=HMS->tm_sec; 
 MME=HMS->tm_min; 
 HHE=HMS->tm_hour; 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STIME[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STIME,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HHE, ": ", MME, ": ", SSE); 
 SetCtrlVal (mainp, MAINP_ENDTIME, STIME);  
 // Total Time of Process 
 SST=SSE-SS; 
 MMT=MME-MM; 
 HHT=HHE-HH; 
 if (SST<0) 
 { 
  SST=60+SSE-SS; 
  MMT=MMT-1; 
 } 
 if (MMT<0) 
 { 
  MMT=MMT+60; 
  HHT=HHT-1; 
 } 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STIME[i]=' '; 
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 sprintf(STIME,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HHT, ": ", MMT, ": ", SST); 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_TOTALTIME, STIME);  
 // Stop 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   SAS[j]=' '; 
  sprintf(SAS, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   SAS[j]=SAS[j-1]; 
  SAS[0]='#'; 
  *AddressS = SAS; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressS); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 // Return to 0 the Values 
 for (i=0; i<=12; i++) 
 { 
  SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (4,i+1), 0); 
  SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (6,i+1), 0.0); 
 } 
 // Close File 
 if (SaveFile == 1) 
  fclose(VarPtr); 
} 
// MonteCarlo Simulation 
void MonteCarlo(double xc, double yc, double zc, int SSimSensor, double Deadtime, double ur) 
{ 
 // Variables 
 char TRASH[500]; 
 float GCB; 
 int i, j;  
 int GCE; 
 long double X[20000], Y[20000], Z[20000]; 
 // Pankaj Variables 
 long k; 
 float x;  
 double sum_0,sum_1,var,Eff,W3,sum_2,Omega,t; 
 double P,Alphamax,Alpha,W1,H,Thetacrit,Thetamin,Thetamax; 
 double Theta,T1,T,N,N1,d,fD,fa,Theta1,Theta2,Theta3,TI,dr,dr1; 
 double x1c,y1c,z1c,x2c,y2c,z2c,xp,yp,zp; 
 double x1p,y1p, z1p,x2p,y2p,z2p,A1,A2,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,t1,t2,alpha2,beta2,gamma2; 
 double A,B,C,A3,B3,C3,D3,Cangle,D,OA,OB,W2,W,y; 
 double x4,y4,z4,x5,y5,z5,t3,t4,dr2,dr3,Th,LODA,DISC; 
 double strenght,Counts,Timeinterval; 
 double V=0.96,L=0.0508,Ro=0.0254,idum=2.0,uD=3.0,uw=0.0297; 
 ProcessSystemEvents(); 
 Cangle=(Pi/180)*19; 
 GetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_SPRAD, &strenght); 
 strenght=strenght*37000; 
 GetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_SPTI, &Timeinterval); 
 // Open File 
 GCVarPtr=fopen("GCoordinate.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(GCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 // SelectFile 
 if (SSimSensor==1) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen01.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==2) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen02.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==3) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen03.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==4) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen04.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==5) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen05.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==6) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen06.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==7) 
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  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen07.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==8) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen08.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==9) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen09.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==10) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen10.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==11) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen11.txt", "w"); 
 if (SSimSensor==12) 
  MCVarPtr=fopen("MCSimSen12.txt", "w"); 
 fprintf(MCVarPtr, "%8s%13s%13s%25s%13s\n\n", "X", "Y", "Z", "Efficiency", "Counts");   
 //****************************************************************************************** 
 // Calculations for photopeak efficiency to total efficiency ratio.                        * 
 // The scintillation crystal is 2" * 2" NaI, and the method of calulation is taken from    * 
 // A.Cesana et al, An Empirical Method for Peak-to-Total Ratio Computation of a Gamma-Ray  * 
 // Detector, Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research, A281, 1989, Pg. 172-175    * 
 // ratio = 0.527624          
           * 
 //****************************************************************************************** 
 float radius=2.54,height=5.08, Volume,Area,a=0.8698, b=0.4807,ratio; 
 Volume=Pi*radius*radius*height; 
 Area=2*Pi*radius*height; 
 ratio=1-a*(exp(-b*Volume/Area)); 
 //****************************************************************************************** 
 // Calculations for total efficiency of the scintillation detectors by Monte Carlo Method  * 
 // Taken from Beam et al, Monte Carlo Calculatin of Efficiencies of Right-Cricular         * 
 // Cylindrical NaI Detectors of Arbitrarily Located Point Sources, Nuclear Instruments &   * 
 // Methods, 154, 1978, Pg. 501-508.& PhD Thesis by Puneet Gupta, CREL, Univ of Washington. * 
 //****************************************************************************************** 
 for (i=0; i<=19199; i++) 
 { 
  fscanf(GCVarPtr, "%d%f%lf%lf%lf \n", &GCE, &GCB, &X[i], &Y[i], &Z[i]); 
  xp=X[i]; yp=Y[i]; zp=Z[i]; 
   // First coordinate transform of XY plane 
  if (xc>0) 
   A1=atan(yc/xc); 
  else 
   A1=Pi+atan(yc/xc); 
  x1p=xp*cos(A1)+yp*sin(A1); 
  y1p=-xp*sin(A1)+yp*cos(A1); 
  z1p=zp; 
  x1c=xc*cos(A1)+yc*sin(A1); 
  y1c=0; 
  z1c=zc;    
  H=fabs(x1c-x1p); 
  P=sqrt((y1c-y1p)*(y1c-y1p)+(z1c-z1p)*(z1c-z1p)); 
  // Second transformation of YZ plane* 
  if (z1c==z1p) 
   A2=Pi/2; 
  else 
   A2=atan((y1c-y1p)/(z1c-z1p)); 
  x2p=x1p;  
  y2p=-z1p*sin(A2)+y1p*cos(A2);    
  z2p=z1p*cos(A2)+y1p*sin(A2); 
  x2c=x1c;  
  y2c=-z1c*sin(A2)+y1c*cos(A2);    
  z2c=z1c*cos(A2)+y1c*sin(A2); 
  // Equation of the circles describing the parameters of right-circular cone are 
     if (P>Ro) 
    {     
   Alphamax=asin(Ro/P);  
   W1=Alphamax/Pi; 
   // Calculate x: random number uniformly distributed in range 0 to 1  
     for (j=0, sum_0=0., sum_1=0.,sum_2=0.; j<=1000; j++) 
      { 
    idum!=MASK; 
     k=(idum)/IQ; 
     idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k; 
     if(idum<0)  
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      idum+=IM; 
     x=AM*(idum); 
     idum != MASK; 
    // Calculation of various angles 
    Alpha=Alphamax*(2*x-1);  
    OA=P*cos(Alpha)+sqrt(Ro*Ro-P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)); 
    OB=P*cos(Alpha)-sqrt(Ro*Ro-P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)); 
     Thetamax=atan(OA/H);  
    Thetacrit=atan(OB/H); 
    Thetamin=atan(OB/(H+L)); 
    y=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;   
    // Second random number generator for Theta 
    Theta=acos(cos(Thetamin)-y*(cos(Thetamin)-cos(Thetamax))); 
    if(z2p<=z2c) 
     Theta1=Theta; 
    else 
     Theta1=Pi-Theta; 
    alpha2=Theta1; 
    beta2=acos(sin(Theta1)*sin(Alpha)); 
    gamma2=acos(sin(Theta1)*cos(Alpha)); 
    A=pow(cos(alpha2),2)+pow(cos(gamma2)*sin(A2),2)+ 
     2*cos(beta2)*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
     pow(cos(beta2)*cos(A2),2)-pow(cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     pow(cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*cos(gamma2)*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2); 
    B=2*x2p*cos(alpha2)+2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(sin(A2),2)+ 
     2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(cos(A2),2)+2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
     2*z2p*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)-
2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*z2p*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     0.115*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle)-
0.115*cos(alpha2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
    C=pow(x2p,2)+pow(z2p*sin(A2),2)+pow(y2p*cos(A2),2)+ 
     2*y2p*z2p*sin(A2)*cos(A2)-pow(z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     pow(y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*y2p*z2p*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)- 
     0.00331-0.115*z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle)+ 0.115*y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
    DISC=(B*B-4*A*C); 
    if(DISC>=0) 
    {      
     D=sqrt(DISC); 
     t1=((-B+D)/(2*A)); 
     t2=((-B-D)/(2*A)); 
     x2=x2p+t1*cos(alpha2); 
     y2=y2p+t1*cos(beta2); 
     z2=z2p+t1*cos(gamma2); 
     x3=x2p+t2*cos(alpha2); 
     y3=y2p+t2*cos(beta2); 
     z3=z2p+t2*cos(gamma2); 
     dr=sqrt(pow(x2p-x2,2)+pow(y2p-y2,2)+pow(z2p-z2,2)); 
     dr1=sqrt(pow(x2p-x3,2)+pow(y2p-y3,2)+pow(z2p-z3,2)); 
     // Quadratic equation for distance travelled by photone in the wall i.e. 
Thickness  
     A3=pow(cos(alpha2),2)+pow(cos(gamma2)*sin(A2),2)+ 
      2*cos(beta2)*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
      pow(cos(beta2)*cos(A2),2)-
pow(cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
      pow(cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     
 2*cos(gamma2)*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2); 
     B3=2*x2p*cos(alpha2)+2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(sin(A2),2)+ 
      2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(cos(A2),2)+ 
     
 2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+2*z2p*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)- 
      2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
      2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      2*z2p*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
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      0.117*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle)- 
      0.117*cos(alpha2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
     C3=pow(x2p,2)+pow(z2p*sin(A2),2)+pow(y2p*cos(A2),2)+ 
      2*y2p*z2p*sin(A2)*cos(A2)-pow(z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     
 pow(y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+2*y2p*z2p*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)- 
      0.0034223-
.0117*z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle)+0.117*y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
      LODA=(B3*B3-4*A3*C3); 
     if(LODA>=0) 
     { 
      D3=sqrt(LODA); 
      t3=((-B3+D3)/(2*A3)); 
      t4=((-B3-D3)/(2*A3)); 
      x4=x2p+t3*cos(alpha2); 
      y4=y2p+t3*cos(beta2); 
      z4=z2p+t3*cos(gamma2); 
      x5=x2p+t4*cos(alpha2); 
      y5=y2p+t4*cos(beta2);   
      z5=z2p+t4*cos(gamma2); 
      dr2=sqrt(pow(x2p-x4,2)+pow(y2p-y4,2)+pow(z2p-z4,2)); 
      dr3=sqrt(pow(x2p-x5,2)+pow(y2p-y5,2)+pow(z2p-z5,2)); 
      if(dr>=dr1) 
      { 
       // As dr is the real solution for distance covered by the 
photon the reactor. 
       if(dr2>=dr3) 
        Th=dr2-dr;   
       // dr2 is the solution to the distance travelled by inside 
the wall. 
       else 
        Th=dr3-dr; 
       fa=exp(-ur*dr-uw*Th); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       if(dr2>=dr3) 
        Th=dr2-dr1; 
       else 
        Th=dr3-dr1; 
       fa=exp(-ur*dr1-uw*Th); 
      } 
      W2=(cos(Thetamin)-cos(Thetamax))/2.0; 
        // Photon enters from the lateral side 
      if (Theta<Thetacrit)  
      { 
       T= H*(tan(Thetamax)-tan(Thetacrit)); 
       N=(H+L)*(tan(Theta)-tan(Thetamin)); 
       // Photon leaves from the bottom of the detector 
       if (T>N)            
        d=(H+L)/cos(Theta)-(P*cos(Alpha)-
sqrt(0.25*L*L- 
        
 P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)))/sin(Theta); 
       // Photon leaves from the lateral side 
       else    
        d=2*(sqrt(L*L*0.25-
P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)))/sin(Theta); 
      } 
      // Photon enters from the top 
      else         
      { 
       N1=(H+L)*tan(Theta); 
       T1= H*tan(Thetamax); 
       // Photon leaves from the bottom 
       if (T1>N1)  
        d=L/cos(Theta); 
       // Photon leaves from the lateral side 
       else  
        d=(P*cos(Alpha)+sqrt(L*L*0.25- 
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 P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)))/sin(Theta)+H/cos(Theta); 
      } 
       // Calculation of probability fD  
      fD=1-exp(-uD*d);  
      W3=W1*W2; 
      W=W1*W2*fD*fa; 
       } 
     else 
      W=0; 
    } 
    else 
     W=0; 
    sum_0=sum_0+W; 
      sum_1=sum_1+(W*W); 
    sum_2=sum_2+W3; 
   } 
   Omega=(sum_2/j); 
   Eff=(sum_0/j); 
   var=sqrt(((sum_1)/(Omega*Omega)-i*Eff*Eff)/(i*(i-1))); 
  } 
    //************************************************************************* 
  // Photon is located along the axis of the detector and this is           * 
  // complete program in itself, with all the steps as in the program       * 
  // above.                                                                 * 
  //************************************************************************* 
  // if P<Ro i.e tracer is located along the axis of the detector 
  else               
    { 
   Thetamax=atan((Ro+P)/H); 
   Thetacrit=atan((Ro-P)/H); 
   Thetamin=0; 
   for (j=0, sum_0=0., sum_1=0.; j<=1000; j++) 
      { 
    idum!=MASK; 
     k=(idum)/IQ; 
     idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k; 
     if(idum<0)  
      idum+=IM; 
     x=AM*(idum); 
     idum!=MASK; 
    Theta=acos(cos(Thetamin)-x*(cos(Thetamin)-cos(Thetamax))); 
    W2=(cos(Thetamin)-cos(Thetamax))/2.0; 
    if(Theta<Thetacrit)  
    { 
     W1=1; 
     // Photon always leaves from the bottom 
     d=L;       
     // Second random number generator for Alpha 
     y=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;    
     Alpha=2*Pi*y;  
    } 
    else 
    { 
     Alphamax=acos((P*P+H*H*tan(Theta)*tan(Theta)-
Ro*Ro)/(2*H*P*tan(Theta))); 
     // Second random number generator for Theta 
     y=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;    
     Alpha=Alphamax*(2*y-1);  
     W1=Alphamax/Pi; 
     TI=H*tan(Thetamax)*cos(Alpha); 
     Theta2=atan(TI/(H+L)); 
     Theta3=atan(TI/H); 
     // Photon leaves from the bottom  
     if (Theta<=Theta2)  
      d=L/cos(Theta); 
     // Photon leaves from the lateral side 
     else 
      d=(P*cos(Alpha)+sqrt(L*L*0.25- 
       P*P*sin(Alpha)*sin(Alpha)))/sin(Theta)+H/cos(Theta);  
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    } 
    if(z2p<=z2c) 
     Theta1=Theta; 
    else 
     Theta1=Pi-Theta; 
    alpha2=Theta1; 
    beta2=acos(sin(Theta1)*sin(Alpha)); 
    gamma2=acos(sin(Theta1)*cos(Alpha)); 
    A=pow(cos(alpha2),2)+pow(cos(gamma2)*sin(A2),2)+ 
     2*cos(beta2)*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
     pow(cos(beta2)*cos(A2),2)-pow(cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     pow(cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*cos(gamma2)*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2); 
    B=2*x2p*cos(alpha2)+2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(sin(A2),2)+ 
     2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(cos(A2),2)+ 
     2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+2*z2p*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)- 
     2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
     2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(sin (A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*z2p*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     0.115*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle)- 
     0.115*cos(alpha2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
    C=pow(x2p,2)+pow(z2p*sin(A2),2)+pow(y2p*cos(A2),2)+ 
     2*y2p*z2p*sin(A2)*cos(A2)- 
     pow(z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)-pow(y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     2*y2p*z2p*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)- 
     0.00331-0.115*z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle)+ 
     0.115*y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle);  
    DISC=(B*B-4*A*C); 
    if (DISC>=0) 
    {       
     D=sqrt(DISC); 
     t1=((-B+D)/(2*A)); 
     t2=((-B-D)/(2*A)); 
     x2=x2p+t1*cos(alpha2); 
     y2=y2p+t1*cos(beta2); 
     z2=z2p+t1*cos(gamma2); 
     x3=x2p+t2*cos(alpha2); 
     y3=y2p+t2*cos(beta2); 
     z3=z2p+t2*cos(gamma2); 
     dr=sqrt(pow(x2p-x2,2)+pow(y2p-y2,2)+pow(z2p-z2,2)); 
     dr1=sqrt(pow(x2p-x3,2)+pow(y2p-y3,2)+pow(z2p-z3,2)); 
     // Quadratic equation for distance travelled by photone in the wall I.e. 
Thickness 
    
 A3=pow(cos(alpha2),2)+pow(cos(gamma2)*sin(A2),2)+2*cos(beta2)*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
      pow(cos(beta2)*cos(A2),2)-
pow(cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
      pow(cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
     
 2*cos(gamma2)*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2); 
     B3=2*x2p*cos(alpha2)+2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(sin(A2),2)+ 
     
 2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(cos(A2),2)+2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)+ 
      2*z2p*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*cos(A2)- 
      2*z2p*cos(gamma2)*pow(cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)- 
      2*y2p*cos(beta2)*pow(sin (A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      2*y2p*cos(gamma2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      2*z2p*cos(beta2)*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      0.117*cos(beta2)*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle)- 
      0.117*cos(alpha2)*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
     C3=pow(x2p,2)+pow(z2p*sin(A2),2)+pow(y2p*cos(A2),2)+ 
      2*y2p*z2p*sin(A2)*cos(A2)- 
      pow(z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)-
pow(y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle),2)+ 
      2*y2p*z2p*cos(A2)*sin(A2)*pow(tan(Cangle),2)- 
      0.0034223-
0.117*z2p*cos(A2)*tan(Cangle)+0.117*y2p*sin(A2)*tan(Cangle); 
      LODA=B3*B3-4*A3*C3; 
     if(LODA>=0) 
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     { 
      D3=sqrt(B3*B3-4*A3*C3) ; 
      t3=((-B3+D3)/(2*A3)); 
      t4=((-B3-D3)/(2*A3)); 
      x4=x2p+t3*cos(alpha2); 
      y4=y2p+t3*cos(beta2); 
      z4=z2p+t3*cos(gamma2); 
      x5=x2p+t4*cos(alpha2); 
      y5=y2p+t4*cos(beta2); 
      z5=z2p+t4*cos(gamma2); 
      dr2=sqrt(pow(x2p-x4,2)+pow(y2p-y4,2)+pow(z2p-z4,2)); 
      dr3=sqrt(pow(x2p-x5,2)+pow(y2p-y5,2)+pow(z2p-z5,2)); 
      // As dr is the real solution for distance covered by the photon the 
reactor.  
               // dr2 is the solution to the distance travelled by inside the wall 
      if (dr<=dr1) 
      { 
        Th=dr2-dr;   
       fa=exp(-ur*dr-uw*Th); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       Th=dr3-dr1; 
       fa=exp(-ur*dr1-uw*Th); 
      } 
      fD=1-exp(-uD*d); 
      W=W1*W2*fD*fa; 
      W3=W1*W2;   
     } 
     else 
      W=0; 
    } 
    else 
     W=0; 
    sum_0+=W; 
       sum_1+=(W3); 
   } 
   Omega=sum_1/j;  
   Eff=(sum_0/j); 
     var=sqrt((sum_1-i*Eff*Eff)/(i*(i-1))); 
  } 
  // Calculation of number of counts from total efficiency and photopeak to total ratio 
  Counts=(Timeinterval*V*strenght*ratio*Eff)/(1+Deadtime*V*strenght*ratio*Eff); 
  fprintf(MCVarPtr, "%+13.8f%+13.8f%+13.8f%+20.8f %+15.8f \n", xp, yp, zp, Eff, Counts); 
 } 
 fclose(MCVarPtr); 
 fclose(GCVarPtr); 
} 
// Join all Files of Simulation 
void JoinFiles() 
{ 
 char TRASH[500]; 
 double C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C06, C07, C08, C09, C10, C11, C12; 
 double XTMC, YTMC, ZTMC; 
 float MCTTF; 
 int MCTTI; 
 GCVarPtr=fopen("GCoordinate.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(GCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC01=fopen("MCSimSen01.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC01, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC02=fopen("MCSimSen02.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC02, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC03=fopen("MCSimSen03.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC03, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC04=fopen("MCSimSen04.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC04, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC05=fopen("MCSimSen05.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC05, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC06=fopen("MCSimSen06.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC06, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
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 MC07=fopen("MCSimSen07.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC07, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC08=fopen("MCSimSen08.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC08, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC09=fopen("MCSimSen09.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC09, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC10=fopen("MCSimSen10.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC10, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC11=fopen("MCSimSen11.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC11, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MC12=fopen("MCSimSen12.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(MC12, "%s%s%s%s%s\n\n", TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 MCVarPtr=fopen("C:/RPT4 MonteCarloSimCounts/MonteCarloSim.txt", "w"); 
 fprintf(MCVarPtr, "%5s%9s%9s%16s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s%13s\n\n",  
  "X", "Y", "Z",  
  "MC-S01", "MC-S02", "MC-S03", "MC-S04", "MC-S05", "MC-S06", 
  "MC-S07", "MC-S08", "MC-S09", "MC-S10", "MC-S11", "MC-S12"); 
 while (!feof(GCVarPtr)) 
 { 
  fscanf(GCVarPtr, "%d%f%lf%lf%lf \n", &MCTTI, &MCTTF, &XTMC, &YTMC, &ZTMC); 
  fscanf(MC01, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C01); 
  fscanf(MC02, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C02); 
  fscanf(MC03, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C03); 
  fscanf(MC04, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C04); 
  fscanf(MC05, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C05); 
  fscanf(MC06, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C06); 
  fscanf(MC07, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C07); 
  fscanf(MC08, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C08); 
  fscanf(MC09, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C09); 
  fscanf(MC10, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C10); 
  fscanf(MC11, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C11); 
  fscanf(MC12, "%f%f%f%f%lf\n", &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &MCTTF, &C12); 
  fprintf(MCVarPtr, "%+1.5f %+1.5f %+1.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f 
%+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f %+12.5f \n",  
   XTMC, YTMC, ZTMC, C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C06, C07, C08, C09, C10, C11, C12); 
 } 
 fclose(GCVarPtr); 
 fclose(MC01); 
 fclose(MC02); 
 fclose(MC03); 
 fclose(MC04); 
 fclose(MC05); 
 fclose(MC06); 
 fclose(MC07); 
 fclose(MC08); 
 fclose(MC09); 
 fclose(MC10); 
 fclose(MC11); 
 fclose(MC12); 
 fclose(MCVarPtr); 
  
} 
// CARPT 
void CARPT(long double C[12]) 
{ 
 long double SenX[12], SenY[12], SenZ[12]; 
 long double Ea0[12], Ea1[12], Ea2[12]; 
 long double Distance[12]; 
 long double MatrixX[12][4], MatrixB[4], MatrixZ[12], MatrixW[12][12]; 
 long double MatrixXT[4][12], MatrixWT[12][12];  
 long double MatT1[4][12], MatT2[4][12], MatT3[4][4], MatT4[4][4];  
 long double MatT5[4][12], MatT6[4][12], MatT7[4][12], MatT8[4]; 
 long double WFCte, WFExp, CPBeta, CPGamma; 
 int i,j;  
 // GetSensor Formula Variables & Position 
 GetCtrlVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_WFCTE, &WFCte); 
 GetCtrlVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_WFEXP, &WFExp); 
 GetCtrlVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_COMPPARBETA, &CPBeta); 
 GetCtrlVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_COMPPARGAMMA, &CPGamma); 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
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 { 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(2,i+1), &Ea0[i]); 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(3,i+1), &Ea1[i]); 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(4,i+1), &Ea2[i]); 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,i+1), &SenX[i]); 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,i+1), &SenY[i]); 
  GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,i+1), &SenZ[i]); 
  SenX[i]=SenX[i]/100; 
  SenY[i]=SenY[i]/100; 
  SenZ[i]=SenZ[i]/100; 
 } 
 // Obtaining Distance 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  //Distance[i]=Ea0[i]*pow(C[i],2)+Ea1[i]*C[i]+Ea2[i]; 
  Distance[i]=Ea0[i]*pow(C[i], Ea1[i])+Ea2[i]; 
  Distance[i]=Distance[i]/100.0; 
 }  
 // Creating Matrix X   
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  MatrixX[i][0]=1; 
  MatrixX[i][1]=-2*SenX[i]; 
  MatrixX[i][2]=-2*SenY[i]; 
  MatrixX[i][3]=-2*SenZ[i]; 
 } 
 // Creating Matrix X Transpose   
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
   for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
    MatrixXT[j][i]=MatrixX[i][j]; 
 } 
 // Creating Matrix Z   
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  MatrixZ[i]=pow(Distance[i],2)-pow(SenX[i],2)-pow(SenY[i],2)-pow(SenZ[i],2); 
 // Creating Matrix WI 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=11; j++) 
   MatrixW[i][j]=0.0; 
 } 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  MatrixW[i][i]=(1/(pow(WFCte*(pow(Distance[i], WFExp)),2))); 
 } 
 // Creating Matrix W Transpose 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=11; j++) 
   MatrixWT[j][i]=MatrixW[i][j]; 
 } 
 // Solving Formula X=((XT*WT*X)^-1)*XT*WT*W*Z 
 MatrixMul (MatrixXT, MatrixWT, 4, 12, 12, MatT1); 
 MatrixMul (MatT1, MatrixW, 4, 12, 12, MatT2); 
 MatrixMul (MatT2, MatrixX, 4, 12, 4, MatT3); 
 InvMatrix (MatT3, 4, MatT4); 
 MatrixMul (MatT4, MatrixXT, 4, 4, 12, MatT5); 
 MatrixMul (MatT5, MatrixWT, 4, 12, 12, MatT6); 
 MatrixMul (MatT6, MatrixW, 4, 12, 12, MatT7); 
 MatrixMul (MatT7, MatrixZ, 4, 12, 1, MatT8); 
 MatX=MatT8[1]; 
 MatY=MatT8[2]; 
 MatZ=MatT8[3]; 
 /*/ Smoothing data with a computational parameter 
 MatX=(1+CPBeta)*MatX;  
 MatY=(1+CPBeta)*MatY;  
 MatZ=(1+CPGamma*(MatZ-((SenZ[5]+SenZ[6])/2)))*MatZ;*/ 
} 
// Online Tracking System MonteCarlo 
void OnlineRPTMC() 
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{ 
 char TRASH[500]; 
 double XV[1], YV[1], ZV[1]; 
 long double C[12], M[12], RX, RY, RZ; 
 long double CX=0, CY=0, CZ=0; 
 long double CK, CF; 
 int i; 
 VARIANT var_x, var_y, var_z; 
 ProcessSystemEvents();  
 SRCVarPtr=fopen("SimRelativeCounts.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(SRCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
  TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH,  
  TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  GetTableCellVal (mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint(6,i+1), &C[i]);  
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  C[i]=C[i]/100; 
 CK=10000; 
 while (!feof(SRCVarPtr)) 
 { 
  fscanf(SRCVarPtr, "%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
  &RX, &RY, &RZ,  
  &M[0], &M[1], &M[2], &M[3], &M[4], &M[5],  
   &M[6], &M[7], &M[8], &M[9], &M[10], &M[11]); 
  CF=pow((C[0]-M[0]),2)/C[0]+pow((C[1]-M[1]),2)/C[1]+pow((C[2]-M[2]),2)/C[2]+ 
   pow((C[3]-M[3]),2)/C[3]+pow((C[4]-M[4]),2)/C[4]+pow((C[5]-M[5]),2)/C[5]+ 
   pow((C[6]-M[6]),2)/C[6]+pow((C[7]-M[7]),2)/C[7]+pow((C[8]-M[8]),2)/C[8]+ 
   pow((C[9]-M[9]),2)/C[9]+pow((C[10]-M[10]),2)/C[10]+pow((C[11]-M[11]),2)/C[11]; 
  if (CF<CK) 
  { 
   CK=CF; CX=RX; CY=RY; CZ=RZ; 
  } 
 } 
 // Put Data on Screen 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_X, CX*100); 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Y, CY*100); 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Z, CZ*100); 
 // Graph Data on Screen 
 XV[0]=CX*100; YV[0]=CY*100; ZV[0]=CZ*100;  
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_x, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, XV); 
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_y, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, YV); 
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_z, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, ZV); 
 CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DPlot3DMesh(gGraph, NULL, var_x, var_y, var_z, CA_DEFAULT_VAL); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_x); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_y); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_z); 
 fclose(SRCVarPtr); 
} 
// Online Tracking System CARPT 
void OnlineRPTCARPT() 
{ 
 char TRASH[500]; 
 double XV[1], YV[1], ZV[1]; 
 long double C[12], M[12], RX, RY, RZ; 
 long double CX=0, CY=0, CZ=0; 
 int i; 
 VARIANT var_x, var_y, var_z; 
 ProcessSystemEvents();  
 SRCVarPtr=fopen("SimRelativeCounts.txt", "r"); 
 fscanf(SRCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
  TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH,  
  TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  GetTableCellVal (mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint(6,i+1), &C[i]);  
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  C[i]=C[i]/100; 
 CARPT(C); 
 CX=MatX; CY=MatY; CZ=MatZ; 
 // Put Data on Screen 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_X, CX*100); 
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 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Y, CY*100); 
 SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Z, CZ*100); 
 // Graph Data on Screen 
 XV[0]=CX*100; YV[0]=CY*100; ZV[0]=CZ*100;  
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_x, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, XV); 
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_y, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, YV); 
 CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_z, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, ZV); 
 CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DPlot3DMesh(gGraph, NULL, var_x, var_y, var_z, CA_DEFAULT_VAL); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_x); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_y); 
 CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_z); 
 fclose(SRCVarPtr); 
} 
// RPT Calibration Titles in the File 
void WriteRPTTest() 
{ 
 int i; 
 char WDTF[51], WDTFF[26]; 
 time_t WDTFT[30]; 
 for (i=0; i<=50; i++) 
  WDTF[i]=' '; 
 for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
  WDTFF[i]=' '; 
 WDTFT[1]=time(NULL); 
 CopyString (WDTF, 0, "c:/RPT5 Calibration/", 0, -1); 
 CopyString (WDTFF, 0, asctime(localtime(&WDTFT[1])), 0, 24); 
 strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
 for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
  WDTFF[i]=' '; 
 CopyString (WDTFF, 0, ".txt", 0, -1); 
 strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
 for (i=20; i<=50; i++) 
 { 
  if(WDTF[i]==' ' || WDTF[i]==':') 
   WDTF[i]=("%s", '_'); 
 } 
 RPTTESTVarPtr=fopen(WDTF, "w"); 
 fprintf(RPTTESTVarPtr, "%12s %12s %11s %13s\n\n","Hour", "Minute", "Second", "Millisecond"); 
} 
// RPT Test Function 
void RPTTestFunction() 
{ 
 int i, MouseRightButton; 
 SYSTEMTIME ST; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 GetGlobalMouseState (NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, &MouseRightButton, NULL); 
 if (MouseRightButton == 1) 
 {   
  if (MRTFlag == 0) 
  { 
   // Time 
   GetLocalTime(&ST); 
   fprintf(RPTTESTVarPtr, "%11d %11d %11d %13d\n", ST.wHour, ST.wMinute, ST.wSecond, 
ST.wMilliseconds); 
   MRTFlag=1; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
  MRTFlag=0;  
} 
// Velocity Profile for Radius and Height 
void VelProfRZB(int jRaHeB, long double RRaHeB, long double VzRaHeB, long double VrRaHeB) 
{ 
 int iRaHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iRaHeB=0; iRaHeB<=18; iRaHeB++) 
 { 
  if (RRaHeB>=(iRaHeB/200.0) && RRaHeB<((iRaHeB/200.0)+0.005)) 
  { 
   MVZA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]=MVZA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]+VzRaHeB; 
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   MVRA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]=MVRA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]+VrRaHeB; 
   MCountRZ[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelProfRZA(long double RRaHeA, long double ZRaHeA, long double VzRaHeA, long double VrRaHeA) 
{ 
 int jRaHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jRaHeA=0; jRaHeA<=90; jRaHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZRaHeA>=((jRaHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZRaHeA<(((jRaHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelProfRZB(jRaHeA, RRaHeA, VzRaHeA, VrRaHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
// Velocity Profile for X and Height 
void VelProfXZB(int jXHeB, long double XXHeB, long double VzXHeB, long double VxXHeB) 
{ 
 int iXHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iXHeB=0; iXHeB<=38; iXHeB++) 
 { 
  if (XXHeB>=((iXHeB/200.0)-0.095) && XXHeB<(((iXHeB/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   MVZB[iXHeB][jXHeB]=MVZB[iXHeB][jXHeB]+VzXHeB; 
   MVXA[iXHeB][jXHeB]=MVXA[iXHeB][jXHeB]+VxXHeB; 
   if(VzXHeB>MVZMAX[iXHeB][jXHeB]) 
   { 
    MVZMAX[iXHeB][jXHeB]=VzXHeB; 
    MVXMAX[iXHeB][jXHeB]=VxXHeB; 
     
   } 
   if(VzXHeB<MVZMIN[iXHeB][jXHeB]) 
   { 
    MVZMIN[iXHeB][jXHeB]=VzXHeB; 
    MVXMIN[iXHeB][jXHeB]=VxXHeB; 
   } 
   MCountXZ[iXHeB][jXHeB]++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelProfXZA(long double XXHeA, long double ZXHeA, long double VzXHeA, long double VxXHeA) 
{ 
 int jXHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jXHeA=0; jXHeA<=90; jXHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZXHeA>=((jXHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZXHeA<(((jXHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelProfXZB(jXHeA, XXHeA, VzXHeA, VxXHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
// Velocity Profile for Y and Height 
void VelProfYZB(int jYHeB, long double YYHeB, long double VzYHeB, long double VyYHeB) 
{ 
 int iYHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iYHeB=0; iYHeB<=38; iYHeB++) 
 { 
  if (YYHeB>=((iYHeB/200.0)-0.095) && YYHeB<(((iYHeB/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   MVZC[iYHeB][jYHeB]=MVZC[iYHeB][jYHeB]+VzYHeB; 
   MVYA[iYHeB][jYHeB]=MVYA[iYHeB][jYHeB]+VyYHeB; 
   MCountYZ[iYHeB][jYHeB]++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
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void VelProfYZA(long double YYHeA, long double ZYHeA, long double VzYHeA, long double VyYHeA) 
{ 
 int jYHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jYHeA=0; jYHeA<=90; jYHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZYHeA>=((jYHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZYHeA<(((jYHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelProfYZB(jYHeA, YYHeA, VzYHeA, VyYHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
// Velocity Profile for X and Y 
void VelProfXYB(int jXYYB, long double XXYYB, long double VyXYYB, long double VxXYYB) 
{ 
 int iXYYB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iXYYB=0; iXYYB<=38; iXYYB++) 
 { 
  if (XXYYB>=((iXYYB/200.0)-0.095) && XXYYB<(((iXYYB/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   MVXB[iXYYB][jXYYB]=MVXB[iXYYB][jXYYB]+VxXYYB; 
   MVYB[iXYYB][jXYYB]=MVYB[iXYYB][jXYYB]+VyXYYB; 
   MCountXY[iXYYB][jXYYB]++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelProfXYA(long double XXYYA, long double YXYYA, long double VyXYYA, long double VxXYYA) 
{ 
 int jXYYA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jXYYA=0; jXYYA<=38; jXYYA++) 
 { 
  if (YXYYA>=((jXYYA/200.0)-0.095) && YXYYA<(((jXYYA/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelProfXYB(jXYYA, XXYYA, VyXYYA, VxXYYA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
// Standard Deviation for Radius and Height 
void VelSDProfRZB(int jRaHeB, long double RRaHeB, long double VzRaHeB, long double VrRaHeB) 
{ 
 int iRaHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iRaHeB=0; iRaHeB<=18; iRaHeB++) 
 { 
  if (RRaHeB>=(iRaHeB/200.0) && RRaHeB<((iRaHeB/200.0)+0.005)) 
  { 
   SDZA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]=SDZA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]+pow((VzRaHeB-
(MVZA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]/MCountRZ[iRaHeB][jRaHeB])), 2); 
   SDRA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]=SDRA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]+pow((VrRaHeB-
(MVRA[iRaHeB][jRaHeB]/MCountRZ[iRaHeB][jRaHeB])), 2); 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelSDProfRZA(long double RRaHeA, long double ZRaHeA, long double VzRaHeA, long double VrRaHeA) 
{ 
 int jRaHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jRaHeA=0; jRaHeA<=90; jRaHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZRaHeA>=((jRaHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZRaHeA<(((jRaHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelSDProfRZB(jRaHeA, RRaHeA, VzRaHeA, VrRaHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
 
// Standard Deviation for X and Height 
void VelSDProfXZB(int jXHeB, long double XXHeB, long double VzXHeB, long double VxXHeB) 
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{ 
 int iXHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iXHeB=0; iXHeB<=38; iXHeB++) 
 { 
  if (XXHeB>=((iXHeB/200.0)-0.095) && XXHeB<(((iXHeB/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   SDZB[iXHeB][jXHeB]=SDZB[iXHeB][jXHeB]+pow((VzXHeB-
(MVZB[iXHeB][jXHeB]/MCountXZ[iXHeB][jXHeB])), 2); 
   SDXA[iXHeB][jXHeB]=SDXA[iXHeB][jXHeB]+pow((VxXHeB-
(MVXA[iXHeB][jXHeB]/MCountXZ[iXHeB][jXHeB])), 2); 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelSDProfXZA(long double XXHeA, long double ZXHeA, long double VzXHeA, long double VxXHeA) 
{ 
 int jXHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jXHeA=0; jXHeA<=90; jXHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZXHeA>=((jXHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZXHeA<(((jXHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelSDProfXZB(jXHeA, XXHeA, VzXHeA, VxXHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
 
// Standard Deviation for Y and Height 
void VelSDProfYZB(int jYHeB, long double YYHeB, long double VzYHeB, long double VyYHeB) 
{ 
 int iYHeB; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (iYHeB=0; iYHeB<=38; iYHeB++) 
 { 
  if (YYHeB>=((iYHeB/200.0)-0.095) && YYHeB<(((iYHeB/200.0)-0.095)+0.005)) 
  { 
   SDZC[iYHeB][jYHeB]=SDZC[iYHeB][jYHeB]+pow((VzYHeB-
(MVZC[iYHeB][jYHeB]/MCountYZ[iYHeB][jYHeB])), 2); 
   SDYA[iYHeB][jYHeB]=SDYA[iYHeB][jYHeB]+pow((VyYHeB-
(MVYA[iYHeB][jYHeB]/MCountYZ[iYHeB][jYHeB])), 2); 
  } 
 } 
} 
void VelSDProfYZA(long double YYHeA, long double ZYHeA, long double VzYHeA, long double VyYHeA) 
{ 
 int jYHeA; 
 CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
 for (jYHeA=0; jYHeA<=90; jYHeA++) 
 { 
  if (ZYHeA>=((jYHeA/200.0)+0.10) && ZYHeA<(((jYHeA/200.0)+0.10)+0.005)) 
  { 
   VelSDProfYZB(jYHeA, YYHeA, VzYHeA, VyYHeA);  
  } 
 } 
} 
//==============================================================================  
// Timers 
// Date and Time 
int CVICALLBACK Clock_Time (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_TIMER_TICK: 
   Clock = time(NULL); 
   SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_DATETIME, asctime(localtime(&Clock))); 
   GetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_EVENTTIMER, ATTR_INTERVAL, &SamplingTime); 
   SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_ST, SamplingTime);  
   if (DimFlag==0) 
    PRINTTABLE();  
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   if (SD01==1 && SD02==1 && SD03==1 && SD04==1 && SD05==1 && SD06==1 && 
    SD07==1 && SD08==1 && SD09==1 && SD10==1 && SD11==1 && SD12==1)    
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_VOLT, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_LOW_DISC, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_UP_DISC, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TEXTMSG02, ATTR_VISIBLE , 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_VISIBLE , 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_VISIBLE , 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_MINMAX, ATTR_VISIBLE , 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_VISIBLE , 1); 
   } 
   else    
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_VOLT, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_LOW_DISC, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_S_UP_DISC, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TEXTMSG02, ATTR_VISIBLE , 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_VISIBLE , 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_VISIBLE , 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_MINMAX, ATTR_VISIBLE , 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_VISIBLE , 0); 
   }  
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Event Timer 
int CVICALLBACK Event_Timer (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_TIMER_TICK: 
   if (Readings == 1) 
    GETDATA(); 
   if (Graph == 1) 
   { 
    if (RPTMET == 1) 
     OnlineRPTMC(); 
    if (RPTMET == 0) 
     OnlineRPTCARPT(); 
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================  
// Buttons 
// Close Main Program 
int CVICALLBACK End_Program (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   // Free Memory 
   CA_VariantSetNULL (&vaData); 
   psa = V_ARRAY(&vaData); 
   CA_FreeMemory(lArray); 
   // Quit Program 
   QuitUserInterface (0);   
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Monte Carlo Panel 
int CVICALLBACK Open_Monte_Carlo (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
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 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   DisplayPanel(mcp); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mainp, ATTR_DIMMED , 1); 
   DimFlag=1; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Close Monte Carlo Panel 
int CVICALLBACK M_C_End_Program (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   HidePanel(mcp); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mainp, ATTR_DIMMED , 0); 
   DimFlag=0; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Start Sampling 
int CVICALLBACK Start_Sampling (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15);  
   timeBeginPeriod(1); 
   EventCounter = 0; 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BSTARTSAMPLING, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPE, &Events); 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SAMCTRL, &sleep); 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_RPTTEST, &RPTTEST); 
   ReadingSF(); 
   if (RPTTEST==1) 
    WriteRPTTest();  
   while (EventCounter<Events) 
   { 
    GETDATAFAST(); 
    EventCounter = EventCounter + 1; 
    SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_EC, EventCounter); 
    if (RPTTEST==1) 
     RPTTestFunction(); 
   } 
   ReadingEF(); 
   if (RPTTEST==1) 
    fclose(RPTTESTVarPtr); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BSTARTSAMPLING, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Count File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_File (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT1 Counts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
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   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2);  
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Generate Coordinates 
int CVICALLBACK Generate_Coordinates (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   float GCX, GCY, GCZ=0, GCZ1, GCR, GCPHI=0, GCCANGLE, GCB, GCR1, GCP; 
   int GCE; 
   int i, j, k; 
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 1); 
   GCE = 0; 
   GCVarPtr=fopen("GCoordinate.txt", "w"); 
   fprintf(GCVarPtr, "%s%10s%11s%13s%13s\n\n", "Point", "Radius", "X", "Y", "Z"); 
   GCCANGLE=(Pi/180)*19; 
   for (i=0; i<=59; i++) 
   { 
    GCZ=GCZ+0.0050; 
    GCP=0.125; 
    GCR=GCZ*tan(GCCANGLE)+0.0575; 
    for (j=0; j<=7; j++) 
    { 
     GCR1=GCR*GCP; 
     GCP=GCP+.125; 
     for (k=0; k<=39; k++) 
     { 
      GCPHI=GCPHI+9*(Pi/180); 
      GCX=GCR1*cos(GCPHI); 
      GCY=GCR1*sin(GCPHI); 
      GCB=sqrt(GCX*GCX+GCY*GCY); 
      GCE=GCE+1; 
      // Print Data into file 
      fprintf(GCVarPtr, "%5d  %+1.8f  %+1.8f  %+1.8f  %+1.8f \n",  
       GCE, GCB, GCX, GCY, GCZ); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(GCVarPtr); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 0); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Generate Coordinates File  
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_G_C (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer ("GCoordinate.txt", 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Simulation Counts  
int CVICALLBACK Simulation_Counts (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   // Variables 
   double XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimDeadtime, SimUr; 
   int SimSensor; 
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   ProcessSystemEvents(); 
   // Simulacion de Sensores 
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 1); 
   // Sensor 01; 
   SimSensor=1; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S01"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,1), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,1), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 02; 
   SimSensor=2; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S02"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,2), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,2), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 03; 
   SimSensor=3; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S03"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,3), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,3), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 04; 
   SimSensor=4; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S04"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,4), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,4), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 05; 
   SimSensor=5; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S05"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,5), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,5), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 06; 
   SimSensor=6; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
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   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S06"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,6), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,6), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 07; 
   SimSensor=7; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S07"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,7), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,7), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 08; 
   SimSensor=8; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen);  
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S08"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,8), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,8), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 09; 
   SimSensor=9; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen);  
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S09"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,9), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,9), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 10; 
   SimSensor=10; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen); 
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S10"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,10), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,10), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Sensor 11; 
   SimSensor=11; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen);   
   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S11"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,11), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,11), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr);  
   // Sensor 12; 
   SimSensor=12; 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(5,SimSensor), &XSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(6,SimSensor), &YSimSen); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_CARPTTABLE, MakePoint(7,SimSensor), &ZSimSen);   
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   XSimSen=XSimSen/100; 
   YSimSen=YSimSen/100; 
   ZSimSen=ZSimSen/100; 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "In Progress S12"); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(2,12), &SimDeadtime); 
   GetTableCellVal (mcp, MONTECARLO_MCTABLE, MakePoint(3,12), &SimUr); 
   MonteCarlo(XSimSen, YSimSen, ZSimSen, SimSensor, SimDeadtime, SimUr); 
   // Join all the files 
   JoinFiles(); 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS, "Standby");  
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 0); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Simulation Counts File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_S_C (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT4 MonteCarloSimCounts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Relative Counts  
int CVICALLBACK Real_Relative_Counts (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   char TRASH[500]; 
   long double C[12], CountSum, MinCount; 
   int i, SubFlag=0; 
   int H[3], M[3], S[3], MS[3]; 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS3, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_RED);  
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS3, "In Progress"); 
   GetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_NUMERIC_MINCOUNT, &MinCount); 
   // Real Counts to Relative 
   for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
    C[i]=0;  
   for (i=0; i<=2; i++) 
   { 
    H[i]=0; M[i]=0; S[i]=0; MS[i]=0; 
   } 
   RCVarPtr=fopen("RealRelativeCounts.txt", "w"); 
   fprintf(RCVarPtr, 
"%11s%21s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s\n\n",  
    "Time", "Sampling Time", "RC-S01", "RC-S02", "RC-S03", "RC-S04", "RC-S05", "RC-
S06", 
    "RC-S07", "RC-S08", "RC-S09", "RC-S10", "RC-S11", "RC-S12"); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT1 Counts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   VarPtr=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   fscanf(VarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH,  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   while (!feof(VarPtr)) 
   { 
    fscanf(VarPtr, "%d%s%d%s%d%s%d%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
     &H[0], TRASH, &M[0], TRASH, &S[0], TRASH, &MS[0], &C[0], &C[1], 
     &C[2], &C[3], &C[4], &C[5], &C[6], &C[7], &C[8], &C[9], &C[10], 
&C[11]); 
    CountSum=0; 
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    for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
    {  
     if (C[i]<=1) 
      C[i] = 1.0; 
     CountSum=CountSum+C[i]; 
    } 
    if (CountSum>MinCount) 
    { 
     MS[2]=MS[0]-MS[1]; 
     S[2]=S[0]-S[1]; 
     M[2]=M[0]-M[1]; 
     H[2]=H[0]-H[1]; 
     if (MS[2] < 0) 
     {    
      MS[2]=1000+MS[0]-MS[1]; 
      S[2]=S[2]-1;; 
     } 
     if (S[2] < 0) 
     {    
      S[2]=60+S[0]-S[1]; 
      M[2]=M[2]-1;; 
     } 
     if (M[2] < 0) 
     {    
      M[2]=60+M[0]-M[1]; 
      H[2]=H[2]-1;; 
     } 
     if (M[2] < 0) 
     {    
      M[2]=60+M[0]-M[1]; 
      H[2]=H[2]-1;; 
     } 
     H[1]=H[0]; M[1]=M[0]; S[1]=S[0]; MS[1]=MS[0]; 
     if (SubFlag==0) 
     { 
      S[2]=0; 
      MS[2]=0; 
     } 
     fprintf(RCVarPtr, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d %3d %s %3d %13.5f 
%9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f \n",  
      H[0], ":", M[0], ":", S[0], ":", MS[0], S[2], ":", MS[2], 
      C[0]/CountSum, C[1]/CountSum, C[2]/CountSum, 
C[3]/CountSum,  
      C[4]/CountSum, C[5]/CountSum, C[6]/CountSum, 
C[7]/CountSum,  
      C[8]/CountSum, C[9]/CountSum, C[10]/CountSum, 
C[11]/CountSum); 
     H[1]=H[0]; M[1]=M[0]; S[1]=S[0]; MS[1]=MS[0]; 
     SubFlag=1; 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(RCVarPtr); 
   fclose(VarPtr); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS3, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_GREEN); 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS3, "Standby"); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sim Relative Counts 
int CVICALLBACK Sim_Relative_Counts (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   char TRASH[500]; 
   long double C[12], CountSum, RX, RY, RZ; 
   int i; 
   for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
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    C[i]=0;  
   SRCVarPtr=fopen("SimRelativeCounts.txt", "w"); 
   fprintf(SRCVarPtr, 
"%5s%9s%9s%13s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s\n\n",  
    "X", "Y", "Z",  
    "RC-S01", "RC-S02", "RC-S03", "RC-S04", "RC-S05", "RC-S06", 
    "RC-S07", "RC-S08", "RC-S09", "RC-S10", "RC-S11", "RC-S12"); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT4 MonteCarloSimCounts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   VarPtr=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   fscanf(VarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, 
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   while (!feof(VarPtr)) 
   { 
    fscanf(VarPtr, "%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
     &RX, &RY, &RZ, &C[0], &C[1], &C[2], &C[3], &C[4], &C[5], &C[6], 
&C[7], &C[8], &C[9], &C[10], &C[11]); 
    CountSum=0; 
    for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
     CountSum=CountSum+C[i]; 
    fprintf(SRCVarPtr, "%+1.5f %+1.5f %+1.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f 
%+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n",  
     RX, RY, RZ, 
     C[0]/CountSum, C[1]/CountSum, C[2]/CountSum, C[3]/CountSum,  
     C[4]/CountSum, C[5]/CountSum, C[6]/CountSum, C[7]/CountSum,  
     C[8]/CountSum, C[9]/CountSum, C[10]/CountSum, C[11]/CountSum); 
   } 
   fclose(SRCVarPtr); 
   fclose(VarPtr); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Open Real Relative Counts File  
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_R_C (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer ("RealRelativeCounts.txt", 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Open Sim Relative Counts File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_S_R_C (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer ("SimRelativeCounts.txt", 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Generate RPT Coordinates 
int CVICALLBACK Generate_Coordinates_RPT (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   char TRASH[500]; 
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   char WDTF[49], WDTFF[26]; 
   double XV[1], YV[1], ZV[1]; 
   long double C[12], M[12], RX, RY, RZ; 
   long double CXM=0.0, CYM=0.0, CZM=0.0; 
   long double CX=0.0, CY=0.0, CZ=0.0; 
   long double CK, CF; 
   int RPTH, RPTM, RPTS, RPTMS, RPTSTS, RPTSTMS; 
   int i, j; 
   VARIANT var_x, var_y, var_z; 
   time_t WDTFT[30]; 
   // Preprocess 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS2, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_RED);  
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 1);  
   CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15);  
   ProcessSystemEvents(); 
   // Create a Name with Date values 
   for (i=0; i<=48; i++) 
    WDTF[i]=' '; 
   for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
    WDTFF[i]=' '; 
   WDTFT[1]=time(NULL); 
   CopyString (WDTF, 0, "c:/RPT2 Coordinates/", 0, -1); 
   CopyString (WDTFF, 0, asctime(localtime(&WDTFT[1])), 0, 24); 
   strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
   for (i=0; i<=25; i++) 
    WDTFF[i]=' '; 
   CopyString (WDTFF, 0, ".txt", 0, -1); 
   strcat(WDTF, WDTFF); 
   for (i=18; i<=48; i++) 
   { 
    if(WDTF[i]==' ' || WDTF[i]==':') 
     WDTF[i]=("%s", '_'); 
   } 
   RPTVarPtr=fopen(WDTF, "w"); 
   RPTVIDEO=fopen("c:/RPT2 Coordinates/Video.txt", "w"); 
   fprintf(RPTVarPtr, "%10s%26s%14s%10s%10s\n\n", "Time", "Sampling Time", "X", "Y", "Z");  
   RCVarPtr=fopen("RealRelativeCounts.txt", "r"); 
   fscanf(RCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, 
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   if (RPTMET == 1) 
   { 
    SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS2, "In Progress Monte Carlo");  
    while (!feof(RCVarPtr)) 
    { 
     CK=100000;  
     fscanf(RCVarPtr, 
"%d%s%d%s%d%s%d%d%s%d%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
      &RPTH, TRASH, &RPTM, TRASH, &RPTS, TRASH, 
&RPTMS, &RPTSTS, TRASH, &RPTSTMS,  
      &C[0], &C[1], &C[2], &C[3], &C[4], &C[5],  
      &C[6], &C[7], &C[8], &C[9], &C[10], &C[11]); 
     SRCVarPtr=fopen("SimRelativeCounts.txt", "r"); 
     fscanf(SRCVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n\n",  
      TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, 
TRASH,  
      TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
     while (!feof(SRCVarPtr)) 
     { 
      fscanf(SRCVarPtr, 
"%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
       &RX, &RY, &RZ,  
       &M[0], &M[1], &M[2], &M[3], &M[4], &M[5],  
       &M[6], &M[7], &M[8], &M[9], &M[10], &M[11]); 
      CF=pow((C[0]-M[0]),2)/C[0]+pow((C[1]-
M[1]),2)/C[1]+pow((C[2]-M[2]),2)/C[2]+ 
       pow((C[3]-M[3]),2)/C[3]+pow((C[4]-
M[4]),2)/C[4]+pow((C[5]-M[5]),2)/C[5]+ 
       pow((C[6]-M[6]),2)/C[6]+pow((C[7]-
M[7]),2)/C[7]+pow((C[8]-M[8]),2)/C[8]+ 
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       pow((C[9]-M[9]),2)/C[9]+pow((C[10]-
M[10]),2)/C[10]+pow((C[11]-M[11]),2)/C[11]; 
      if (CF < CK) 
      { 
       CK=CF; CX=RX; CY=RY; CZ=RZ; 
      } 
     } 
     XV[0]=CX*100; YV[0]=CY*100; ZV[0]=CZ*100; 
     // Print Data on Screen 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_x, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, XV); 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_y, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, YV); 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_z, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, ZV); 
     CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DPlot3DMesh(mcGraph, NULL, var_x, 
var_y, var_z, CA_DEFAULT_VAL); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_x); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_y); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_z); 
     fclose(SRCVarPtr); 
     // Print Data on File 
     fprintf(RPTVarPtr, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d %8d %s %3d %+18.5f 
%+9.5f %+9.5f \n",  
      RPTH, ":", RPTM, ":", RPTS, ":", RPTMS, RPTSTS, ":", 
RPTSTMS, CX, CY, CZ); 
    }  
    fclose(RCVarPtr); 
   } 
   // GetSensor Formula Variables & Position 
   for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
    C[i]=0.0; 
   if (RPTMET == 0) 
   { 
    SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS2, "In Progress CARPT");  
    while (!feof(RCVarPtr)) 
    { 
     fscanf(RCVarPtr, 
"%d%s%d%s%d%s%d%d%s%d%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
      &RPTH, TRASH, &RPTM, TRASH, &RPTS, TRASH, 
&RPTMS, &RPTSTS, TRASH, &RPTSTMS,  
      &C[0], &C[1], &C[2], &C[3], &C[4], &C[5],  
      &C[6], &C[7], &C[8], &C[9], &C[10], &C[11]); 
     CARPT(C); 
     CX=MatX; CY=MatY; CZ=MatZ; 
     if (CX>=0.095) 
      CX=0.095; 
     if (CX<=-0.095) 
      CX=-0.09499; 
     if (CY>=0.095) 
      CY=0.095; 
     if (CY<=-0.095) 
      CY=-0.09499; 
     XV[0]=CX*100; YV[0]=CY*100; ZV[0]=CZ*100; 
     // Print Data on Screen 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_x, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, XV); 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_y, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, YV); 
     CA_VariantSet1DArray (&var_z, CAVT_DOUBLE, 1, ZV); 
     CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DPlot3DMesh(mcGraph, NULL, var_x, 
var_y, var_z, CA_DEFAULT_VAL); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_x); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_y); 
     CA_VariantSetNULL (&var_z); 
     // Print Data on File 
     fprintf(RPTVarPtr, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d %8d %s %3d %+18.5f 
%+9.5f %+9.5f \n",  
      RPTH, ":", RPTM, ":", RPTS, ":", RPTMS, RPTSTS, ":", 
RPTSTMS, CX, CY, CZ); 
     fprintf(RPTVIDEO, "%9.3f %+9.5f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n",  
      (1.0*RPTSTS+(1.0*RPTSTMS/1000.0)), CX, CY, CZ); 
    }  
    fclose(RCVarPtr); 
   } 
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   fclose(RPTVarPtr); 
   fclose(RPTVIDEO); 
   CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DClearData (mcGraph, NULL); 
   SetCtrlVal(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS2, "Standby"); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mcp, MONTECARLO_STATUS2, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_GREEN); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mcp, ATTR_DIMMED , 0); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open RPT File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_RPT (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT2 Coordinates", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2);  
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Analyze Results 
int CVICALLBACK Analyze_Results (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   char TRASH[500]; 
   double RX, RY, RZ; 
   double RH, RM, RS, RMS, RSTS, RSTMS, RFLAG01; 
   int i, j, OcLim; 
   int ASeg01=0, ASeg02=0, ASeg03=0, ASeg04=0, ASeg05=0, ASeg06=0, ASeg07=0, ASeg08=0, 
ASeg09=0, ASeg10=0; 
   int ASeg11=0, ASeg12=0, ASeg13=0, ASeg14=0, ASeg15=0, ASeg16=0, ASeg17=0, ASeg18=0, 
ASeg19=0, ASeg20=0; 
   int ASeg21=0, ASeg22=0, ASeg23=0, ASeg24=0, ASeg25=0, ASeg26=0, ASeg27=0, ASeg28=0, 
ASeg29=0, ASeg30=0; 
   int ASeg31=0, ASeg32=0, ASeg33=0, ASeg34=0, ASeg35=0, ASeg36=0, ASeg37=0, ASeg38=0, 
ASeg39=0, ASeg40=0; 
   int ASeg41=0, ASeg42=0, ASeg43=0, ASeg44=0, ASeg45=0; 
   double TotalASeg=0; 
   int FSeg01=0, FSeg02=0, FSeg03=0, FSeg04=0, FSeg05=0, FSeg06=0, FSeg07=0, FSeg08=0, 
FSeg09=0, FSeg10=0; 
   int FSeg11=0, FSeg12=0, FSeg13=0, FSeg14=0, FSeg15=0, FSeg16=0, FSeg17=0, FSeg18=0, 
FSeg19=0; 
   int TotalFSeg=0; 
   int RTDF1=0, RTDF2=0, RTDO=0; 
   long double t, x, y, z, r=0, X=0, Y=0, Z=0, R=0, Thetar=0, ThetaR=0;  
   long double fi, fj, zrange=0;  
   long double Vr=0, VTheta=0, Vz=0, Vx=0, Vy=0, VLmin=0, VLmax=0;  
   long double Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax, Vmin, Vmax;  
   long double ZRTDMin, ZRTDMax, RTDT=0; 
   CmtSetCurrentThreadPriority (15); 
   SetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_STATUS3, "In Progress"); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(resultsp, RESULTS_STATUS3, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_RED);  
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_Low_X_For_YZ, &Xmin);  
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_High_X_For_YZ, &Xmax); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_Low_Y_For_XZ, &Ymin); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_High_Y_For_XZ, &Ymax); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_Low_Z_For_XY, &Zmin); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_High_Z_For_XY, &Zmax); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_VelMin, &Vmin);  
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_VelMax, &Vmax); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_EventsMin, &OcLim); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_Low_Z_RTD, &ZRTDMin); 
   GetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_High_Z_RTD, &ZRTDMax); 
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   // Open File 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT2 Coordinates", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   RPTVarPtr=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%ss\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   ASPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/Axial Segregation Complete.txt", "w"); 
   RZVrVzPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/R-Z.txt", "w"); 
   XZVxVzPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/X-Z.txt", "w");  
   YZVyVzPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/Y-Z.txt", "w");  
   XYVxVyPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/X-Y.txt", "w");  
   //MaxVzXPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/MaxX-Z.txt", "w"); 
   //MinVzXPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/MinX-Z.txt", "w");  
   DenXZPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/DXZ.txt", "w"); 
   DenYZPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/DYZ.txt", "w"); 
   DenXYPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/DXY.txt", "w"); 
   for (i=0; i<=18;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     MCountRZ[i][j]=0;  
      
     MVZA[i][j]=0; 
     MVRA[i][j]=0; 
     SDZA[i][j]=0;  
     SDRA[i][j]=0; 
    } 
   } 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     MCountXZ[i][j]=0; 
     MCountYZ[i][j]=0; 
     MVXA[i][j]=0; 
     MVZB[i][j]=0; 
     MVYA[i][j]=0; 
     MVZC[i][j]=0; 
     MVZMAX[i][j]=0;  
     MVZMIN[i][j]=0; 
     MVXMAX[i][j]=0;  
     MVXMIN[i][j]=0; 
     SDXA[i][j]=0; 
     SDZB[i][j]=0; 
     SDYA[i][j]=0; 
     SDZC[i][j]=0; 
    } 
   } 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=38;j++) 
    {  
     MCountXY[i][j]=0; 
     MVXB[i][j]=0; 
     MVYB[i][j]=0; 
    } 
   } 
   RFLAG01=0; 
   while (!feof(RPTVarPtr)) 
   { 
    fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%lf%s%lf%s%lf%s%lf%lf%s%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
     &RH, TRASH, &RM, TRASH, &RS, TRASH, &RMS, &RSTS, TRASH, 
&RSTMS,  
     &RX, &RY, &RZ); 
    t=RSTS+RSTMS/1000; 
    if (t>0.05) 
     t=0.05; 
    if (RFLAG01==1) 
    { 
     X=(RX+x)/2;  
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     Y=(RY+y)/2;  
     Z=(RZ+z)/2;  
     R=pow((pow(X,2)+pow(Y,2)),0.5);  
     Vx=(X-x)/t; 
     Vy=(Y-y)/t; 
     Vz=(Z-z)/t; 
     Vr=(R-r)/t; 
     // Velocity limits 
     if (Vx>Vmax) 
      Vx=Vmax; 
     if (Vx<Vmin) 
      Vx=Vmin; 
     if (Vy>Vmax) 
      Vy=Vmax; 
     if (Vy<Vmin) 
      Vy=Vmin; 
     if (Vz>Vmax) 
      Vz=Vmax; 
     if (Vz<Vmin) 
      Vz=Vmin; 
     if (Vr>Vmax) 
      Vr=Vmax; 
     if (Vr<Vmin) 
      Vr=Vmin; 
    } 
    x=RX; y=RY; z=RZ; r=R;  
    RFLAG01=1; 
    // Velocity Profile for Radius and Height 
    VelProfRZA(R, Z, Vz, Vr); 
    if (Y>Ymin && Y<Ymax) 
     VelProfXZA(X, Z, Vz, Vx); 
    if (X>Xmin && X<Xmax) 
     VelProfYZA(Y, Z, Vz, Vy); 
    if (Z>Zmin && Z<Zmax) 
     VelProfXYA(X, Y, Vx, Vy);  
    // Axial Segregation 
    if (Z<=0.11) 
     ASeg01=ASeg01+1; 
    if (Z>0.11 && Z<=0.12) 
     ASeg02=ASeg02+1; 
    if (Z>0.12 && Z<=0.13) 
     ASeg03=ASeg03+1; 
    if (Z>0.13 && Z<=0.14) 
     ASeg04=ASeg04+1;  
    if (Z>0.14 && Z<=0.15) 
     ASeg05=ASeg05+1;  
    if (Z>0.15 && Z<=0.16) 
     ASeg06=ASeg06+1;  
    if (Z>0.16 && Z<=0.17) 
     ASeg07=ASeg07+1; 
    if (Z>0.17 && Z<=0.18) 
     ASeg08=ASeg08+1; 
    if (Z>0.18 && Z<=0.19) 
     ASeg09=ASeg09+1; 
    if (Z>0.19 && Z<=0.20) 
     ASeg10=ASeg10+1; 
    if (Z>0.20 && Z<=0.21) 
     ASeg11=ASeg11+1; 
    if (Z>0.21 && Z<=0.22) 
     ASeg12=ASeg12+1; 
    if (Z>0.22 && Z<=0.23) 
     ASeg13=ASeg13+1; 
    if (Z>0.23 && Z<=0.24) 
     ASeg14=ASeg14+1;  
    if (Z>0.24 && Z<=0.25) 
     ASeg15=ASeg15+1;  
    if (Z>0.25 && Z<=0.26) 
     ASeg16=ASeg16+1;  
    if (Z>0.26 && Z<=0.27) 
     ASeg17=ASeg17+1; 
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    if (Z>0.27 && Z<=0.28) 
     ASeg18=ASeg18+1; 
    if (Z>0.28 && Z<=0.29) 
     ASeg19=ASeg19+1; 
    if (Z>0.29 && Z<=0.30) 
     ASeg20=ASeg20+1; 
    if (Z>0.30 && Z<=0.31) 
     ASeg21=ASeg21+1; 
    if (Z>0.31 && Z<=0.32) 
     ASeg22=ASeg22+1; 
    if (Z>0.32 && Z<=0.33) 
     ASeg23=ASeg23+1; 
    if (Z>0.33 && Z<=0.34) 
     ASeg24=ASeg24+1;  
    if (Z>0.34 && Z<=0.35) 
     ASeg25=ASeg25+1;  
    if (Z>0.35 && Z<=0.36) 
     ASeg26=ASeg26+1;  
    if (Z>0.36 && Z<=0.37) 
     ASeg27=ASeg27+1; 
    if (Z>0.37 && Z<=0.38) 
     ASeg28=ASeg28+1; 
    if (Z>0.38 && Z<=0.39) 
     ASeg29=ASeg29+1; 
    if (Z>0.39 && Z<=0.40) 
     ASeg30=ASeg30+1; 
    if (Z>0.40 && Z<=0.41) 
     ASeg31=ASeg31+1; 
    if (Z>0.41 && Z<=0.42) 
     ASeg32=ASeg32+1; 
    if (Z>0.42 && Z<=0.43) 
     ASeg33=ASeg33+1; 
    if (Z>0.43 && Z<=0.44) 
     ASeg34=ASeg34+1;  
    if (Z>0.44 && Z<=0.45) 
     ASeg35=ASeg35+1;  
    if (Z>0.45 && Z<=0.46) 
     ASeg36=ASeg36+1;  
    if (Z>0.46 && Z<=0.47) 
     ASeg37=ASeg37+1; 
    if (Z>0.47 && Z<=0.48) 
     ASeg38=ASeg38+1; 
    if (Z>0.48 && Z<=0.49) 
     ASeg39=ASeg39+1; 
    if (Z>0.49 && Z<=0.50) 
     ASeg40=ASeg40+1; 
    if (Z>0.50 && Z<=0.51) 
     ASeg41=ASeg41+1; 
    if (Z>0.51 && Z<=0.52) 
     ASeg42=ASeg42+1; 
    if (Z>0.52 && Z<=0.53) 
     ASeg43=ASeg43+1; 
    if (Z>0.53 && Z<=0.54) 
     ASeg44=ASeg44+1;  
    if (Z>0.54) 
     ASeg45=ASeg45+1; 
   } 
   fclose(RPTVarPtr); 
   // Segregation and density 
   // R-Z    
   for (i=1; i<=19;i++)   
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
     if (MCountRZ[i-1][j]>OcLim) 
      fprintf(RZVrVzPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f\n", fi, 
fj+10.0, (MVRA[i-1][j])/MCountRZ[i-1][j], (MVZA[i-1][j])/MCountRZ[i-1][j]);  
    } 
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   } 
   fclose(RZVrVzPtr); 
   // X-Z 
   TotalASeg=0; 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    { 
     TotalASeg=TotalASeg+MCountXZ[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0-10.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
     if (MCountXZ[i][j]>OcLim) 
     { 
      fprintf(XZVxVzPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, (MVXA[i][j])/MCountXZ[i][j], (MVZB[i][j])/MCountXZ[i][j]);  
      fprintf(DenXZPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, fj+10.0, 
(100.0*MCountXZ[i][j]/TotalASeg));   
      //fprintf(MaxVzXPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, MVXMAX[i][j], MVZMAX[i][j]);  
      //fprintf(MinVzXPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, MVXMIN[i][j], MVZMIN[i][j]); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(XZVxVzPtr); 
   fclose(DenXZPtr); 
   //fclose(MaxVzXPtr); 
   //fclose(MinVzXPtr); 
   // Y-Z 
   TotalASeg=0; 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     TotalASeg=TotalASeg+MCountYZ[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0-10.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
     if (MCountYZ[i][j]>OcLim) 
     { 
      fprintf(YZVyVzPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, (MVYA[i][j])/MCountYZ[i][j], (MVZC[i][j])/MCountYZ[i][j]);  
      fprintf(DenYZPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, fj+10.0, 
(100.0*MCountYZ[i][j]/TotalASeg)); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(YZVyVzPtr);  
   fclose(DenYZPtr);  
   // X-Y 
   TotalASeg=0; 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=38;j++) 
    { 
     TotalASeg=TotalASeg+MCountXY[i][j]; 
    } 
   } 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
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   { 
    for (j=0; j<=38;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0-10.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0-10.0); 
     if (MCountXY[i][j]>OcLim) 
     { 
      fprintf(XYVxVyPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, 
fj+0.5, MVXB[i][j]/MCountXY[i][j], MVYB[i][j]/MCountXY[i][j]);  
      fprintf(DenXYPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f \n", fi+0.5, fj+0.5, 
(100.0*MCountXY[i][j]/TotalASeg)); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(XYVxVyPtr); 
   fclose(DenXYPtr);  
   // Axial Segregation File 
   TotalASeg=0;  
  
 TotalASeg=ASeg01+ASeg02+ASeg03+ASeg04+ASeg05+ASeg06+ASeg07+ASeg08+ASeg09+ASeg10+ 
       
ASeg11+ASeg12+ASeg13+ASeg14+ASeg15+ASeg16+ASeg17+ASeg18+ASeg19+ASeg20+ 
       
ASeg21+ASeg22+ASeg23+ASeg24+ASeg25+ASeg26+ASeg27+ASeg28+ASeg29+ASeg30+ 
       
ASeg31+ASeg32+ASeg33+ASeg34+ASeg35+ASeg36+ASeg37+ASeg38+ASeg39+ASeg40+ 
       ASeg41+ASeg42+ASeg43+ASeg44+ASeg45; 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%1s%28s%12s\n\n", "Height Interval", "Occurrences", "Percentage"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "< 0.11 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg01, (100.0*ASeg01/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.12 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg02, (100.0*ASeg02/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.13 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg03, (100.0*ASeg03/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.14 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg04, (100.0*ASeg04/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.15 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg05, (100.0*ASeg05/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.16 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg06, (100.0*ASeg06/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.17 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg07, (100.0*ASeg07/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.18 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg08, (100.0*ASeg08/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.19 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg09, (100.0*ASeg09/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.20 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg10, (100.0*ASeg10/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.21 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg11, (100.0*ASeg11/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.22 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg12, (100.0*ASeg12/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.23 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg13, (100.0*ASeg13/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.24 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg14, (100.0*ASeg14/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.25 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg15, (100.0*ASeg15/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.26 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg16, (100.0*ASeg16/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.27 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg17, (100.0*ASeg17/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.28 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg18, (100.0*ASeg18/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.29 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg19, (100.0*ASeg19/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.30 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg20, (100.0*ASeg20/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.31 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg21, (100.0*ASeg21/TotalASeg)); 
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   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.32 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg22, (100.0*ASeg22/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.33 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg23, (100.0*ASeg23/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.34 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg24, (100.0*ASeg24/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.35 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg25, (100.0*ASeg25/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.36 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg26, (100.0*ASeg26/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.37 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg27, (100.0*ASeg27/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.38 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg28, (100.0*ASeg28/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.39 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg29, (100.0*ASeg29/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.40 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg30, (100.0*ASeg30/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.41 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg31, (100.0*ASeg31/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.42 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg32, (100.0*ASeg32/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.43 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg33, (100.0*ASeg33/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.44 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg34, (100.0*ASeg34/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.45 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg35, (100.0*ASeg35/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.46 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg36, (100.0*ASeg36/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.47 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg37, (100.0*ASeg37/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.48 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg38, (100.0*ASeg38/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.49 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg39, (100.0*ASeg39/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.50 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg40, (100.0*ASeg40/TotalASeg));    
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.51 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg41, (100.0*ASeg41/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.52 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg42, (100.0*ASeg42/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.53 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg43, (100.0*ASeg43/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "0.54 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg44, (100.0*ASeg44/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "> 0.54 m"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%24d %11.2f\n", ASeg45, (100.0*ASeg45/TotalASeg)); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%12s", "Total Detections"); 
   fprintf(ASPtr, "%20.0f \n", TotalASeg); 
   fclose(ASPtr); 
   // Obtain Standard Deviation 
   RPTVarPtr=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%ss\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   RZSDPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/SD-R-Z.txt", "w"); 
   XZSDPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/SD-X-Z.txt", "w"); 
   YZSDPtr=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/SD-Y-Z.txt", "w"); 
   X=0; Y=0; Z=0; t=0; Vx=0; Vy=0; Vz=0; RFLAG01=0; x=0; y=0; z=0; r=0;    
   while (!feof(RPTVarPtr)) 
   { 
    fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%lf%s%lf%s%lf%s%lf%lf%s%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
     &RH, TRASH, &RM, TRASH, &RS, TRASH, &RMS, &RSTS, TRASH, 
&RSTMS,  
     &RX, &RY, &RZ); 
    t=RSTS+RSTMS/1000; 
    if (t>0.05) 
     t=0.05; 
    if (RFLAG01==1) 
    { 
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     X=(RX+x)/2;  
     Y=(RY+y)/2;  
     Z=(RZ+z)/2;  
     R=pow((pow(X,2)+pow(Y,2)),0.5);  
     Vx=(X-x)/t; 
     Vy=(Y-y)/t; 
     Vz=(Z-z)/t; 
     Vr=(R-r)/t; 
     // Velocity limits 
     if (Vx>Vmax) 
      Vx=Vmax; 
     if (Vx<Vmin) 
      Vx=Vmin; 
     if (Vy>Vmax) 
      Vy=Vmax; 
     if (Vy<Vmin) 
      Vy=Vmin; 
     if (Vz>Vmax) 
      Vz=Vmax; 
     if (Vz<Vmin) 
      Vz=Vmin; 
     if (Vr>Vmax) 
      Vr=Vmax; 
     if (Vr<Vmin) 
      Vr=Vmin; 
    } 
    x=RX; y=RY; z=RZ; r=R;  
    RFLAG01=1; 
    // Velocity Profile for Radius and Height 
    VelSDProfRZA(R, Z, Vz, Vr); 
    VelSDProfXZA(X, Z, Vz, Vx); 
    VelSDProfYZA(X, Z, Vz, Vy); 
   } 
   fclose(RPTVarPtr); 
   // STANDARD DEVIATION 
   // R-Z    
   for (i=1; i<=19;i++)   
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
     if (MCountRZ[i-1][j]>OcLim) 
      fprintf(RZSDPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f\n", fi, fj+10.0, 
pow(((SDRA[i-1][j])/(MCountRZ[i-1][j]-1)), 0.5), pow(((SDZA[i-1][j])/(MCountRZ[i-1][j]-1)), 0.5));  
    } 
   } 
   fclose(RZSDPtr); 
   // X-Z 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0-10.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
     if (MCountXZ[i][j]>OcLim) 
     { 
      fprintf(XZSDPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f\n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, pow(((SDXA[i][j])/(MCountXZ[i][j]-1)), 0.5), pow(((SDZB[i][j])/(MCountXZ[i][j]-1)), 0.5));  
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(XZSDPtr); 
   // Y-Z 
   for (i=0; i<=38;i++) 
   { 
    for (j=0; j<=90;j++) 
    {  
     fi=(i/2.0-10.0); 
     fj=(j/2.0); 
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     if (MCountYZ[i][j]>OcLim) 
     { 
      fprintf(YZSDPtr, "%+9.2f %+9.2f %+9.5f %+9.5f\n", fi+0.5, 
fj+10.0, pow(((SDYA[i][j])/(MCountYZ[i][j]-1)), 0.5), pow(((SDZC[i][j])/(MCountYZ[i][j]-1)), 0.5));  
     } 
    } 
   } 
   fclose(YZSDPtr); 
   // Breakthrough Time and Probability  
   RPTVarPtr=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%s%s%s%s%s%ss\n\n",  
    TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH, TRASH); 
   BTT=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/BTT.txt", "w"); 
   CycleTime=fopen("c:/RPT3 Results/CycleTime.txt", "w");  
   fprintf(CycleTime, "%9s %14s %13s %12s %15s %11s %15s %24s %24s %24s\n",  
        "Counter", "Total Time", "Above Shed", "Shed", "Below Shed", "Riser", "Collisions",  
     "RT in Collision Area", "# of EntrancesSUP", "# of EntrancesSDown"); 
   t=0;  
   int Zone1=0, Zone2=0, Zone3=0, Z1F=0, Z2F=0, Z3F=0; 
   int Z2Up=0, Z2Down=0, Z1Z2F=0, Z3Z2F=0, Z1Up=0, Z3Down=0; 
   int Z1Z2Z3=0, Z1Z2Z1=0, Z3Z2Z1=0, Z3Z2Z3=0; 
   int RiserFlag=0, CycleCounter=0, ImpFlag=0; 
   int ImpCount=0, EntFlag1=0, Entrances1=0, EntFlag2=0, Entrances2=0; 
   long double Z1RT=0, Z2RT=0, Z3RT=0, Z1Z2RT=0, Z3Z2RT=0; 
   long double Z1Z2Z3RT=0, Z1Z2Z1RT=0, Z3Z2Z1RT=0, Z3Z2Z3RT=0; 
   long double AbsT=0, ZoneCounter[6]={0}, TotalZoneCounter[6]={0}; 
   long double ImpTime=0; 
   while (!feof(RPTVarPtr)) 
   { 
    fscanf(RPTVarPtr, "%lf%s%lf%s%lf%s%lf%lf%s%lf%lf%lf%lf \n",  
     &RH, TRASH, &RM, TRASH, &RS, TRASH, &RMS, &RSTS, TRASH, 
&RSTMS,  
     &RX, &RY, &RZ); 
    t=RSTS+RSTMS/1000; 
    AbsT=t; 
    ZoneCounter[0]++; 
    ZoneCounter[1]=ZoneCounter[1]+AbsT; 
    if (t>0.05) 
     t=0.05; 
    if (RZ>=0.3677) 
    { 
     Zone3++; 
     Z3RT=Z3RT+t; 
     if (Z2F==1) 
      Z2Up++; 
     if (Z2F==1 && Z3Z2F==1) 
     { 
      Z3Z2Z3++; 
      Z3Z2F=0; 
      Z3Z2Z3RT=Z3Z2Z3RT+Z3Z2RT; 
     } 
     if (Z2F==1 && Z1Z2F==1) 
     { 
      Z1Z2Z3++; 
      Z1Z2Z3RT=Z1Z2Z3RT+Z1Z2RT; 
      Z1Z2F=0; 
     } 
     Z1F=0; Z2F=0; Z3F=1; 
     if (RiserFlag=1 && AbsT>5 && ZoneCounter[2]>0 && ZoneCounter[3]>0 
&& ZoneCounter[4]>0) 
     { 
      ZoneCounter[5]=ZoneCounter[5]+AbsT; 
      fprintf(CycleTime, "%8.0f %13.3f %14.3f %13.3f %13.3f %13.3f 
%13d %18.3f %25d %25d\n",  
          ZoneCounter[0], ZoneCounter[1], ZoneCounter[2],  
       ZoneCounter[3], ZoneCounter[4], ZoneCounter[5],  
       ImpCount, ImpTime, Entrances1, Entrances2); 
      for(i=0;i<=5;i++) 
      { 
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 TotalZoneCounter[i]=TotalZoneCounter[i]+ZoneCounter[i]; 
       ZoneCounter[i]=0;  
      } 
      CycleCounter++; 
      ImpTime=0; 
      ImpCount=0; 
      Entrances1=0; 
      Entrances2=0; 
     } 
     else 
      ZoneCounter[2]=ZoneCounter[2]+AbsT; 
     RiserFlag=0; 
     EntFlag1=0; 
     EntFlag2=0; 
    } 
    if (RZ>=0.2930 && RZ<0.3677) 
    { 
     Zone2++; 
     Z2RT=Z2RT+t; 
     if (Z1F==1) 
     { 
      Z1Up++; 
      Z1Z2RT=0; 
      Z1Z2F=1; 
     } 
     if (Z3F==1) 
     { 
      Z3Down++; 
      Z3Z2RT=0; 
      Z3Z2F=1; 
     } 
     Z1Z2RT=Z1Z2RT+t; 
     Z3Z2RT=Z3Z2RT+t; 
     ZoneCounter[3]=ZoneCounter[3]+AbsT; 
     Z1F=0; Z2F=1; Z3F=0; 
     RiserFlag=0; 
     //Impactation Probability 
     if((RX>=-0.0691 && RX<-0.0556)&&(RZ>=+1.163*RX+0.4224 && 
RZ<=+1.163*RX+0.4377) || 
        (RX>=-0.0556 && RX<=-0.0421)&&(RZ>=-1.163*RX+0.2930 && 
RZ<=-1.163*RX+0.3083) || 
        (RX>=-0.0135 && RX<-0.0000)&&(RZ>=+1.163*RX+0.3577 && 
RZ<=+1.163*RX+0.3730) || 
        (RX>=+0.0000 && RX<=+0.0135)&&(RZ>=-1.163*RX+0.3577 && 
RZ<=-1.163*RX+0.3730) || 
        (RX>=+0.0691 && RX<+0.0556)&&(RZ>=-1.163*RX+0.4224 && RZ<=-
1.163*RX+0.4377) || 
        (RX>=+0.0556 && RX<=+0.0421)&&(RZ>=+1.163*RX+0.2930 && 
RZ<=+1.163*RX+0.3083) || 
        (RX>=-0.0950 && RX<-0.0818)&&(RZ>=-1.1894*RX+0.2057 && RZ<=-
1.1894*RX+0.2210) || 
        (RX>=+0.0950 && RX<+0.0818)&&(RZ>=+1.1894*RX+0.2057 && 
RZ<=+1.1894*RX+0.2210) || 
        (RX>=-0.0454 && RX<-0.0319)&&(RZ>=+1.163*RX+0.3558 && 
RZ<=+1.163*RX+0.3711) || 
        (RX>=-0.0319 && RX<=-0.0184)&&(RZ>=-1.163*RX+0.2816 && 
RZ<=-1.163*RX+0.2969) || 
        (RX>=+0.0454 && RX<+0.0319)&&(RZ>=-1.163*RX+0.3558 && RZ<=-
1.163*RX+0.3711) || 
        (RX>=+0.0319 && RX<=+0.0184)&&(RZ>=+1.163*RX+0.2816 && 
RZ<=+1.163*RX+0.2969)) 
     { 
      if (ImpFlag==0) 
      { 
       ImpCount++; 
       ImpFlag=1; 
      }  
      ImpTime=ImpTime+AbsT; 
     } 
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     else 
      ImpFlag=0; 
    } 
    if (RZ>=0.33 && RZ<0.36) 
    { 
     if(EntFlag1==0) 
     { 
      Entrances1++; 
      EntFlag1=1; 
     } 
     EntFlag2=0; 
    } 
    if (RZ>=0.30 && RZ<0.33) 
    { 
     if(EntFlag2==0) 
     { 
      Entrances2++; 
      EntFlag2=1; 
     } 
     EntFlag1=0; 
    } 
    if (RZ<0.2930) 
    { 
     Zone1++; 
     Z1RT=Z1RT+t; 
     if (Z2F==1) 
      Z2Down++; 
     if (Z2F==1 && Z1Z2F==1) 
     { 
      Z1Z2Z1++; 
      Z1Z2Z1RT=Z1Z2Z1RT+Z1Z2RT; 
      Z1Z2F=0; 
     } 
     if (Z2F==1 && Z3Z2F==1) 
     { 
      Z3Z2Z1++; 
      Z3Z2Z1RT=Z3Z2Z1RT+Z3Z2RT; 
      Z3Z2F=0; 
     } 
     ZoneCounter[4]=ZoneCounter[4]+AbsT; 
     Z1F=1; Z2F=0; Z3F=0; 
     RiserFlag=1; 
     EntFlag1=0; 
     EntFlag2=0;  
    }   
   } 
   fclose(RPTVarPtr); 
   // Zones definition 
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 1: Below 29.30 cm\n"); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 2: Between 29.30 and 36.77 cm\n"); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 3: Above 36.77 cm\n\n"); 
   // Zones tracer appearance 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the trecer was in Zone 1:                                      %d\n", Zone1);   
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the trecer was in Zone 2:                                      %d\n", Zone2); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the trecer was in Zone 3:                                      %d\n", Zone3);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Total:                                                                         %d\n\n", Zone1+Zone2+Zone3); 
   // Zones Residence Time 
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 1 Average Sampling Time(s):                                               %4.3f\n", 
Z1RT/Zone1);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 2 Average Sampling Time(s):                                               %4.3f\n",  
Z2RT/Zone2); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Zone 3 Average Sampling Time(s):                                               %4.3f\n\n", 
Z3RT/Zone3); 
   // Zone 2 tracer outward trajectory 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer ascended from Zone 2:                               %d\n", Z2Up);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer descended from Zone 2:                              %d\n", 
Z2Down); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Total of times the tracer left Zone 2:                                         %d\n\n", 
Z2Down+Z2Up); 
   // Zone 2 tracer inward trajectory 
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   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from below:                            %d\n", Z1Up);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from above:                            %d\n", 
Z3Down); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Total of times the tracer enter Zone 2:                                        %d\n\n", 
Z3Down+Z1Up); 
   // Zone 2 inward trajectory composition 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from below and later descended:        %d\n", 
Z1Z2Z1);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from below and later ascended:         %d\n", 
Z1Z2Z3); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from above and later descended:        %d\n", 
Z3Z2Z1);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from above and later ascended:         %d\n", 
Z3Z2Z3); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from below:                            %d\n", 
Z1Z2Z1+Z1Z2Z3);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer enter Zone 2 from above:                            %d\n", 
Z3Z2Z1+Z3Z2Z3); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer ascended from Zone 2:                               %d\n", 
Z1Z2Z3+Z3Z2Z3);  
   fprintf(BTT, " Amount of times the tracer descended from Zone 2:                              %d\n\n", 
Z1Z2Z1+Z3Z2Z1); 
   // Zone 2 Residence Time composition 
   fprintf(BTT, " Residence Time of the tracer that enter Zone 2 from below and later descended: 
%4.3f\n", Z1Z2Z1RT/Z1Z2Z1); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Residence Time of the tracer that enter Zone 2 from below and later ascended:  
%4.3f\n", Z1Z2Z3RT/Z1Z2Z3); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Residence Time of the tracer that enter Zone 2 from above and later descended: 
%4.3f\n", Z3Z2Z1RT/Z3Z2Z1); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Residence Time of the tracer that enter Zone 2 from above and later ascended:  
%4.3f\n\n", Z3Z2Z3RT/Z3Z2Z3); 
   // Zone 2 Average Breakthrough Velocities 
   fprintf(BTT, " Average Upward Breakthrough Velocity of the Shed Zone (m/s):                   
%4.3f\n", 0.0746/(Z1Z2Z3RT/Z1Z2Z3)); 
   fprintf(BTT, " Average Downward Breakthrough Velocity of the Shed Zone (m/s):                 
%4.3f\n", 0.0746/(Z3Z2Z1RT/Z3Z2Z1)); 
   fclose(BTT); 
   fprintf(CycleTime, "\n%8.0f %13.3f %14.3f %13.3f %13.3f %13.3f\n",  
          TotalZoneCounter[0]/CycleCounter, 
TotalZoneCounter[1]/CycleCounter,  
       TotalZoneCounter[2]/CycleCounter, 
TotalZoneCounter[3]/CycleCounter,  
       TotalZoneCounter[4]/CycleCounter, 
TotalZoneCounter[5]/CycleCounter); 
   fclose(CycleTime); 
   // Program Status 
   SetCtrlVal(resultsp, RESULTS_STATUS3, "Standby"); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(resultsp, RESULTS_STATUS3, ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR, VAL_GREEN); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Open Results File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_File_Result (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT3 Results", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Results Panel 
int CVICALLBACK Open_Results (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
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{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   DisplayPanel(resultsp); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mainp, ATTR_DIMMED , 1); 
   DimFlag=1; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Close Results Panel 
int CVICALLBACK R_End_Program (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   HidePanel(resultsp); 
   SetPanelAttribute (mainp, ATTR_DIMMED , 0); 
   DimFlag=0; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Graph Button 
int CVICALLBACK Toggle_Button_Graph (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_TBGRAPH, &Graph); 
   CW3DGraphLib__DCWGraph3DClearData (gGraph, NULL); 
   // Put 0.0 on Screen 
   SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_X, 0.0); 
   SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Y, 0.0); 
   SetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_Z, 0.0); 
   // Dim Take Data 
   if (Graph == 1) 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_RPTMETHOD, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_RPTMETHOD, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================  
// Numerics & Strings 
// Set Point Sampling Time 
int CVICALLBACK SetPoint_SamplingTime (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPST, &SamplingTime); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_EVENTTIMER, ATTR_INTERVAL, SamplingTime); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================  
// Switch 
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// Take Data 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_Readings (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  int i, j; 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   StartMinMax(); 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, &Readings); 
   if (Readings == 1) 
   {  
    ReadingSF(); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPST, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TBGRAPH, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD01, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD02, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD03, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD04, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD05, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD06, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD07, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD08, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD09, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD10, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD11, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD12, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
   } 
   else 
   { 
    ReadingEF(); 
    if (SaveFile == 1) 
     SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPST, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TBGRAPH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD01, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD02, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD03, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD04, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD05, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD06, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD07, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD08, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD09, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD10, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD11, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD12, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Type of Reading  
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_Type_of_Readings (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, &TypeReadings); 
   if (TypeReadings == 1) 
   {  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BSTARTSAMPLING, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SAMCTRL, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
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    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_MINMAX, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPST, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD01, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD02, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD03, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD04, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD05, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD06, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD07, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD08, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD09, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD10, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD11, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD12, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);  
    } 
   else 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BSTARTSAMPLING, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SAMCTRL, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_MINMAX, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SAVEFILE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_NUMERIC_SPST, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TAKEREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD01, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD02, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD03, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD04, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD05, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD06, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD07, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD08, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD09, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD10, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD11, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_SD12, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);  
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// MinMax 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_MinMax (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   int i; 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_MINMAX, &MinMaxS); 
   for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
   { 
    SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (5,i+1), "N/D"); 
    SetTableCellVal(mainp, MAINP_TABLE, MakePoint (7,i+1), "N/D"); 
   } 
   F1 = 0; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Save in File 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SaveFile (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
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  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SAVEFILE, &SaveFile); 
   if (SaveFile == 1) 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(mainp,MAINP_TYPEOFREADINGS, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Type of RPT Method 
int CVICALLBACK Montecarlo_CARPT (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_RPTMETHOD, &RPTMET); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 01 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD01 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD01, &SD01); 
   *AddressSD = "#1"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD01); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 02 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD02 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD02, &SD02); 
   *AddressSD = "#2"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD02); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 03 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD03 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD03, &SD03); 
   *AddressSD = "#3"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD03); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 04 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD04 (int panel, int control, int event, 
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  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD04, &SD04); 
   *AddressSD = "#4"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD04); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 05 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD05 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD05, &SD05); 
   *AddressSD = "#5"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD05); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 06 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD06 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD06, &SD06); 
   *AddressSD = "#6"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD06); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 07 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD07 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD07, &SD07); 
   *AddressSD = "#7"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD07); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 08 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD08 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD08, &SD08); 
   *AddressSD = "#8"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD08); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 09 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD09 (int panel, int control, int event, 
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  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD09, &SD09); 
   *AddressSD = "#9"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD09); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 10 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD10 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD10, &SD10); 
   *AddressSD = "#10"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD10); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 11 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD11 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD11, &SD11); 
   *AddressSD = "#11"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD11); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Sensor 12 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD12 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(mainp, MAINP_SD12, &SD12); 
   *AddressSD = "#12"; 
   SETSENSORS(SD12); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
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Appendix B: RPT Master Computer Software Code 
//============================================================================================== 
// 
// Title:   RPTServer.c 
// Purpose:   Server for the RPT Network 
// 
// Created:   6/20/2012 by Francisco J. Sanchez 
// Copyright:  Western University / ICFAR. All Rights Reserve 
// 
//============================================================================================== 
//============================================================================================== 
// Include Files 
//============================================================================================== 
#include <windows.h>  
#include <Mmsystem.h> 
#include <formatio.h> 
#include <toolbox.h> 
#include <utility.h> 
#include <ansi_c.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <userint.h> 
#include <OleAuto.h> 
#include <cviauto.h> 
#include <analysis.h> 
#include <cvirte.h> 
#include <tcpsupp.h> 
#include <userint.h>  
#include <RPTServer.h> 
//============================================================================================== 
// Macros         
//============================================================================================== 
#define Pi 3.14159 
typedef struct ClientInfo 
{ 
 unsigned int    handle;         // TCP conversation handle 
    int             stopFlag;       // Flag used to stop worker thread 
    char            name[256];      // Descriptive name of client connection 
    int             readingData;    // Indicates server is reading from client 
} ClientInfo, *ClientInfoPtr;  
//============================================================================================== 
// Global Variables 
//==============================================================================================
char FileBrowser[300];  
char TRASH[500]; 
char BlendFileName[256], WriteBlendFileTitle[256]; 
char Heather1C01[4], Heather2C01[4], Heather3C01[4];  
char Heather1C02[4], Heather2C02[4], Heather3C02[4]; 
char Heather1C03[4], Heather2C03[4], Heather3C03[4]; 
char Heather1C04[4], Heather2C04[4], Heather3C04[4]; 
char Heather1S[5]; 
FILE *SaveCountsFileServer, *Client01File, *Client02File, *Client03File, *Client04File, *ServerFile, *BlendFile;  
int Events=0, EventsCounter=1, Client1=0, Client2=0, Client3=0, Client4=0; 
int HH, MM, SS, HHE, MME, SSE; // Time Variables 
int SHH, SMM, SSS, SMS, RHH, RMM, RSS, RRMS; //Time Variables 
static int MainPanel;    // Main uster interface panel handle 
static ListType ClientList=0;  // List of connected  
time_t DateAndTime, StartTime; 
//============================================================================================== 
// Internal Functions Prototypes 
//============================================================================================== 
static int ConnectClient (unsigned int handle); 
static int DisconnectClient (unsigned int handle); 
static int Disconnect (ClientInfoPtr clientInfoPtr, int index, int removeFromList); 
static int CVICALLBACK ServerCallback (unsigned int handle, int xType, int errCode, void *cbData); 
//==============================================================================================/
/ Main Program 
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//============================================================================================== 
int main() 
{ 
 int PortNumber=1977; 
 char TemporaryBuffer[256]={0}; 
 if ((MainPanel = LoadPanel (0, "RPTServer.uir", MAINPANEL))<0) 
  return -1; 
 // Create list to manage clients connections 
 ClientList=ListCreate(sizeof(ClientInfoPtr)); 
 // Register the server 
 RegisterTCPServer (PortNumber, ServerCallback, NULL); 
 SetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LED_SERVERONLINE, 1); 
 // Gather Information about the server 
 GetTCPHostAddr(TemporaryBuffer, 256); 
 SetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_SERVER_IP, TemporaryBuffer); 
 GetTCPHostName(TemporaryBuffer, 256); 
 SetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_SERVER_NAME, TemporaryBuffer); 
 // Display panel and run the user interface 
 DisplayPanel(MainPanel); 
 RunUserInterface(); 
 // Check The Memory Resources 
 //SetEnableResourceTracking (1); 
 //CVIDynamicMemoryInfo("MemoryInfo", &numBlocks, &numBytes, 
DYNAMIC_MEMORY_SHOW_ALLOCATED_MEMORY_SUMMARY);  
 return 0; 
} 
//============================================================================================== 
// Subroutines 
//============================================================================================== 
// Prepare the System to Get Data 
void StartReadingProcedure() 
{ 
 char *AddressStart[1], STime[37], FileName[256], WriteFileTitle[256]; 
 int i; 
 struct tm *HourMinuteSecond; 
 // Set Time Resolution 
 timeBeginPeriod(1); 
 // Ask for the file name to store the data and open the file 
 memset(FileName, 0, 256); 
 memset(WriteFileTitle, 0, 256); 
 PromptPopup("Save File As", "Type the name of the File", FileName, 255); 
 CopyString(WriteFileTitle, 0,"c:/RPT1 Counts/", 0, -1); 
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, "Server_"); 
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, FileName); 
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, ".txt");  
 SaveCountsFileServer=fopen(WriteFileTitle, "w"); 
 fprintf(SaveCountsFileServer, "%12s  %20s\n\n", "Time", "Event"); 
 // Get the Number of Events 
 GetCtrlVal(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_NUMBER_EVENTS, &Events);  
 EventsCounter=1; 
 Client1=0; Client2=0; 
 // Set the Start Time 
 StartTime = time(NULL); 
 HourMinuteSecond = localtime(&StartTime); 
 SS = HourMinuteSecond->tm_sec; 
 MM = HourMinuteSecond->tm_min; 
 HH = HourMinuteSecond->tm_hour; 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STime[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STime,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HH, ": ", MM, ": ", SS); 
 SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_START_TIME, STime); 
 // Reset Values of End Time & Total Time 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STime[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STime,"%3s", "N/D"); 
 SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_END_TIME, STime);  
 SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_TOTAL_TIME, STime); 
 memset(AddressStart, 0, sizeof AddressStart); 
 memset(HourMinuteSecond, 0, sizeof HourMinuteSecond); 
} 
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// Prepare the System to End Reading 
void EndReadingProcedure() 
{ 
 char *AddressEnd[1], STime[37];  
 int i; 
 int SST, MMT, HHT; 
 struct tm *HourMinuteSecond; 
 // Reset Time Resolution 
 timeEndPeriod(1); 
 // Set End Time 
 StartTime = time(NULL); 
 HourMinuteSecond=localtime(&StartTime); 
 SSE=HourMinuteSecond->tm_sec; 
 MME=HourMinuteSecond->tm_min; 
 HHE=HourMinuteSecond->tm_hour; 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STime[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STime,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HHE, ": ", MME, ": ", SSE); 
 SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_END_TIME, STime);  
 // Total Time of Process 
 SST=SSE-SS; 
 MMT=MME-MM; 
 HHT=HHE-HH; 
 if (SST<0) 
 { 
  SST=60+SSE-SS; 
  MMT=MMT-1; 
 } 
 if (MMT<0) 
 { 
  MMT=MMT+60; 
  HHT=HHT-1; 
 } 
 for (i=0; i<=36; i++) 
  STime[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(STime,"%2d%3s%2d%3s%2d", HHT, ": ", MMT, ": ", SST); 
 SetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_TOTAL_TIME, STime);  
 // Close the File 
 fclose(SaveCountsFileServer); 
 memset(AddressEnd, 0, sizeof AddressEnd);  
 memset(HourMinuteSecond, 0, sizeof HourMinuteSecond);   
} 
// Print Time and Event in File 
PrintDataOnFile(char Message[9]) 
{ 
 int TimeChange; 
 SYSTEMTIME SystemTime; 
 GetLocalTime(&SystemTime); 
 fprintf(SaveCountsFileServer, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d %15s \n", SystemTime.wHour,":", SystemTime.wMinute, 
":",  
   SystemTime.wSecond, ":", SystemTime.wMilliseconds, Message); 
 return 0; 
} 
// Connects the client 
static int ConnectClient (unsigned int handle) 
{ 
    ClientInfoPtr   clientInfoPtr = 0; 
    char            peerName[128], peerAddress[128]; 
    // Create client information data-structure 
    clientInfoPtr = calloc (1, sizeof (ClientInfo)); 
    if (clientInfoPtr == NULL) 
        return -1; 
    clientInfoPtr->handle = handle; 
    // Get descriptive name for client 
    GetTCPPeerName (handle, peerName, sizeof (peerName)); 
    GetTCPPeerAddr (handle, peerAddress, sizeof (peerAddress)); 
    sprintf (clientInfoPtr->name, "Client #%d, Client Name: %s, Address: %s",  
        handle, peerName, peerAddress); 
    // Add the client to the list 
    ListInsertItem (ClientList, &clientInfoPtr, END_OF_LIST); 
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    // Add client to user interface and update disabled controls 
    InsertListItem (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LISTBOX_CLIENT_LIST, -1, clientInfoPtr->name, (int)clientInfoPtr); 
 Done:    
    return 0; 
} 
// Compares two client info data-structure 
static int CVICALLBACK CompareClientInfoPtr (void *item1, void *item2) 
{ 
    return ((*(ClientInfoPtr *) item1)->handle - (*(ClientInfoPtr *) item2)->handle); 
} 
// Disconnect the client identifier by the info data-structure 
static int Disconnect (ClientInfoPtr clientInfoPtr, int index, int removeFromList) 
{ 
    int numUIListItems; 
    /* Signal client's worker thread to stop. */ 
    clientInfoPtr->stopFlag = 1; 
    /* Disconnect the client conversation handle. */ 
    DisconnectTCPClient (clientInfoPtr->handle); 
    if (removeFromList) 
        ListRemoveItem (ClientList, NULL, index); 
    /* Remove client entry from user interface and update controls. */ 
    GetIndexFromValue (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LISTBOX_CLIENT_LIST, &index, (int)clientInfoPtr); 
    DeleteListItem (MainPanel,  MAINPANEL_LISTBOX_CLIENT_LIST, index, 1); 
    GetNumListItems (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LISTBOX_CLIENT_LIST, &numUIListItems); 
    /* Dispose client information data-structure. */ 
    free (clientInfoPtr); 
    return 0; 
} 
// Disconnects the client identified by the handle 
static int DisconnectClient (unsigned int handle) 
{ 
    ClientInfo      clientInfo = {0}; 
    ClientInfoPtr   clientInfoPtr = &clientInfo; 
    int             index; 
    // Find the client information from TCP conversation handle 
    clientInfoPtr->handle = handle; 
    index = ListFindItem (ClientList, &clientInfoPtr, FRONT_OF_LIST, CompareClientInfoPtr); 
    if (index > 0) 
    { 
        // Get the stored client information and disconnect the client 
        ListGetItem (ClientList, &clientInfoPtr, index); 
        Disconnect (clientInfoPtr, index, 1); 
    } 
    return 0; 
} 
// TCP callback function for the server 
static int CVICALLBACK ServerCallback (unsigned int handle, int xType, int errCode, void *cbData) 
{         
    char ReceiveData[256]={0}; 
 char *MessageServer; 
 MessageServer=malloc(9*sizeof(char)); 
 // Select which type of event is it: Connect, disconect or read data 
 if (xType == TCP_CONNECT) 
    { 
       // Connect new client 
        ConnectClient (handle); 
    } 
    else if (xType == TCP_DISCONNECT) 
    { 
        // Client is disconnecting. Update program state 
        DisconnectClient (handle); 
    } 
    else if (xType == TCP_DATAREADY) 
    { 
        ClientInfo      clientInfo = {0}; 
        ClientInfoPtr   clientInfoPtr = &clientInfo; 
        int             index; 
     //Find the client information from TCP conversation handle.  
        clientInfoPtr->handle = handle; 
        index = ListFindItem (ClientList, &clientInfoPtr, FRONT_OF_LIST, CompareClientInfoPtr); 
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        if (index > 0) 
        { 
            //Get the stored client information 
            ListGetItem (ClientList, &clientInfoPtr, index); 
            ServerTCPRead (clientInfoPtr->handle, ReceiveData, sizeof (ReceiveData), 0); 
   if (clientInfoPtr->handle==1) 
    Client1=1; 
   if (clientInfoPtr->handle==2) 
    Client2=1; 
   if (clientInfoPtr->handle==3) 
    Client3=1; 
   if (clientInfoPtr->handle==4) 
    Client4=1; 
   memset(ReceiveData, 0, sizeof (ReceiveData)); 
        } 
 } 
 if((EventsCounter<=Events) && (Client1==1) && (Client2==1) && (Client3==1) && (Client4==1)) 
 { 
  sprintf(MessageServer, "%d", EventsCounter); 
  ServerTCPWrite (1, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
  ServerTCPWrite (2, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
  ServerTCPWrite (3, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
  ServerTCPWrite (4, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
  SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_COUNTER_EVENT, EventsCounter);   
  PrintDataOnFile(MessageServer); 
  Client1=0; Client2=0; Client3=0; Client4=0; 
  if (EventsCounter==Events) 
  { 
   EndReadingProcedure();  
  } 
  EventsCounter++; 
 } 
 free(MessageServer); 
 MessageServer=NULL; 
    return 0; 
} 
//============================================================================================== 
// Timers 
//============================================================================================== 
// Clock 
int CVICALLBACK Clock_Time (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_TIMER_TICK: 
   int ItemsInList; 
   // Get the Time and Date of the computer and sets it in the interface 
   DateAndTime=time(NULL); 
   SetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_DATEANDTIME, 
asctime(localtime(&DateAndTime))); 
   // Gets the number of computers connected to the server and liberates the start button 
   GetNumListItems (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LISTBOX_CLIENT_LIST, &ItemsInList); 
   /*if (ItemsInList>0) 
    SetCtrlAttribute (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_BSTART, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   else 
    SetCtrlAttribute (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_BSTART, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); */ 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//============================================================================================== 
// Buttons 
//============================================================================================== 
// End Program 
int CVICALLBACK End_Program (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
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  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   QuitUserInterface(0); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Start Sending Data 
int CVICALLBACK Start_Sampling (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   char *MessageServer; 
   MessageServer=malloc(9*sizeof(char));  
   // Run Start Reading Procedure Function 
   StartReadingProcedure(); 
   // Set Time Resolution 
   timeBeginPeriod(1); 
   // First Message send to the Clients 
   sprintf(MessageServer, "%d", EventsCounter); 
   ServerTCPWrite (1, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
   ServerTCPWrite (2, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
   ServerTCPWrite (3, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
   ServerTCPWrite (4, MessageServer,  strlen(MessageServer), 0); 
   // Change the Event Counter status and print in the File and Interface 
   PrintDataOnFile(MessageServer); 
   SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_COUNTER_EVENT, EventsCounter);  
   EventsCounter++; 
   free(MessageServer); 
   MessageServer=NULL;  
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Count File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_Count_File (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT1 Counts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Join the 4 Client Files with the Server File 
int CVICALLBACK Join_The_Files (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   int CountsC1S1=0, CountsC1S2=0, CountsC1S3=0, Client01Events=0; 
   int CountsC2S1=0, CountsC2S2=0, CountsC2S3=0, Client02Events=0;  
   int CountsC3S1=0, CountsC3S2=0, CountsC3S3=0, Client03Events=0; 
   int CountsC4S1=0, CountsC4S2=0, CountsC4S3=0, Client04Events=0; 
   int ServerEvents=0, ServerHour=0, ServerMinute=0, ServerSecond=0, ServerMS=0; 
   // Open Clients and Server Files 
   memset(FileBrowser, 0, 300); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\Users\\Francisco\\Desktop", "*.*", "*.*", "Select Client01 File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   Client01File=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   memset(FileBrowser, 0, 300); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\Users\\Francisco\\Desktop", "*.*", "*.*", "Select Client02 File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
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    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   Client02File=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   memset(FileBrowser, 0, 300); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\Users\\Francisco\\Desktop", "*.*", "*.*", "Select Client03 File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   Client03File=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   memset(FileBrowser, 0, 300); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\Users\\Francisco\\Desktop", "*.*", "*.*", "Select Client04 File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   Client04File=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   memset(FileBrowser, 0, 300); 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\Users\\Francisco\\Desktop", "*.*", "*.*", "Select Server File", 
VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   ServerFile=fopen(FileBrowser, "r"); 
   // Create a Name for the Blend File 
   memset(BlendFileName, 0, 256); 
   memset(WriteBlendFileTitle, 0, 256); 
   PromptPopup("Save File As", "Type the name of the Blend File", BlendFileName, 255); 
   CopyString(WriteBlendFileTitle, 0,"c:/RPT1 Counts/", 0, -1); 
   strcat(WriteBlendFileTitle, "BlendFile_"); 
   strcat(WriteBlendFileTitle, BlendFileName); 
   strcat(WriteBlendFileTitle, ".txt"); 
   BlendFile=fopen(WriteBlendFileTitle, "w"); 
   // Heather of Files 
   fscanf(Client01File, "%s%3s%3s%3s\n\n", TRASH, Heather1C01, Heather2C01, Heather3C01); 
   fscanf(Client02File, "%s%3s%3s%3s\n\n", TRASH, Heather1C02, Heather2C02, Heather3C02); 
   fscanf(Client03File, "%s%3s%3s%3s\n\n", TRASH, Heather1C03, Heather2C03, Heather3C03); 
   fscanf(Client04File, "%s%3s%3s%3s\n\n", TRASH, Heather1C04, Heather2C04, Heather3C04); 
   fscanf(ServerFile, "%4s%s\n\n", Heather1S, TRASH); 
   fprintf(BlendFile, "%11s%20s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s\n\n",  
     Heather1S, Heather1C01, Heather2C01, Heather3C01, Heather1C02, 
Heather2C02, Heather3C02, 
     Heather1C03, Heather2C03, Heather3C03, Heather1C04, Heather2C04, 
Heather3C04); 
   // Join Loop 
   while (!feof(ServerFile)) 
   { 
    fscanf(Client01File, "%d%d%d%d\n", &Client01Events, &CountsC1S1, &CountsC1S2, 
&CountsC1S3); 
    fscanf(Client02File, "%d%d%d%d\n", &Client02Events, &CountsC2S1, &CountsC2S2, 
&CountsC2S3); 
    fscanf(Client03File, "%d%d%d%d\n", &Client03Events, &CountsC3S1, &CountsC3S2, 
&CountsC3S3);  
    fscanf(Client04File, "%d%d%d%d\n", &Client04Events, &CountsC4S1, &CountsC4S2, 
&CountsC4S3);  
    fscanf(ServerFile, "%d%s%d%s%d%s%d%d\n", &ServerHour, TRASH, 
&ServerMinute, TRASH, &ServerSecond,  
        TRASH, &ServerMS, &ServerEvents); 
    fprintf(BlendFile, "%2d %s %2d %s %2d %s %3d %12d %9d %9d %9d %9d %9d %9d 
%9d %9d %9d %9d %9d\n", 
      ServerHour, ":", ServerMinute, ":", ServerSecond, ":", ServerMS,  
      CountsC1S1, CountsC1S2, CountsC1S3, CountsC2S1, 
CountsC2S2, CountsC2S3,  
      CountsC3S1, CountsC3S2, CountsC3S3, CountsC4S1, 
CountsC4S2, CountsC4S3); 
   } 
   // Close Clients, Server and Blend Files 
   fclose(Client01File), fclose(Client02File), fclose(Client03File), fclose(Client04File), 
fclose(ServerFile); 
   fclose(BlendFile); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
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Appendix C: RPT Slave Computer Software Code 
//============================================================================================== 
// 
// Title:       RPTClient.c 
// Purpose:     Client Software for the RPT Network 
// 
// Created on:  6/24/2010 at 4:41:06 PM by Francisco J. Sanchez. 
// Copyright:   University of Western University. All Rights Reserved. 
// 
//============================================================================================== 
//============================================================================================== 
// Include files 
//============================================================================================== 
#include <windows.h>  
#include <Mmsystem.h> 
#include <formatio.h> 
#include <toolbox.h> 
#include <utility.h> 
#include <ansi_c.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <userint.h> 
#include <OleAuto.h> 
#include <cviauto.h> 
#include <3DGraphCtrl.h> 
#include <analysis.h> 
#include <tcpsupp.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <userint.h> 
#include <UMCBI.h> 
#include <UMCBIKERNELLib.h> 
#include <UMCBILib.h> 
#include <UMCBIUSBLib.h> 
#include "RPTClient.h" 
//==============================================================================================  
// Macros 
//============================================================================================== 
#define Pi 3.14159 
//============================================================================================== 
// Global Variables  
//============================================================================================== 
CAObjHandle UCONN2Handle;  // Handles 
char *AddressSetDetector[1], FileBrowser[300], *AnswerMsg;  
char *ShowNumber, *ShowVoltage, *ShowLLD, *ShowULD, *ShowMode; 
FILE *SaveCountsFileClient; 
int SD01, SD02, SD03; // Get the Switch Values 
int StopFlag=0, TableFlag; // Flags 
long LongArrayToFile[3]; 
long *OneDArray=0; // Array of Counts   
SAFEARRAY *VariantCountsArray; 
static int MainPanel; // Panel Handles  
static unsigned int TCPConversation; //TCP Variables 
static int TCPConnectedStatus=0, TCPError=0; //TCP Variables 
time_t TimeAndDate; // Time and Date Variables  
VARIANT VariantData; 
//============================================================================================== 
// Internal Functions Prototypes  
//============================================================================================== 
int CVICALLBACK ClientTCPCB (unsigned handle, int event, int error, void *callbackData); 
static void ReportTCPError (void); 
//============================================================================================== 
// Main Program 
//============================================================================================== 
int main() 
{ 
 int PortNumber=1977; 
 char TempBuffer[256]={0}; 
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 // Set the Variable sizes for the detector status 
 ShowNumber=malloc(5*sizeof(char)); ShowVoltage=malloc(15*sizeof(char));  
 ShowLLD=malloc(10*sizeof(char)); ShowULD=malloc(10*sizeof(char));     
 ShowMode=malloc(5*sizeof(char)); 
 if ((MainPanel = LoadPanel (0,"RPTClient.uir", MAINPANEL))<0) 
  return -1; 
 // Server Name 
 //sprintf(TempBuffer, "169.254.60.100"); 
 sprintf(TempBuffer, "169.254.214.144"); 
 DisplayPanel(MainPanel); 
 // Include the ActiveX Program of the detectors in the program 
 GetObjHandleFromActiveXCtrl (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_UCONN2, &UCONN2Handle); 
 // Connect to Server 
 DisableBreakOnLibraryErrors(); 
 SetWaitCursor(1); 
 if (ConnectToTCPServer (&TCPConversation, PortNumber, TempBuffer, ClientTCPCB, NULL, 5000) < 0) 
    { 
  MessagePopup("TCP Client", "Connection to server failed !"); 
 } 
    else 
    { 
        SetWaitCursor(0); 
  TCPConnectedStatus=1; 
        /* We are successfully connected Gather info */ 
        SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LED_CONNECTED, 1); 
        GetTCPHostAddr (TempBuffer, 256); 
        SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_CLIENT_IP, TempBuffer); 
        GetTCPHostName (TempBuffer, 256); 
        SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_CLIENT_NAME, TempBuffer); 
        GetTCPPeerAddr (TCPConversation, TempBuffer, 256); 
        SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_SERVER_IP, TempBuffer); 
        GetTCPPeerName (TCPConversation, TempBuffer, 256); 
        SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_STRING_SERVER_NAME, TempBuffer); 
  RunUserInterface (); 
    } 
 // Check the Memory Resources 
 //SetEnableResourceTracking(1); 
 return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================================  
// Subroutines 
//============================================================================================== 
// Present Sensor Status in the Table 
void PrintTable() 
{ 
 int i, j, k; 
 int VoltageFlag, ModeFlag; 
 char ChannelNumber[4], CharMode[25]; // Address 
 for (i=0; i<=2; i++) 
 { 
  // Set Address 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   ChannelNumber[j] = ' '; 
  sprintf(ChannelNumber, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   ChannelNumber[j] = ChannelNumber[j-1]; 
  ChannelNumber[0] = '#'; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, ChannelNumber); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  // Write Detector Status in Variables 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_SNUM", &ShowNumber);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_HV", &ShowVoltage); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_LLD", &ShowLLD); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_ULD", &ShowULD); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SHOW_MODE", &ShowMode); 
  // Set Serial Number of the Detector in the Table 
  if (ShowNumber != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=2; j<=4; j++) 
    ShowNumber[j-2] = ShowNumber[j]; 
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   for (j=3; j<=4; j++) 
    ShowNumber[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=4; j>=1; j--) 
    ShowNumber[j] = ShowNumber[j-1]; 
   ShowNumber[0] = ' '; 
   SetTableCellVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (1,i+1), 
ShowNumber); 
  } 
  // Set Voltaje of the Detector in the Table 
  if (ShowVoltage != NULL) 
  { 
   if (ShowVoltage[11] == '6') 
    VoltageFlag = 1; 
   else 
    VoltageFlag = 0; 
   for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
    ShowVoltage[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=14; j++) 
    ShowVoltage[j] = ' ';  
   ShowVoltage[8] = 'V'; ShowVoltage[9] = 'o'; ShowVoltage[10] = 'l'; ShowVoltage[11] = 't'; 
   SetTableCellVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (2,i+1), 
ShowVoltage); 
  } 
  // Set Mode / LLD / ULD of the Detector in the Table  
  // Get LLD 
  if (ShowLLD != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=4; j++) 
    ShowLLD[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=9; j++) 
    ShowLLD[j] = ' ';  
  } 
  // Get ULD 
  if (ShowULD != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=2; j++) 
    ShowULD[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=7; j<=9; j++) 
    ShowULD[j] = ' ';  
  } 
  // Get Mode  
  if (ShowMode != NULL) 
  { 
   for (j=0; j<=1; j++) 
    ShowMode[j] = ' '; 
   for (j=2; j<=4; j++) 
    ShowMode[j-1] = ShowMode[j]; 
   ShowMode[4] = ' '; 
   if (ShowMode[1] == 'L') 
    ModeFlag = 1; 
   else 
    ModeFlag =0; 
  } 
  for (j=0;j<=2;j++) 
   CharMode[j]=ShowMode[j+1]; 
  strcat(CharMode, " / "); 
  for (j=6;j<=7;j++) 
   CharMode[j]=ShowLLD[j-1]; 
  CharMode[8] = ' '; 
  strcat(CharMode, "/ "); 
  for (j=11;j<=13;j++) 
   CharMode[j]=ShowULD[j-7]; 
  CharMode[14] = ' '; 
  SetTableCellVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (3,i+1), CharMode); 
  // Sensors Status 
  if (VoltageFlag == 1) 
   SetTableCellAttribute(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (2,i+1), 
ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , MakeColor (0, 130, 0)); 
  else 
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   SetTableCellAttribute(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (2,i+1), 
ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , MakeColor (255, 0, 0)); 
  if (ModeFlag == 1) 
   SetTableCellAttribute(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (3,i+1), 
ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , MakeColor (0, 130, 0)); 
  else 
   SetTableCellAttribute(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_MAINPANELTABLE01, MakePoint (3,i+1), 
ATTR_TEXT_BGCOLOR , MakeColor (255, 0, 0)); 
  // Close Handle 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  memset(ShowNumber, 0, sizeof ShowNumber); 
  memset(ShowVoltage, 0, sizeof ShowVoltage); 
  memset(ShowLLD, 0, sizeof ShowLLD); 
  memset(ShowULD, 0, sizeof ShowULD); 
  memset(ShowMode, 0, sizeof ShowMode); 
  memset(CharMode, 0, sizeof CharMode);  
 } 
 ShowNumber=NULL; 
 ShowVoltage=NULL; 
 ShowMode=NULL;       
 ShowLLD=NULL; 
 ShowULD=NULL; 
} 
// Write Titles in the File 
void WriteFileTitle() 
{ 
 char FileName[256], WriteFileTitle[256]; 
 // Ask for the file name to store the data and open the file 
 memset(FileName, 0, 256); 
 memset(WriteFileTitle, 0, 256); 
 PromptPopup("Save File As", "Type the name of the File", FileName, 255); 
 CopyString(WriteFileTitle, 0,"c:/RPT1 Counts/", 0, -1); 
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, "Client01_"); 
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, FileName);  
 strcat(WriteFileTitle, ".txt");  
 // Open File and print titles 
 SaveCountsFileClient=fopen(WriteFileTitle, "w"); 
 fprintf(SaveCountsFileClient, "%12s %8s %8s %8s \n\n",  
   "Event", "S01", "S02", "S03"); 
} 
// Set Sensors 
void SetDetector(int SDSS) 
{ 
 char SetDetectorVoltage[12], SetDetectorLLD[11], SetDetectorULD[13]; 
 int i, DetectorVariable; 
 GetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_S_VOLT, &DetectorVariable);  
 for (i=0; i<=11; i++) 
  SetDetectorVoltage[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SetDetectorVoltage,"%7s%4d", "SET_HV ", DetectorVariable); 
 GetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_S_LOW_DISC, &DetectorVariable);  
 for (i=0; i<=10; i++) 
  SetDetectorLLD[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SetDetectorLLD,"%8s%2d", "SET_LLD ", DetectorVariable); 
 GetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_NUMERIC_S_UP_DISC, &DetectorVariable);  
 for (i=0; i<=12; i++) 
  SetDetectorULD[i]=' '; 
 sprintf(SetDetectorULD,"%8s%4d", "SET_ULD ", DetectorVariable); 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, *AddressSetDetector); 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 // Set Sensor 
 if (SDSS == 1)  
 { 
  // Prepare Sensor 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "ENAB_HV", NULL); 
  Sleep(100); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SetDetectorVoltage, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_MODE_LIST", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_GAIN_FINE 0.7865", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SetDetectorLLD, NULL); 
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  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, SetDetectorULD, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  // Restore Sensor 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "DISABLE_HV", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_HV 0", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "SET_MODE_PHA", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL); 
  Sleep(100); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
 } 
 UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
} 
// Prepare the System to Get Data 
void StartReadingProcedure() 
{ 
 char ChannelNumber[4]; 
 int i, j; 
 // Set Detectors to Start 
 for (i=0; i<=2; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   ChannelNumber[j]=' '; 
  sprintf(ChannelNumber, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   ChannelNumber[j]=ChannelNumber[j-1]; 
  ChannelNumber[0]='#'; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, ChannelNumber); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "START", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 // Create a Title for the File 
 WriteFileTitle(); 
} 
// Prepare the System to End Reading 
void EndReadingProcedure() 
{ 
 char ChannelNumber[4];  
 int i, j; 
 // Set Detectors to Stop 
 for (i=0; i<=2; i++) 
 { 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
   ChannelNumber[j]=' '; 
  sprintf(ChannelNumber, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   ChannelNumber[j]=ChannelNumber[j-1]; 
  ChannelNumber[0]='#'; 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, ChannelNumber); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "CLEAR_ALL", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Comm (UCONN2Handle, NULL, "STOP", NULL); 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
 } 
 fclose(SaveCountsFileClient); 
 free(AnswerMsg); AnswerMsg=NULL;  
} 
// Get data by events and print on file 
void GetData(char Events[10]) 
{ 
 char ChannelNumber[4]; 
 int i, j; 
 for (i=0; i<=2; i++) 
 { 
  // Set Address 
  for (j=0; j<=3; j++) 
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   ChannelNumber[j] = ' '; 
  sprintf(ChannelNumber, "%i", i+1); 
  for (j=3; j>=1; j--) 
   ChannelNumber[j] = ChannelNumber[j-1]; 
  ChannelNumber[0] = '#'; 
  // Open the Channel 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2SetAddress (UCONN2Handle, NULL, ChannelNumber);  
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Open (UCONN2Handle, NULL);  
  // Variables in Cero 
  CA_VariantSetNULL(&VariantData); 
  VariantCountsArray=V_ARRAY(&VariantData); 
  CA_FreeMemory(OneDArray); 
  OneDArray=NULL; 
  // Get Data 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2GetData (UCONN2Handle, NULL, 0, 16384, &VariantData); 
  VariantCountsArray=V_ARRAY(&VariantData);  
  if (&VariantData != NULL) 
   CA_SafeArrayTo1DArrayEx (&VariantCountsArray, CAVT_LONG, 0, &OneDArray, NULL); 
  LongArrayToFile[i]=OneDArray[0];  
  // Close the Channel 
  UMCBILib__DUMCBICONN2Close (UCONN2Handle, NULL); 
  // print 
 } 
 fprintf(SaveCountsFileClient, "%12s %8d %8d %8d \n", Events,  
  LongArrayToFile[0], LongArrayToFile[1], LongArrayToFile[2]); 
 Sleep(0); 
 memset(OneDArray, 0, sizeof OneDArray);  
} 
// Client TCP callback 
int CVICALLBACK ClientTCPCB (unsigned handle, int event, int error, void *callbackData) 
{ 
 char ReceiveMsg[10]={0}; 
    int  i, DataSize=sizeof(ReceiveMsg)-1; 
 long DetectorsCounts[6]; 
    switch (event) 
        { 
        case TCP_DATAREADY: 
            if ((DataSize = ClientTCPRead (TCPConversation, ReceiveMsg, DataSize, 0))< 0) 
            { 
                MessagePopup("TCP Client", "Connection to server failed !"); 
    QuitUserInterface (0); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
    SetCtrlVal(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_STRING_EC, ReceiveMsg); 
    GetData(ReceiveMsg); 
    ClientTCPWrite (TCPConversation, AnswerMsg, strlen (AnswerMsg), 0); 
            } 
            break; 
        case TCP_DISCONNECT: 
            MessagePopup ("TCP Client", "Server has closed connection!"); 
            SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LED_CONNECTED, 1); 
            TCPConnectedStatus=0; 
   QuitUserInterface (0);  
            break; 
    } 
    return 0; 
} 
//==============================================================================================  
// Timers 
//============================================================================================== 
// Date and Time 
int CVICALLBACK Clock_Time (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,  
       int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_TIMER_TICK: 
   // Time on Screen 
   TimeAndDate = time(NULL); 
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   SetCtrlVal(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_DATETIME, asctime(localtime(&TimeAndDate))); 
   if (TableFlag==0) 
    PrintTable(); 
   // Enable Start Button 
   if (SD01==1 && SD02==1 && SD03==1 && StopFlag==0) 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BRPTSYSTEMON, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BRPTSYSTEMON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   } 
   // Enable End Program Button 
   if (StopFlag==1 || (SD01==1 || SD02==1 || SD03==1)) 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BENDPROGRAM, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   } 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
//==============================================================================================  
// Buttons 
//============================================================================================== 
// Close Main Program 
int CVICALLBACK End_Program (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   // Quit Program 
   QuitUserInterface (0);   
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Open Count File 
int CVICALLBACK Open_Count_File (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,  
         int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   FileSelectPopup ("c:\\RPT1 Counts", "*.*", "*.*", "Select File", VAL_SELECT_BUTTON,  
    0, 0, 0, 0, FileBrowser); 
   OpenDocumentInDefaultViewer (FileBrowser, 2); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Start the RPT System Network 
int CVICALLBACK Set_RPT_System (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,  
           int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   AnswerMsg=malloc(2*sizeof(char)); 
   sprintf(AnswerMsg, "Y"); 
   StopFlag=1; 
   timeBeginPeriod(1); 
   SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LED_SYSTEM, 1); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BRPTSYSTEMOFF, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
   StartReadingProcedure();  
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   TableFlag=1; 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
// Stop the RPT System Network 
int CVICALLBACK Stop_RPT_System (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   StopFlag=0; 
   SetCtrlVal (MainPanel, MAINPANEL_LED_SYSTEM, 0); 
   SetCtrlAttribute(MainPanel,MAINPANEL_BRPTSYSTEMOFF, ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
   EndReadingProcedure(); 
   TableFlag=0;  
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//============================================================================================== 
// Switches 
//============================================================================================== 
//Switch to Set Scintillation Detector 01 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD01 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_SD01, &SD01); 
   *AddressSetDetector = "#1"; 
   SetDetector(SD01); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//Switch to Set Scintillation Detector 02 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD02 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_SD02, &SD02); 
   *AddressSetDetector = "#2"; 
   SetDetector(SD02); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
//Switch to Set Scintillation Detector 03 
int CVICALLBACK ONOFF_SD03 (int panel, int control, int event, 
  void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 
{ 
 switch (event) 
 { 
  case EVENT_COMMIT: 
   GetCtrlVal(MainPanel, MAINPANEL_SD03, &SD03); 
   *AddressSetDetector = "#3"; 
   SetDetector(SD03); 
   break; 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
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Appendix D: Matlab Presentation Software Code 
function AnalysisMatlabFile(scale) 
   %*********************************************************************** 
   % 
   %Title:       AnalysisMatlabFile.m 
   %Purpose:     Velocity Arrows and Relative Frequency Software 
   %Created on:  07/Jan/2011 by Francisco J. Sanchez. 
   %Copyright:   Western University. All Rights Reserved. 
   %  
   %***********************************************************************   
   %Data Options 
   fprintf(1,'\n'); 
   fprintf(1,'Velocity Arrows and Relative Frequency Analysis along the Fluidized Bed:\n'); 
   if (nargin < 2) 
      fprintf (1,'\n'); 
      scale = input(... 
      'Enter the scale factor for the velocities arrows (1.0 for Default): '); 
   end 
   %********************************************************************** 
   %Velocity Arrows Analysis 
   %********************************************************************** 
   % 
   %Figure 1 - Velocity Analysis for Coordinates R and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Velocity Analysis for Coordinates R and Z '); 
   VelFile = 'R-Z.txt'; 
   VelMat = load(VelFile); 
   x = VelMat(:,1); 
   y = VelMat(:,2); 
   u = VelMat(:,3); 
   v = VelMat(:,4); 
   quiver(x, y, u, v, scale, 'b'); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot ([0 10], [35.77 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([0 10], [34.2 34.2], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([0 10], [30.3 30.3], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([0 10], [31.87 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   k = convhull(x,y); 
   plot(x(k),y(k),'r'); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',21, 'XTick', (0:2:10), 'YTick', (15:5:50)); 
   axis([0 10 20 46]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(1), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Velocity Vector for ', VelFile(1), ' vs. ', VelFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(1); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Velocity RvsZ'); 
   % 
   %Figure 2 - Velocity Analysis for Coordinates X and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Velocity Analysis for Coordinates X and Z'); 
   VelFile = 'X-Z.txt'; 
   VelMat = load(VelFile); 
   x = VelMat(:,1); 
   y = VelMat(:,2); 
   u = VelMat(:,3); 
   v = VelMat(:,4);   
   quiver(x,y,u,v,scale,'b'); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot ([-1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([4.21 5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([6.91 5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
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   plot ([-4.21 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-6.91 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([1.84 3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([4.54 3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-1.84 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-4.54 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([8.18 9.5], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-8.18 -9.5], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   k = convhull(x,y); 
   plot(x(k),y(k),'r'); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',17, 'XTick', (-10:4:10), 'YTick', (15:5:50)); 
   axis([-10 10 20 46]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(1), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Velocity Vector for ', VelFile(1), ' vs. ', VelFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(2); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Velocity XvsZ'); 
      % 
   %Figure 3 - Velocity Analysis for Coordinates Y and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Velocity Analysis for Coordinates Y and Z'); 
   VelFile = 'Y-Z.txt'; 
   VelMat = load(VelFile); 
   x = VelMat(:,1); 
   y = VelMat(:,2); 
   u = VelMat(:,3); 
   v = VelMat(:,4);   
   quiver(x,y,u,v,scale,'b'); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot ([-10 10], [35.77 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-10 10], [34.2 34.2], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-10 10], [30.3 30.3], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-10 10], [31.87 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   k = convhull(x,y); 
   plot(x(k),y(k),'r'); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',17, 'XTick', (-10:4:10), 'YTick', (15:5:50)); 
   axis([-10 10 20 46]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(1), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Velocity Vector for ', VelFile(1), ' vs. ', VelFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(3); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Velocity YvsZ'); 
   % 
   %Figure 3 - Zoom Velocity Analysis for Coordinates X and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Zoom Velocity Analysis for Coordinates X and Z'); 
   VelFile = 'X-Z.txt'; 
   VelMat = load(VelFile); 
   x = VelMat(:,1); 
   y = VelMat(:,2); 
   u = VelMat(:,3); 
   v = VelMat(:,4);   
   subplot(2,1,1); 
   quiver(x,y,u,v,scale,'b'); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot ([-1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([4.21 5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([6.91 5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-4.21 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
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   plot ([-6.91 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([1.84 3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([4.54 3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-1.84 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-4.54 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([8.18 9.5], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot ([-8.18 -9.5], [30.3 31.87], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   k = convhull(x,y); 
   plot(x(k),y(k),'r'); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',17, 'XTick', (-10:4:10), 'YTick', (29:2:37)); 
   axis([-10 10 29 37]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(1), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', VelFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Velocity Vector for ', VelFile(1), ' vs. ', VelFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   hold off 
   %Arrow Bar 
   subplot(2,1,2); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   quiver(-8.3, 35.5, 0, 0.025, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.025 m/s'}; 
   text(-8.2, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   quiver(-5.3, 35.5, 0, 0.050, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.050 m/s'}; 
   text(-5.2, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   quiver(-2.3, 35.5, 0, 0.075, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.075 m/s'}; 
   text(-2.2, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   quiver(0.7, 35.5, 0, 0.100, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.100 m/s'}; 
   text(0.8, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   quiver(3.7, 35.5, 0, 0.125, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.125 m/s'}; 
   text(3.8, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   quiver(6.7, 35.5, 0, 0.150, scale, 'b', 'MaxHeadSize', 10); 
   Strng01 = {'0.150 m/s'}; 
   text(6.8, 35.5, Strng01, 'FontSize', 12, 'color', 'b'); 
   axis([-10 10 35 37]); 
   box on; 
   Pos=get(gca, 'position'); 
   set(gca, 'position', [Pos(1) Pos(2)*2.3 Pos(3) Pos(4)]); 
   set(gca,'ytick',[] ,'xtick', []); 
   %set(gca,'ytick',[] ,'xtick',[], 'Visible', 'off'); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(4); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Velocity XvsZ Zoom');     
   % 
   %********************************************************************** 
   %Relative Frequency Analysis  
   %********************************************************************** 
   SCLMax=0.05; 
   SCLMin=0.0; 
   % 
   %Figure 5 - Relative Frequency for Coordinates X and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Relative Frequency for Coordinates X and Z'); 
   DenFile = 'DXZ.txt'; 
   Den = load(DenFile); 
   x = Den(:,1); 
   y = Den(:,2); 
   z = Den(:,3); 
   PZMax = max(z); 
   grid on 
   axis([-10 10 20 46 0 PZMax]); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   tri = delaunay(x,y); 
   trisurf(tri,x,y,z); 
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   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot3([-1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([1.35 0], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([4.21 5.56], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([6.91 5.56], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([-4.21 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([-6.91 -5.56], [34.2 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([1.84 3.19], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([4.54 3.19], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([-1.84 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([-4.54 -3.19], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([8.18 9.5], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3([-8.18 -9.5], [30.3 31.87], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   view ([0 90]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', DenFile(2), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', DenFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Relative Frequency in Planes ', DenFile(2), ' vs. ', DenFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   shading interp; 
   colormap jet; 
   set(gca, 'clim', [SCLMin SCLMax]); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',17, 'XTick', (-10:4:10), 'YTick', (15:5:50)); 
   CB=colorbar('location', 'eastoutside', 'FontSize', 17); 
   Pos=get(CB, 'position'); 
   set(CB, 'position', [Pos(1)*1.1 Pos(2) Pos(3)/2 Pos(4)]); 
   ylabel(CB, 'Relative Frequency (%)', 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   %annotation('textbox', [0.768, 0.87, 0, 0], 'string', '>=0.500', 'fontsize', 17); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(5); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Rel Frequency XvsZ'); 
   % 
   %Figure 6 - Relative Frequency for Coordinates Y and Z 
   % 
   figure('Name', 'Relative Frequency for Coordinates X and Z'); 
   DenFile = 'DYZ.txt'; 
   Den = load(DenFile); 
   x = Den(:,1); 
   y = Den(:,2); 
   z = Den(:,3); 
   PZMax = max(z); 
   grid on 
   axis([-10 10 20 46 0 PZMax]); 
   axis equal; 
   hold on 
   tri = delaunay(x,y); 
   trisurf(tri,x,y,z); 
   %Plot Shed in the Graph  
   plot3 ([-10 10], [35.77 35.77], [PZMax PZMax], 'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3 ([-10 10], [34.2 34.2], [PZMax PZMax],'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3 ([-10 10], [30.3 30.3], [PZMax PZMax],'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   plot3 ([-10 10], [31.87 31.87], [PZMax PZMax],'r', 'LineWidth', 1); 
   view ([0 90]); 
   xlabel(['Coordinate ', DenFile(2), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   ylabel(['Coordinate ', DenFile(3), ' (cm)'], 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   title({['Relative Frequency in Planes ', DenFile(2), ' vs. ', DenFile(3)], ' '}, 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   shading interp; 
   colormap jet; 
   set(gca, 'clim', [SCLMin SCLMax]); 
   set(gca,'FontSize',17, 'XTick', (-10:4:10), 'YTick', (15:5:50)); 
   CB=colorbar('location', 'eastoutside', 'FontSize', 17); 
   Pos=get(CB, 'position'); 
   set(CB, 'position', [Pos(1)*1.1 Pos(2) Pos(3)/2 Pos(4)]); 
   ylabel(CB, 'Relative Frequency (%)', 'fontsize', 17, 'fontweight', 'b'); 
   %annotation('textbox', [0.768, 0.87, 0, 0], 'string', '>=0.500', 'fontsize', 17); 
   hold off 
   fig = figure(6); 
   set(fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'OuterPosition', [0,0,1,1], 'color', 'white'); 
   set(fig,'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
   print(fig, '-dtiff', '-r500', 'Fig Rel Frequency YvsZ'); 
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   return 
end 
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Appendix E: Drying Model Equation 
Nomenclature 
C0 Original liquid concentration 
TB Bed temperature 
TR Temperature of reaction front 
R Radius of agglomerate 
rR Radius of reaction front 
T Temperature at radius r 
Q Heat flow to reaction front (J/s) 
∆H Enthalpy change when liquid reacts (J/KgLiquid) 
t Time 
mL Mass of liquid in agglomerate 
mS Mass of solid in agglomerate 
ρS Bulk density of solid in agglomerate 
k Thermal conductivity of coke layers (outer layer beyond reaction front) 
γ Adjustable parameter  
tC Time for full conversion 
yc Coke yield 
Equations 
334 56 3347 	 0  [Equation 6.4 in Crank (1975)] (A.1) 
 	 9  :4  [Equation 6.5 in Crank (1975)]  (A.2) 
 	 9  :4 ;  (A.3) 
 	 9  :  ;<0   	 9  :4"  (A.4) 
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= 	    	 >?  44"  (A.5) 
> 	  !"@"! @A" 	
4" !"4"!   (A.6) 
9 	   : 	    !"?! 4"B   (A.7) 
334 	  :4C  (A.8) 
D 	 EFG4C 	 334 	  :4C  (A.9) 
H 	 4J 4"!4"     (A.10) 
Heat reaching the reaction front goes to react with the liquid only, this with enthalpy 
change (∆H) 
H0
 	 ∆0*K  (A.11) 
0*K 	  4J606+  (A.12) 
Since the reaction front progressed by drR: 
H0
 	 ∆4J6+06  (A.13) 
Substituting Equation (A.10 in Equation (A.13 and rearranging 
4"C4"!4" 06 	 L !"∆$MNO 0
  (A.14) 
 	 L !"∆$MN  ; γ is independent of size an liquid concentration (A.15) 
4"4"! 06 	 PO 0
 	 4"C 06  606  (A.16) 
? Q 6064"  Q 6064" 	 PO 
  (A.17) 
 ?, ,  6,  ?   6 	 PO 
  (A.18) 
When complete dryness (reaction is complete), t=tc and rR=0 
PO 
 	  ?,   ?  	 ?R   (A.19) 
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PO 	 CRS)  (A.20) 
Expanding Equation (A.18 
PO 
 	 R  4"R  4"C,6  6  (A.21) 
Substituting Equation (A.20 in Equation (A.21 and rearranging 
51  4" 7 T1  4"  2 54" 7U 	 SS)  (A.22) 
 	 4"   (A.23) 
1  1    2 	 SS)  (A.24) 

 	 OCRP   (A.25) 
V%V%O 	 ,  (A.26) 
3V%3S 	 3*+ 3W3S   (A.27) 
Introducing the coke yield into Equation (A.27  
-. 	 3V%3S 	 3*+ 3W3S 1  1  (A.28) 
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Appendix G: ANOVA and Post Hoc Test 
Nomenclature 
a Number of variables 
b Value of sample 
dfBetween Between degree of freedom 
dfWhitin Within degree of freedom 
dfTotal Total degree of freedom 
F Value of the test 
MS Mean square 
n Independent samples per variable 
N Independent samples in total 
p Probability 
SS Sum of square 
ūi Mean of variable i 
α Alpha level (0.05) 
ANOVA 
Equations 
0XYSZYY[ 	 ;  1 (A.29) 
0X\S][ 	 ^  ; (A.30) 
0XS_K 	 ^  1 (A.31) 
0XS_K 	 0XYSZYY[  0X\S][ (A.32) 
``YSZYY[ 	 ∑∑ b<  ∑∑ b

^  (A.33) 
``\S][ 	 cc b  ∑∑ b<  (A.34) 
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``S_K 	 cc b  ∑∑ b^  (A.35) 
d`YSZYY[ 	 ``YSZYY[0XYSZYY[ (A.36) 
d`\S][ 	 ``\S][0X\S][ (A.37) 
- 	 d`YSZYY[d`\S][  (A.38) 
If F > F(dfBetween,dfWithin), p<α; Thus Reject Null Hypothesis (A.39) 
Post Hoc Test → Tukey Honest Significant Difference 
Equations 
ū 	 ∑ b<  (A.40) 
`f 	 gD2, 0X\S][ ijd`\S][<  (A.41) 
If ūi – ūj > HSD the variables i and j differ significantly (A.42) 
If ūi – ūj < HSD the variables i and j do not differ significantly (A.43) 
 
Reference 
Gravetter, F.R.; Larry B. Wallnu, "Essentials of Statistics for the Behavioral Science" 
Thomson, Belmont, CA; (2008).  
Mendenhall, W., “Introduction to Probability and Statistics” Duxbury Press, Boston; 
(1983) 
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Curriculum Vitae 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hardworking and dedicated professional that can offer wide-range experience in research and 
development of new products and processes; extensive knowledge in fluidization, and the non-intrusive 
Radioactive Particle Tracking technique; wide experience of government permits and inventory tracking of 
hazardous materials; excellent communications skills; and successful team building manager focused in 
production goals, safety and getting the job done. Areas of expertise include: 
• Automation • Chemicals Formulations • Equipment Design  
• LabWindows CVI
TM
  • AutoCAD • C/C++ and Matlab 
• Policy/Procedure Development • Polyethylene Extrusion • Fouling 
 
 
Education 
 
• Ph.D. in  Particle Technologies & Fluidization  
5/2010 – Present (December 2013) 
Western University and the University of Saskatchewan (London, ON, Canada &, Saskatoon, SK, Canada); 
in collaboration with Syncrude Canada Limited and the University of Alberta. 
o Design and construction of a cold-flow recirculating fluidized bed which mimics the conditions of 
the stripper section of a Fluid Coker
TM
 and evaluates the interactions of agglomerates with the 
reactor internals, specifically the hydrodynamics of coke that lead to the fouling of the sheds. 
o Design, development and testing of new software developed in LabWindows CVI
TM
 which gathers 
and treats radiation data of twelve gamma ray scintillation detectors in order to create a reliable 
Radioactive Particle Tracking (RPT) system. 
o Use of the Radioactive Particle Tracking system to evaluate the degree of fouling that an internal 
has without direct observation. 
o Use of the Radioactive Particle Tracking system to evaluate the agglomerates properties, 
fluidized bed conditions and shed types that have a direct impact in the hydrodynamics of 
agglomerates that can lead to the fouling of the reactor internals. 
 
• Master in Science in Automation (Control Engineering)  
1/2000 – 5/2001  
Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (Monterrey, NL, México) 
o Developed a new simple graphical procedure to estimate two time constants, gain and dead time 
of a second order linear model for process control. 
 
• Bachelor Degree in Chemical Engineering with Minor in Environmental Engineering  
8/1995 – 12/1999 
Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (Monterrey, NL, México)  
o Obtained the highest GPA award in the Chemical Engineering Class of 1999 Fall Term.   
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Professional Experience 
 
• Western University , Saskatoon Open Door Society & University of Saskatchewan, 9/2010 – Present  
Teaching Assistant and Part Time Jobs 
o TA of Mathematics and Chemistry for the Office of Indigenous Services (UWO) 
o TA for the Advance Particle and Fluidization Technology (UWO-CBE-9550) 
o TA for the Engineering Solutions Class (UWO-ENVRSUST-9015). 
o Spanish/English translator for the Saskatoon Open Door Society. 
o Sessional Lecturer: Petrochemical Engineering (UofS-CHE 364). 
o TA for the Chemical Engineering Laboratory I (UofS-CHE 333).  
o TA for the Instrumentation Class (UofS-ABE 313). 
 
• Laboratorios Jael, Tapachula, Chiapas, México, 5/2003 – 4/2010  
Process and Research Engineer 
o Development, equipment building and production of antibacterial gel, mosquitoes repellent and 
ear drops that prevent swim-ear diseases. These products were successfully introduced in the 
Mexican grocery and departmental store Chedraui, which has 182 stores nationwide. 
o Design and development of a chemical treatment process using methyl bromide, for wood 
pallets against infestations in order to enable them to be used in fruit packing exports to Canada, 
USA and Europe. It was the first company to be certified by the SEMARNAT (Secretariat of 
Environment and Natural Resources of Mexico) in the State of Chiapas.  
o Design and development of a process control system for the treatment of mangos fruit against 
the Mexican fruit fly, with USDA approval.  The systems was designed in the LabWindows CVI 
platform and controls the temperature of a 25 m
3
 water tank with a LAARS boiler, it also controls 
the time that the mango fruit needs to be submerged in the vessel. 
o Design and development of a chemical process to produce organic and semi organic fertilizer 
from fish meal using enzymatic (papain) or potassium hydroxide hydrolysis respectively. These 
products have been successfully used by soybeans farmers of the region. 
• Plásticos del Soconusco, S.A. de C.V., Tapachula, Chiapas, México, 8/2001 –  4/2003   
Plant Manager  
Designed and developed a new polyethylene profile machine that used recycled banana bags as 
feedstock. Managed the production of banana bags and profiles and gave maintenance to the two 
polyethylene extruders and service equipment. 
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• Granovskii, Mikhail; Gerspacher, Regan; Pugsley, Todd, Sanchez, Francisco. “An effect of tar model 
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• Narvaez, Carlos; Sanchez, Francisco J. “High Order Modeling of Overdamped Continuous Processes”. 
ISA Conference Proceedings, Houston TX (2001). 
• Sanchez Careaga, Francisco Javier. “Un Nuevo Método de Identificación de Procesos Continuos no 
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